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FOREWORD 
The appendix of statistical material for Biota is presented in 
it's two major divisions. These are: 
1. Fauna; an invent~ry of current wildlife populations. 
2. Flora; an inventory of plant communities and range 
conditions as they presently exist. 
In the section on fauna, game bird and animal populations are 
measured in terms of annual harvest date, hunter days or hunter 
success. Although this is not a direct census, it is a repre-
sentative unit of measure generally accepted by 'Wil dlife 
Nanagers. In addition to statistics on population , narrative 
descriptions of habitats and wildlife movements are presented. 
The section on flora presents a description of range sites 
found in the ' Basin and the range condition composition of the 
areas of suitable range in each watershed. Also shown is the 
basic quality rating assigned to each range site and the manner 
in which condition class vaJ.ues were applied to the site values 
to develop site-condition quality ratings. 
Other flora material included' is a listing of the plants included 
in the range site descriptions showing both their common and 
scientific names. 
Concepts ,concerning trends in wildlife populations , design of the 
study, procedures and interpretations of data is presented in 
the general section of the inventory report. 
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INVENTORY M~ ASSESSMENT 
of the 
NATIVE VEGETATION 
and 
ENVIRONMENTAL RELATIONS 
Prepared for: 
Utah Division of Water Resources 
By: 
B. W. Allred, Range Ecologist-Range Scientist 
PLANT COMMUNITIES 
and 
ENVIRONMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS 
HIGHLIGHTS 
1. The Bear River provides habitats for a wide variety of plant 
communities. This variety gives protective cover and beauty to the land-
scape, produces the primal link in the food chain and functions to cleanse 
the air and stabilize water yield from the high snowsheds. 
2. The composition of plant communities at specific sites provides 
the ecologist with a picture of past use, enables a determination of trends 
in quality and permits identification of sites and their potential for 
improvement. 
3. The ecologic grand divisions of vegetation in the Bear River Basin 
are forest, grassland, and tundra, listed in order of their descending order 
of moisture requirements. 
Local differences in physical conditions and historic use produce 
variations within these broad groups. They are further divided into 
sub-groups which include: 
a. Climax communities 
b. Sub-climax communities 
c. Development or Seral Communities 
d. Disclimax communities 
4. Range sites are range classification units reflecting specific 
conditions of soil, slope, exposure, local climate and the plant community 
each site is capable of sustaining in the highest stage of development. 
5. Range sites are further described in respect to their present 
condition as related to their potential. This relation is expressed in the 
range condition classes of Excellent, Good, Fair, and Poor. 
6. The presence of certain plants in a range site provides obvious 
clues of both degeneration and regeneration. Plants reflecting these trends 
are classed as: 
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a. Decreasers - those plants (usually desirable, high 
forage producers) which are the first to decrease under 
heavy grazing use. 
b. Increasers - those plants which initially mUltiply under 
heavy grazing use but \vhich may eventually decrease under 
continued heavy use. 
c. Invaders - a group of invading plants which register the 
degree of decline in the cl~ax and include such species 
as gumweed, poverty weed, tarweed, sunflower, cheatgrass, 
haogeton, and others. 
7. Most range units still have sufficient climax plants to regenerate 
them, given sufficient time and corrective treatment. No native species have 
been completely eliminated from the area. Once threatened Reed's Canary-
grass has now re-established itself in some wet meadows and shallow marshes 
of the Basin. 
8. Soil and slope are important factors influencing productivity in 
different range sites. 
a. With slope constant, loamy soils are better producers 
than clay soils. 
b. Given the same soil, an increase in slope generally 
decreases production. 
9. Differing slope exposures produce plant variety and contrast in 
the landscape. Such differences are .the product of varying amounts and 
patterns of sunlight and moisture. 
10. Natural plantscapes are a feature of the environment with esthetic 
qualities. Height of vetetation, variety contrast~ such as are produced by 
intermingled bodies of conifer, aspen , and meadow, are a major esthetic 
factor. 
11. Water is the greatest single economic yield from Basin ranges. 
12. Seventy five percent of Basin ranges are in fair and poor condition. 
Only 3 Q 5 percent are excellent. Currently, forage p~oduction is about 53 
percent of potential. 
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13. Sometimes, ranges in fair and poor condition produce more foliage 
than similar sites yield when they are in excellent condition. For example, 
foliage yield on a High Mountain Loam range site in a favorable year may 
vary as fo11mvs: 
Excellent Condition 2,200 to 2,750 lbs. 
Good Condition 2,250 to 2,750 lbs. 
Fair Condition 1,500 to 2,200 lbs. 
Poor Condition 1,250 to 4,000 lbs. 
Ho\vever foliage quality and yield on poor condition ranges for grazing 
animals will usually be far inferior to edible forage from good and excellent 
condition ranges. 
Perhaps the enduring significance of natural plant communities and their 
relationship to manls environment can be found in the following: ~ 
The bunchgrass lands and fertile soils of the Bear River Basin valleys 
are described by General John Char1e~ Fremont in September 12, 1843. 
He said, "The bottoms of this corner (Bear) and some of the creeks 
which I saw form a natural resting and recruiting station for travellers, 
now, and in all time to come. The bottoms are extensive; water excellent; 
timber sufficient; the soils good; and well adapted to the grains and 
grasses suited to such an elevated region •••• A civilized settlement would 
be of great value here; and cattle and horses would do well where grass 
and salt so much abound •••• All mountain sides here are covered with 
valuable, nutritious grass, calied bunchgrass •••• The beasts of the Indians 
\\Tere fat upon it; our own found good subsistence; and its quantity will 
sustain any amount of cattle and make this truly a bucolic region. 1I 
~) General John C. Fremont, Memoirs of My Life, Including Five Journeys of 
Western Exploration (Chicago, 1887). 
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BEAR RIVER BASIN 
Table II. Distribution of Suitable Range Acres 
and Condition Classes 
Sub-Basin I Condition Class (100 acres) (100 ac.) 
Watershed No. Excellent Good Fair 1/ Poor- Total 
Upper Little Malad la-23 63 768 244 1,072 
Deep Creek la-24 94 172 55 321 
Plymouth-Portage la-29 4 154 62 220 
Bear River Valley la-3D 560 215 775 
Brigham la-3l 294 122 416 
Bear River Bay l-9a 179 69 248 
TOTALS 161 2,127 767 3,055 
1.1 Includes Forest Service class "Very Poor". 
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BE...l\R RIVER BAS IN 
Table II. Distr i bution of Suitable Range Acres 
and Condition Classes 
Sub-Basin II Condition Class (100 ac.) (100 acres) 
Watershed No. Excellent Good Fair 1/ Poor- Total 
Cottonwood Creek 1a-15 550 304 854 
Grace-Thatcher la-16 32 183 154 369 
Guis River 1a-17 33 513 222 768 
Battle Cr. - Deep Cr. 1a-18 1 48 524 134 707 
Five Mile Wash 1a-19 8 26 5 39 
Weston Creek la-2O 1 39 226 62 328 
Subtotal 2 160 2,022 881 3,065 
Clarkston 1a-21 11 59 10 80 
Logan River la-22 24 146 273 280 723 
Lewiston-Trenton la-25 1 64 8 73 
North Cache la-26 4 328 82 414 
Blacksmith Fork 1a-27 66 586 511 1,163 
Little Bear 1a-28 27 817 118 962 
Subtotal 24 255 2,127 1,009 3,415 
TOTAL V 26 415 4,149 1,890 6 , L~ 80 
1) Includes Forest Service class "Very Poor". 
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BEAR RIVRR BASIN 
Table II. Distribution of Suitable Range Acres 
and Condition Classes 
Sub-Basin III Condition Classes 
(100 acres ) (100 ac.) 
Watershed No. Excellent Good Fair 1/ Poor- Total 
South Bear l.ake lal-l 51 902 213 1,166 
Fish Haven-St. Charles 1al-2 3 21 441 112 577 
Liberty-Bloomington 1al-3 14 104 605 199 922 
Montpelier Creek 1a-10 10 63 119 65 257 
Bennington 1a-11 4 22 78 34 138 
Georgetown Creek 1a-12 8 33 105 56 202 
Nounan-Eight Mile Creek 1a-13 11 69 268 117 465 
Soda Springs 1a-14 32 37 170 220 459 
TOTALS 82 400 2,688 1,016 4,186 
Sub-Basin IV 
Fossil Butte 1a-4W 122 954 679 1,755 
Thomas Fork 1a-5l-l 112 440 453 33 1,038 
Smith t s Fork 1a-7 264 766 773 13 1,816 
Wood Hollow la-8 241 485 249 975 
Sheep-Pegram Cr. la-9 112 592 99 .803 
TOTALS 498 2,513 2,982 394 6,387 
1:./ Includes Forest Service class "Very Poor". 
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BEAR RIVER BASIN 
Table II. Distribution of Suitable Range Acres 
and Condition Classes 
Sub-Basin V Condition Classes (100 acres) 
(100 ac.) 
Watershed No. Excellent Good Fair 1/ Poor- Total 
Ye11o"\v Coyote 1a-1 136 565 400 36 1,137 
Upper Bear 1a-2 28 145 509 80 762 
Evanston 1a-3 185 1,137 526 1,848 
Sa1eratus Creek 1a-4U 7 10 1,276 . 681 1,974 
Woodruff Creek 1a-5U 9 503 228 740 
Big Creek-Otter Creek 1a-6 8 738 399 1,145 
TOTALS 373 1,857 3,952 1,424 7,606 
1/ Includes Forest Service class "Very Poor." 
SRG'S 
Wet 
HP 
TCE 
ULE 
TLG 
TCG 
TK 
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DX 
TX 
DCE 
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USE 
ZLE 
ZX 
ZLD 
ZLA 
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Table III. Comparative Productivity and Quality Ratinps of 
Range Sites in the Bear River Basin 
ADM PER ACRE 
SOIl,S SLOPE EXCELLENT CONDo . 
Wet Soils 1.93 
High Alt. Aspen 1.45 
Mtn. Clay 0-30% 1.07 
Upland Loam 0-30% 1.04 
Mtn. Loam 30-60% 1.00 
Mtn. Clay 30-60% .93 
Mtn. Sandy Loam .90 
Upland Loam 30-60% .90 
Upland Stony Loam .80 
Upland Shallow Loam .. 58 
Mtn. Shallow Loam 0-30% .57 
Upland Clay .53 
Semi-desert Stony Loam .42 
Upland Sand 0-30% .41 
Semi-desert Loam .35 
Upland Shallow Loam .30 
Semi-desert Loam 30-60% .30 
Semi-desert Alkali Flat 0-25% .30 
.30 
QUALITY 
RATING 
10 
10 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
2.5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
"he folloHin "S " section iLcludes descriptions of the principal ran ; e 
sites found in the 3asin and p~~imarily apply to the non-forest range area.s. 
-:'hese descriptions ofran,:;e site and condition classes includes lists 
of the najor kinds of pl,'lnts that are produced under local soil, slope 
exposure and climatic conditions of each respective site. The departures 
from excellent condition are indicated by the composition of decreaser, 
increaser and invader plants in the Good, Fair and Poor classes.-)(-
?ange site descriptions and range condition guides shown in this 
section include: 
• 1 ~ _ ....... 
- - '-
High i" oun tain Loa.m 
Salt heado'Hs 
3emi-~et Eeadows 
Semi-Desert Alkali Flats 
Upland 3hallotT Loam 
Upland Stony Loam 
Semi-Desert Loam 
hountain Stony Loam 
l':oun tain Loam 
1. ~-{an.:; e ;:) i t e ~~ ame : Hi go i:;ount a in Loam 
2. Climat e: 
a. The climate of the site is cool and humid with cold, snowy winters, 
The aver age annual precipitation varies fro m 22 to 50 i nches. 
Distribution of this moisture is generally 2J to 35 perce'nt during 
the plant ~rowinf:~ season . Thus t most of t he effective moisture comes 
from snowmelt fro m winter precipitation. 
b. Plant groH'th begins about Nay 10-20 and ends due to killing frosts 
about September 15 to October 1. ~ :ois t ure 9-.nd temperature are such that 
they are not limiting to plant growth during tbis period exce pt som8 
years a small moisture deficiency in July and Ausust will slO\1' dOT..J'n 
groHth of herbage a.nd may force grass and forb speci es into early 
maturity. The frost-free period is 65 to 90 days, 
3. ~opography and Elevation: 
This site occurs on gently sloping to very steep mountain slopes. It 
is found on all exposu:l'es at the hi??;her elevations, but occurs prifilarily 
on north and east slopes at the lower elevations adjacent to ffiountain s ites 
which are found on the south and west exposures. 
4. Soils: 
a. The soils .of this site are deep, well-drained, "cool Prairie-li ke" 
soils, They have thick (13-24") very dark brown or very dark gr ayish 
brown, loamy AI; and cobbly or gr avelly medi um to fine textured, 
neutral to medium acid B2 horizons . They are forming on gently 
sloping to very steep mountain slopes and rollin6 or hilly plateaus 
i n parent materials derived fro m sandstone, shale, limestone, quartzite 
and various i gneous rocks. Infiltration and internal wate:r move ment 
are good . Roots penetrate the soil material r eadily. They have a 
high waterholding capacity ranging from about 10 to 14 • .5 inches in 
a six-foot profile. Amount of stone, cobble or gravel is variable 
throughout the profile but is less than 50% by volume. 
5. Potential Hative Plant Co mmuni ty: 
a . The potent i a l vegetation of the s i t e i s a mi xture of about 45~~ grass , 
25 '~ f or l's , anri)O··~; shrubs . hountain brome 1-Till react as a deer-eas er 
. l'1.d er C3.t t. l e ~: .raz in:; but. an increaser yr i t n s hee p :;raz in.~ cO lnprisin?; 
u.p t o ."5 . Jecre0.ser, ~rasses 1.l:.'1cJ.e~c both clas ses of l ives toc k a-ce 
bear d ed. ,:hS3.t3:r El.S3 , blue Hi I dr ye , onion:;rass , and slen--ler Hheat,::;r ass 
na.kin~ up about )0 to 35 ~ of the t ot a l. Increaser ; r asses with bot h 
shes ? 8.0 ': c a ttle :·: r a zin·; are Columbia needle; r a ss, dry-land sedge , \..tr eat 
.)a ~, i !1 ; ... :_~ir ye , : 8IltUC;:./ bl ue .;ra.s3 , kin_:' fes cue , lett8r "!"!.2i1 rlC'S'(Jl e :!,r c.l-='s , 
~)r::. ~ :- 'LS 'ms ,£,)3S ) sbeep fescue , and tell nali ve olli.eir"":l~SSeG . ihe:>8 
-ri l l :-: .... ::~; l..lP 10 to 2D.) of the cOirpcsi t i on . ?o~ "' Js ~~~J.c~ ~s s:·[;;>~t an'L~~e 
and. edible va.lerian Hill be decreasers under both cattle and sheep 
use and will make up 1 to 3 percent of the co mposi tion. Increaser 
fo!:' bs (both sheep and cattle use) ;3,re aster, aa.ls3. rrL oot, lo rna tiuiil , 
s keleton loco, drusmoncl thistle, geranium, horsemint, hOu..l1dston:~u2 , 
little sunflower, peavine, senecio, lupine, tall larkspur, taxweed 
and yarroH yri11 make up 20 to 25;;; of the total Y8,:;eta tion by Heigh t . 
Shrubs sucb as big sa?;e brush, curlleaf TJ;lountain,;' bi tterbrush, snm'i-
berry, oakbrush, silver (-Hater) sagebrush and yellowbrush Hill com-
prise 20 to 30 percent of'the composition. 
Common invaders of this site axe annual grasses and annual foras. 
~.:3rn·.cAT6D YI.d:LDS AND PO:'~HI'IAL IhPllOVB.;I·~N'l' BY CONDIT 101\: CLAS;:)~;3 
Percent of Potential 
Lbs Per Acre Air Dry 
Total Annual Yield 
Favorable Yrs 
Unfavorable Yrs 
EXCBLLf!.:lIfT GOOD FAIR. POOR 
10o;t -76;6 75;;-51;;; 5070 - 26/0 25/:~)- 0 
2750-2200 27 0-2250 2200-1500 4000-1250 
1300-900 900-700 900- 00 2100-900 
RANGE SITE DESCRIPTION 2. 
1. Range 3i te Name: Het l\eadows 
, 2. Climate: 
a. The climate of this site is characterized by cold snowy winters 
and warm dry summers. Average annual preCipitation varies 
from 6 to 35 inches, but most common is 16 to 20 inches. However, 
most of the moisture for plant production on this site is obtained 
from a water table near tbe ground surface. This site differs from 
the semi-Het meadow in that Hater is near the surface most of the 
pl&'1t growth pericxl (wi thin 20 inches). During late summer and 
fall the soil surface may become dry, but usually moisture is within 
the root zone of the plants. 
b. Plant groHth begins fron~ April 1 to hay 1 depending upon the 
temperature. A Hater saturated soil causes plant groHth to be 
delayed since soil temperatures remain cold until late in the season. 
Plant 2~roHtb continues in most years urltil Septe r.1ber 15 to October 
30 depend i n; on kil1in~ frosts. 
'.:'118 plC:Lnt ::;rOi'.rth p9rioQ is Sho~ct8r at t he hl_:ber eleva. tions. 
~rost-free period is fro m 90 to 160 days . fhe opt imum 3yowth period 
.is }>3".;~·Teen , ay I -to 10 2.nd Ausust 1 to 15. 
r a.:;8 3 
4. To po:;raphy and Elevation: 
This site occurs on flood plains, sli.'Sht de pressions on alluvial botto~:.s t 
fans, and lake terraces and on valley bottoms. Slopes vary fron 0 to 
10 percent, but most cO fJlmonly are less than 3 percent. Elevation 
ran~es fro m 4,250 to 10,000 feet. 
5. 20ils: 
a. fhe soils in this site are deep and affected by wetness. The water 
table fluctuates d1~riw~ the growing season, generally above 20 inches. 
Drainage cha.:racteristics range from imperfectly to poorly, Hi th the 
imperfectly drained soils having a higher water table than is CO ;').:1on 
for the site. Surface soils are generally dark colored and high in 
organic matter. Textures of these soils range from moderately 
coarse to fine and are most commonly medium and moderately f l ne. 
Reactions range from neutral to moderately alkaline and from 
noncalcareous to strongly calcareous. These soils are formin~; 
in low lying areas on nearly level to gently sloping or undulating 
topography. Parent materials are derived from a wide range of 
parent rock and lacustrine sediments. Roots and Hater move readily 
throu~h these soils above the water table. Waterholding capacity 
is moderate to high and is supplemented by upward capillary mo ,'ement 
fron the shallOt., Hater table. Erosion is not a serious hazard. 
6. Potential Native Plant Community: 
a. The potential vegeta tion consists primarily of water tolerant grasses 
and grass-like plants Hith a small percentage of water tolerant forbs 
and only a small percentage of water tolerant shrubs. Decreaser 
grasses and grass-like plants such as alpine timothy, bearded wheat-
grass, ·blue wildrye, creeping wildrye, nodding brome, redtop, 
slender vrheatgrass, trisetum, tall native bluegrass, timothy and 
tufted hairgrass will comprise 45 to 55 percent of the total 
composition by weight. Increaser grasses and grass-like plants such 
as Columbia need1egrass. Great Basin wildrye, field horsetail, 
Yentuc ky bluegrass, muhl,Y grass, rushes, sedges, saltgrass, vrestern 
wbeat grass and wiregrass Hill make up 30 to 40 percent of the compo-
sition. Decreaser forbs such as COH parsnip. native clover and white 
Dutch clover 'Hill comprise 3 to 6 percent of the composition. Increaser 
forbs such as arrowerass, aster, bullthistle, cinquefoil, dandelion, 
~olde.!:1rod , mint, iris, plantain, rumex, shooting star, and senecio 
Hill c08prise 5 to 10 percent of the total. Shrubs such as rose, 
sh u lilly cinquefoil , silver ( water) sa,s;e brush and willoHs will not 
make u-p over 2 percent of the cover . 
P2{;e I..} 
2. Clime .. te : 
a. The clina-te is characterized. by cold winters and warm dry summers, 
Avera.;e a.nnual precipitation varies from 6 to 20 inches. !',ost of 
the moisture for plant production is obtained fro m a Hater table which 
is near the snrface through most of the plant '~roHth period. Ho~{ever, 
some fluctuation in the water table and variation in salinity affects 
kinds and amounts of vegetation p:!:'oduced. This site differs from 
the a1 :<::3.11 bottoms site in that the Hater table is closer to the 
surface 'Hithin 10 inches for most of the plant growth period and 
this site has salinity, but very little sodium (alk~tli) as is present 
in alke..li bottor~s. In late sum.mer and fall the surface soil may 
become dry due to lowered water table. During the period June to 
October, evapo-transpiration rate exceeds precipitation. HOHever, 
this factor does not influence plfu~t growth on this site to any 
:sreat extent because plant roots are in contact Hith a plentiful 
supply of moisture for most of the Gro~ing season. 
b. Plant growth period usually starts about April 1 to 15 and will continue 
until October 1 to' 15. In vlater short yea:rs, the Hater table may 
drop and plant growth will slow dm'ln in late ,July and August. The 
optimum. :;roHth period is usually Eay 1 to July 15. Plant growth 
is affected by fluctuations in the salt content of the soil. The 
frost-free period fluctuates fron year to year and. frOf!l place to 
place Hhere this site is located, hm'Tever, this does not affect the 
kind and amount of ve(~etation greatly eno~r;;h to be considered as 
more than one site. Frost-free period varies from 95 to 175 days, 
but is mostly 120 to 150 days. 
3. Topo,graphy and ~leva tion : 
This site occurs on 10H lake pla,ins, broad 101-1' lake terraces, alluv ial 
river botto:ns and poorly drained flood plains usually adjacent to rivers, 
creeks and lakes. Slopes are flat or very gently rang ins from 0 to 6 
percent, but mostly less than 2 percent. Elevation raDGes from 4,215 
6,200 feet. 
4. Soils: 
a. : he soils in this site are deep ~nd affected by wetress , salt and 
;llk2.1i. ,,' he Ha.ter table fluct.u?tes durin r~. the -:I'o;"i i n ::: SS:Json Clnd is 
'-~;!l.2~.:' :3. l1y ~.; i tll-lft 2 Cl tl1ches o,c- t he ::;.uxfCl.::; (::. iJ'_' ,3 L'l-=i. '0 c n-j'(';.~cteT i0tics 
~'-a n, " e _:' -:::-,.;:r. :' I~:p : :rfectly to poorly drained , Hlth th8i, ~"\P1'·!~c;ct.ly 
irained sai ~G havin ~ a shallow water ta~le. )alt a~d al~aii 
8oncen~~~tions , alon~ with the slJal low water ta~12 depth cha~acterize 
..!~:-~i s ::::: ~_ -:- '] • "extuy ef:~ :ran ~8 -frot:: lO8.ili to C 12:;.- . ~-llSSS sol L.'1 ~ .. ? ... 'y ~v'tve a 
:::.(.) J .!J:~~~. ~~ .. _ -~~ ? () .C t,:~I::~:! ~~L~r J_ ;.:i\;~:.: t-,[lC~;;~~: rl~)r't7~ Or\.~-:' ~":ln ~; '!.~- ..... ~ O ' -tl~r C:C) ; ~~ __ ~ !·~~).·-
-::,-~=t.-=-~_ ~) \ "': ~ ). I' 3 (,1 '. ~i.~) · , )r: i;;tl_·t" :~ .!·~.l(~i ·~:i'~ :;2'':~~~J'J:''1 {-1.~,:? "C-~1 " t.=: . J ~:) . ~-:':Lj_~~lt/l) -
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l yinp; areaS on neJ.rl y l evel to s lopin '~ to po:-;r aphy. Par ent mat erials 
are der i ved f'ro rr. a. Hide r a ns e of parent roc ks and. lucustrine 
s ed i ~ ents . Ja l t and a l kal i r es t rict root development a bove t he wa t er 
t;:J.ble . '1ate of Hater penetra tion is variable . Soils Hi th hL?;h s odill!!l 
percenta~es , sol onetzic ~2 or fine textures are very slowly per meable . 
30i ls with l ow sodium content , high sal t content and coars er textured 
are per :neable. t he hi.o:;h wat er t a ble hel ps di l ut e the s alt and sod ium 
content as well as provide a. s ource of mois ture . 
5 . Potent ial ;'lative Pl ant Community : 
a . r ~he potential vegetation cons ists pri m3.-r i ly of water toler ant grasses 
Hi t h only a s mal l percent age of f oros and a very s mall percentage of 
sal t and Hater tolerant shrubs t Decreaser .-sr asses such as alkali 
bluegrass, al kali s a ca ton , creepi ng wi l drye, alkali grass, al kali 
cor dGr ass, Grea t Basin wildrye , squirre l tai l, tufted hairgrass and 
wes t ern wheat~rass will compr i s e 60 to 70 parcent of the tota l 
composition of a i r dry weight. Increaser grass es and grasslike 
plants such as foxtail, Kentucky bluegr ass, meadow foxtail, rushes, 
s altgrass, sedges and wiregrass will make up 30 to 40 percent of the 
compos ition. Forbs such as arrowgr ass, black mediC, cinquefoil, daisy, 
native clovers, owlclover, pic kle}Teed, and rumex will be present 
with a total of 5 to 7 percent. 3hrubs such as big rabbitbrus h, 
fourwin .:-!: saltbush, jTut tals saltbush, greas ewood, rose and willoHs will 
be present in fro m 0 to 5 percent of the total composition. 
Common i nvaders of this site are annual atriplex, annual kochia, 
annua l mus t ard, bassia., beeweed, cheatgrass, curlycup gumweed, poverty-
weed, and Russian thistle. 
ESTp ·:ATED YIELDS AND POTENT IAL Ii"~PROVEI\;ENT DY CONDITION CLASSES 
EXC~LLENr GOOD FAI R POOR 
Lhs t Percent of Potentia l 1 OO;~-7r;;:;----:-7'"":'5;-"·;;--5~1::-;,"7'; --5-:-'0::-:07"": -~2:-::6'-;;~-""""2-5,-'-~;~ 0 
Lt s . Per Acr e Air Dry Favorable Yrs. 4000-17 50 2000-1250 3750- 1750 2500-1000 
20tal Annual Yield ~_U_n_fa_. v_o_r_a_b_1_e~Yr_s~.~2_0_0_0_-_1_00_0~._1_0_O_0_-_80_0~~25 00-1500 1500-750 
RAnGE 3 IT1£ D~SCRIprIOHS 4. 
2 . C l i~f10 te : 
.. ~"') c_ir u.te i s chara cterized by col d winters a nrl \·iar~:J. dry sumPlers. 
" 'r'3 ra'~ e ann112,1 pr ecipi ta t ion vaLies f ro m 12 to 35 inches, but is mos t 
co ~~only l~ t o 20 inches. Che important moisture supply for plant 
- :- c~rt).-I i 3 f ro ,;, s1J ":- irrl,:::at :i on or a 1!od.erat ely deep but flnctuatin ~ 
.. · · ··l-~e:~ t·'L:~l'? _'he (~:-Co :' i n ·'~;l.ter t2.t~ le ~l llr in:~ V 18 lat t8Y part. of the 
'-. ''; r :-, .. "'\\. '. :", IH:; "C iv] e.:~ ~'2C t s th'2 e.l:JOU I1 t of her '::a 7S pro\.4" '..:ct ior:. a11d thus 
.:. ~ ~"·:~~;~r·:-~ ""'_.~f)~""~ t'lr~ ~· ~ ~?:t fl·:~;)3.- {) -:".r sl te . 
b. Plant .-~rowth 'Y:L,ins beti-wen .·.arch 15 and April 1.5 depending prLnaril j' 
on soil temper,::d:.U7:8S. Plant i::; roHth usually SIOHS dm-rn d ur:in;~ 13. te 
.Iuly and early "\u~;ust du.e to Harill temperatures and lowering of tho 
water tabl~. Durin:; dry years plant g:r.'oHth stops at this time a~ 
soil moisture beco mes depleted. Frost-free period varies fro m 65 to 
160 days at various locations. I n years of adeQuate moistllre pla...Ylt 
~rowth stops about October 1 to 10 due to killing frosts. 
3. ·-i opo.; raphy and iI: levation: 
This site occurs in mountain valleys, and on valley bottoms, flood plains 
lOrT lake terraces and alluvial fans near water courses. Slopes are from 
nearly level to gently slopin,:S from 0 to 10 percent, but mostly less than 
3 percent. }~levation is from 4220 to 6500 feet in most localities. 
4. Soils: 
a. The soils in this site are deep and affected by wetness. The water 
table fluctuates between 20 and 40 inches most of the growing season. 
Drainage characteristics range from moderately well to poorly, with 
the poorly drained soils having a lower water table than is common. 
Surface soils are ~enerally dark colored and high in or1ganic matter. 
Textures of these soils range from fine sand to clay, but are most 
commonly medium and moderately fine. Reactions ran; e ·from neutral to 
moderately alkaline and from noncalcareous to strongly calcareous. 
These soils are forming in low lying areas on nearly level to Gently 
sloping or undulating topography. Parent materials are derived fro m 
a wide ran.~e of parent rock and lacustrIne sediments. Roots and water 
move readily through these soils above the v'rater table. Haterholding 
capacity is low to high and is supplemented by upward capillary 
mov8nent of water from the Hater table. Erosion is .not a serious 
hazard on these soils. 
5. Potential Native Plant Community: 
a. The potential ve;getation will consist primarily of deep rooted perennia l 
grasses Hi th 5 to 15::·; forbs and I to 5/,; of shrubs. Decreaser grasses 
Hill make up .55 to 7.5 percent of the composition by air dry Height and 
will be alpine timothy, al kali bluesrass, bearded wheat 'Srass, blue 
Hildrye, Creat 3asin Hildrye, mountain brame , noddin.:s brame, redtop, 
slender ~heatgrass, tall native bluesrass, trisetum and tufted hair-
grass. Increaser ~rasses such as a lkaii sacaton, field horsetail, 
~entucky bluegrass, letterman needle~rass, rushes, sed;es, western 
ifheat ~rass, and wirwT,rass Hill cornpri se 15 to 20 percent of the 
composition . Decreaser forbs such as native clover , cow c~bba~~ and 
edi ~)le v3.1e-r j.an Hill co rrpJ:'ise .5 percent of the '/ olu.me [;roHth . .Lncj~e?ser 
-"Or 2G ~_ l:c11 3..S 3.s ·tr:~r , bull tnist}.:3 1 c:~nluefoil, ; -cis , peav L.'!.€' , S:; (12(; 10 
and yarrr.Yd "11i11 nal(e up 5 to 15 percent of the compositio.:1. ..J!:ru ('s 
such as rose , Sbl~1.l})by cinQu~fciJ. , s il'/er or \-lEtter sa. .~eb::::-us:--!f Y811G :';-
':Jr u.sh .3.11<-::1 Hi 110\.[s Hill na~-\:e up 0 to 5 pe('cellc of th3 corr·pos i tio:l. 
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Comr~on invaders of this site are annual weeds , big rabbit brush, big 
S3..:3ebrush, cheatgrass , cur lycup gu mHeed , dandelion, foxt3.il, gredsewood, 
hOlmd,ston::;ue, povertYHeed, pussy toes , rumex~ Hussia:1 thistle, and tar.·reed. 
b. Annual dry herbage yields on excellent condition ranGes varies from 
L~200 pounds per a cre in favorabl e years to 1750 pounds per a cre i n less 
f avora tIe years. 
RA.iTGE 31 .2.8 DESC:~ I P1ION 5. 
1. Ran rse Site Name: Semidesert Stony Loam 
2. Climate: 
a. The clima te of this site is se mi-arid and. characterized by cold Hinters 
and hot summers, Precipitation is 8 to 12 inches Hith an average near 9 
inches. Approximately 45~ of the moisture comes during the period of 
plant growth betHeen April and September. The moisture deficient 
period beg ins early in June Hhen the evapo-transpiration rate is high. 
This and the accumulations of salt and alkali in the soil are factors 
which affect plant grmfth and reduce the productivity of this site. 
This site receives some run in moisture froQ adjacent sites but not 
enough to influence production materially. This site differs from 
salt meadow and alkali bottom sites because it does not have a water t a ble, 
b. Plant ~ro;{th beg ins about (arch 15 to April 1 and continues lmtil June 5 
to Ju.l'1e 15 Hhen plants I:!ature or go dorma.nt because of depletion of 
soil moisture and hish temperatures. \<lith summer precipitat ion and 
coolin!S temperatures SOQe of the ;~rasses and forbs green up during the 
early fall. Frost-free period varies from 100 to 150 days. 
J. Topo~raphy and Slevation: 
This site occurs on the higher portions of the gently sloping old alluvial 
fans and their more steeply slopin,'T escarpments, on fans, foothills and 
benchlands. 310pes are fro m 1 to 60/~ but mostly less than 10;·~ . ~levations 
range from 4500 to 6500 feet. 
4. 30ils: 
a. The soils ~n this site are moderately deep or deep, Hell-drained soils 
in the Sierozem soil zone. rhey have stony or very stony, dark, grayish 
brown or orOHn loar:lY surface horiz ons , usua lly J to 6 inches thick. 
These horizons a?:e lmder l a in by ston v , cohbly or grcwclly, ~8d iu;n , 
r:;oderatel:r fine or finD textoeed SUG:3oils. ;1eac-tions ran~E: f~CO~:l 
mi Idly alf.:aline to stronG 1~/ 3,1 ~·:a1 jn8 and fro]". moderately to 3trong1y 
calcareolls . t hese soils are f ormin:s in a Hide ran.;e of ;>arent lila terials 
derived fro ;'\ sandstone , shale , lir;:estone, quaxtz i te and vari ous L;neous-
:!'3:':"ent ~tcc';-::; . ~L;"'Lfili~n.tion ::),n,l ir:'~,er!F! 1 ~·T_'.t-;!r ::io ~/e per:t CiT.'S 2od.8ra.-t2: 
to;oorl . .J.ol)t ~)8:-etrat_~.o): i.3 C',yt ::. li;, :.t3.~:i.O!l. ;~hes8 00i.13 he:/oJ 
a moder ate wa t er holdinS capacity but is usually adequat e for holdin ~ 
the nor~al precipi tation which falls. Under pro per mana~ement, th es e 
soils h,3.ve little runoff and erosion except fro m a feH intense SummGr: 
rain storms. 
Zonal Zi erozem and Ca lcisols constitute 80 to 90,; of this ranGe s1 te. 
rhe surface inch or two is usually a platy crust with ~umerous closed 
pores (vesicular), is slightly lighter in color and infrequently lO'h"er 
in or~anic matter content than the next underlying horizon. The subsoil 
is uS1Ja lly finer textured and has a brighter color than the A horizons. 
Several of the soil series in this site also occur in the Semidesert 
limey loam site. rhey lack the stone content, when placed in the 
latter site. 
5. Potential J ative Plant Community: 
a. r.c'he vegetation of this site is about 50 to 70~;G grasses, 5 to 10!~ forbs, 
and sli~htly less than 20 to 25% shrubs. 
Decreaser grasses with both sheep and cattle use are bluebunch wheat-
grass and Thurber's needlegrass comprising 30 to 501; of the plant 
composition by weight. Sandberg bluegrass with 5 to 20% of the total 
will decrease under sprine use by sheep but will increase with other 
use. Increaser grasses under both sheep and cattle use may make up 
15 to 35;; of the vegetation and include Indianricegrass, squirrel tail 
and needleandthread. 
Decreaser forbs under cattle and sheep use include balsa~root, 
hawksbeard and globemallow making 3 to Bfo of the composition. Increaser 
forbs making up 2 to 7; include aster, astragalus, daisy, gaillardia, 
wild buc kHheat,. little sunflower, others and phlox. 
Decreaser shrubs under sheep and cattle use may make up 2 to 3/~ and 
include bud sagebrush, and spiny hopsage. Shrubs Hhich decrease w-ith 
sheep use but increase '-1i th cattle use include black sagebrush 
conprisin:~ 5 to 151; of the vegetation. Increaser shrubs under both 
sheep and cattle use may make up 5 to 2~~ of the composition and 
include bi g s~~ebrush, buc~[heat, leptodactylon, gray molly, grease-
wood, phlox, rubber rabbitbrush, and yelloHbrush. 
Common invacters 0: this site are cheatgr ass, sixweek's fescue, 
threeatTn , an nu.al musta.r d , other annual forbs, i{ussian t histle, and 
juniper. 
b. Tota l annu~l a ir dry yields on excellent condition ran~es vary f rom 
1250 pound ~ :)8r a cr e in Ea-.: oro::·le ~rears t o 750 pounds per acre in 
less f~~ oratle ye~rs . 
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E.KCELL~i'.r GOOD FAl~ PJO~{ 
Percent of Potentia l 100, , - 76/'~ 7 5';.,-~-.21,:,~ 50i~-2 6:ib 25,:-J- 0 
600-S0( Lbs Per _\.cre Air Dry Favora ble Yrs l2,2Q-750 900-400 700-600 
Tota l Annual Y.le l d Unf avorable Yrs 750-500 550-275 550-450 450-L~OO 
RANGE Sl id: D.E;dC ~ IPTION 6. 
1. Range 3ite Na me: Semidesert Alkali Flats 
2. Climate: 
a, The clima te of this site is semi-arid and characterized by cold Hinters 
and hot summers, Precipitation is 8 to 12 inches Hith an average near 
9 inches. Approximately 45~~~ of the moisture comes during the period of 
plant growth between April and September. 'rhe moisture · deficient per~od 
be s ins early in June when the evapo-transpiration rate is high. This 
and the accumula tions of salt and alkali in the soil are factors which 
affect plant growth and reduce the productivity of this site. This 
site receives some run in moisture from adjacent sites but not enough 
to influence production materially. This site differs from salt 
meadow and alkali bottom sites because it does not have a water table. 
b. Plant groHth begins about I-iarch 15 to April 1 and continues until ';'lne 5 
to 15 Hhen plants mature or go dormant because of depletion of soil 
mois ture and high temperatures. ~l i th summer preci pi ta tion and cooliD6 
temperatures some of the e;rasses and forbs Green up during the early 
fall. Frost-free period varies from 100 to 150 days. 
3. Topography and ~levation: 
This s i te occurs in valley bottoms, flood pla ins, gently sloping alluvial 
fans, nearly level la ;~e bas ins and low ~ently slopin-; lake terraces. ~lopes 
vary f :rom 0 t.o 10,; , but are mostly 1 to 2,;; . Elevations range fro m 4500 
to 6000 f ee t , but are mos tly around 5000. 
4. Soi l s : 
a . Deep 3ierozem soi l s are characteristic of t his s i te. They are solonetzi c, 
s odiun a ffe cted and / or saline . lhe normal s urface horizon is t h:!..n, li ~sht 
colored, crusty "Hi t h nu nerous fine pores (vesicul ar) and 1 0':-[ in or'~an ic 
'_'8,tter . ~n disturbed 0_1.'e3.5 this surface i1:ay be abse~t due t o eros i on . 
. :!;~re t~1.S h2. S t~ r..8n nl ""C8 , th e su.rface 1.S fre~uently hard or very h2rd 
2~d p' .:d ~:.l_cd . ~ u: . .30 i ~_s . - ~:_ y :)e mecliw'1 , rr_o~lera tely fi!1e or fi.nt:;: textured. 
·'-33.ction::; are al \<.?~line, ::,U t var} accordin ~~ t o the amount of s odium 
;'.:1-::" /0.;.. S::l.l t preS8!1-:. farent materials are sD.ndstone , shale, l i mes-:one, 
____ 'J3rt ::-~it-~ 2.no. ' / a·cin1.lS i yeou3 =COC~(3. ~nfiltration .;l.rd i nter:1al H~J.ter 
5. ::':-ot~ntlal,3. ti':e 1:JlaYlt t.::om:nuni t~r: 
2~ . '.he ve'~etation is salt and alk3.1i tolercil1 t . -;:'\orbs r:ia ~e up less than 
5 . 0 :( the v82:et.a.tion . Of t he re!'lainder 35 t o il-5. , is . :;rass and 45 to 
55 ; is shrubs . 
J ecreaser £;ra.sses wlder both sheep and c a ttle use aTe alkali blu8...-:;rass , 
I ndian r ice:=~ra.ss , sCJ.uirrel ta.i l, and TtTestern Hhea,t.; rass whic h 1.fill l:l2 :(8 
up fro m 45 to 55;'; of the co mpos i t ion :':J:l -I'rei ~:;ht. 0and bers blue :~:~ass 
(3 to 5'; ) Hill decrease Hi th s pr.in-~ sheep use , but increase under 
other uses, 
Only one forb is a decreaser o'n this Sit'}, ·; lobe~allo'H rnakin,j up only 
o to :1'; of the total . Increa.ser forbs under both ca ttle and sheep 
use are astra.galus, daisy and others, but these ' :ill not ma ke up r.lore 
tban 0 to }.~ of the ve~8ta tion. 
Shrubs Hhich decrease under both sheep and cattle 'use Hill make 10 to 
20/,,; of the composition and include l1uttall saltbush and Hinterfat. 
I ncreaser shrubs under both sheep and ca ttle use Hill make up 25 
to 40/; and include biG sa; ebrush, gray molly, s reaseHood, a..'1d ye llow-
brush. 
Common invaders of this site are foxtail, threeann , annual l'feeds J 
halogeton, povertyweed, 3ussian thistle, a:cd pricl<lypear • 
. 2>;:CZLL.~X~1 GOOD FAITI POOT-{ 
Percent of Potential "100;.1-76: ·~ 7-Z2-:-"")-:-,; --5--1-,-,) --5-0-
1
,-26, -7 25.';- 0 
L bs Per Acre Air -D-r-y--F-' a-v-' o-r-a-_-b-l-e-Y-r-s--1-5-0':-'0-6·"'"0-O--1-7 5 0-6.5 0 1750- 800 1 000 -lt~ . :R5· 
Total Annual Yield Unf avorable Yrs .500-300 500-400 500-300 900- 800 
~--------------------------- ----~---~------~~------~ ~----~-------
RA='~G ~ SIT:{; D23CHJPrIOl'[ 7. 
1. Ran:::e 3i te ~Jame : Upl and ohalloH l..oam 
2. Gli rllate: 
a. '~'he climate is chara cteri!t.ed by cold , sno~'iy H"inters and hot, dry 
summers . i'he a vera ';e annual precipi ta tion is l:1c)stly 12 to 1 .-:· inches , 
but in e. rei'! instances "is as bi,3; h as 20 inches on south anc.!. \J8St 
8~zposu.rss . , j Wl.8 is CO'·l r.lOnly t~v:; 6ri 3S t ;-o.;.1tll In. p::-ec] .. pi.ta.tion . ... nrlu::-.l 
d lstr:~ --utio(i Vc:.::""i23 fro,·. :0 to ~~5..1 d:..cc .Ln tite p1211 t .~ro 'Ttt perioc~, 
. a.y to ,,-, tooer . ;:O\·rever , this is l..ts1.~a.l lJ :'"l') t too effectl'l8 in 
-i nflneDc in' plant ~rm'l i:h Lince it co:-::es as ::;:2:.1.11 .ir. t2:rfili t t.r~n t sho(.,c~r.3 
cJ .. o' :C: :";:l.l·:'3 t3 
" .1 'f 
.... ~ ....... ) F_". :!"~~ !).J J:, • 
•• ~ •• ." . --..... 1 
.1-.,;:" ..,t' .... . 
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b. l'he plant '-.:r01Tth period b92:ins from i'larch 15 to .-\pril 15 and grasses 
and for bs us ually :1:a ture f rom June 15 to July 1 due to soil moistare 
deficiencies and bot t emper a t U1:es later on. The optimum grm'Ith peri 0 :". 
i E'. !'.ay a.nei ea rly June. ;:) hl~ubs usually groN throu;~hout 'July and A1\~ llSt 
but at a much reduced rate and continue until October 1 to October 15. 
Grasses 'usua lly .;reen up as ain in late August, 0epternber, and October 
whe n precipitation occurs and temperatures are cooIer. 1'he frost-
fre e period ranges fro m 75 to 180 days, but is mostly 90 to 140. 
3. rl.'opoGraphy and 'i:leva tion: 
4. 
This site 
vary from 
5 to 30·; . 
Hest ones. 
7000 feet. 
Soils: 
occurs on ridges, foothills, slopes and rollins hills. Slopes 
gently sloping to moderately steep from 5 to 60,;j , but mostly 
It is fOlmd on all exposures, but i s dominantly on south and 
Elevation ran5es from 4400 to 800') feet, but mostly 5000 to 
a. 7hese soils are shallow (less than 20 inches) to bedrock vThich may be 
limestone, sandstone, quartzite, or gneiss. They have medium to 
moderately fine textured top soil or very fine sandy loams. to silt 
loarns. They are mostly zonal soils of the Brown soils zone. The 
surface is dark brown (moist). Coarse fra3ments in the profile abov e 
the bedrock ran8e fro m gravel to stone in Size and from relati'/ e ly 
stone free 0 approximately 4o.;~ of the soil volume in abundance. 
Inta ke rate into the soil is g ood unless vegeta.tion is depleted •. 
Internal Hater movement is fairly rapid. j'Joisture holding capacity 
is low from 1.5 to 2.5 inches except for the craC Ks in the bedrock 
\-Thich store s ome 1.[ater for deep-rooted plants. ~ro ~ ion is not 
excessive due to coarse frag ments on t he s urface un:i.ess vegetation 
is excessively depleted. 
5. Potential Na tive Plant Community: 
a. ':Che potential native plant community consists of approximately 60 to 
70.; grass by Height, 5 to lOi;; forbs cLl1d 15 to 25'j; shrubs. 
The dO rlinant gr ass is bluebunch Hheatgrass \{hich decreases under 
excessive cattle use, but increa ses under sheep use and makes up 
50 to 65;; of the to t al annua l wei[ ht. Sa.ndberg bluegra.ss (2:t ) 
d ecrea s es under s prin5; use by she ep but increases tmder other uses. 
Incr easer .?;r asses ma kin·; up 5 to 10;$; of t he tota l annual yield are 
prai rie .hme --;r ass , ~i eV2.da blue~::rass , I ndian rice,~ras s, needleand t hrea.d, 
T·~i~~ f e3cue , onion ~.La.SS , squirr(~ ltail a nd I da ho f escue. 
a.ls2:;·c~>:::·')t f~l .- J _·}1ecl'e-~se3 lm':.le~ sprin~; she ep use , but i ncreas os under 
ot~er u::;es . L lCr8&Se .. forbs rr:ai.:e up 5 t o 10; ; of t he t ot a l and i nclllCle 
as t er, death can.as , .'ls tr3...~:alus , herba ceous sa,~e , lupine , 10r;:at ':'um , 
i·;: '.l.St",?FJ, :1?8:: i ne , ;Jh l oz , plJSS~/t.00S , 8. nd stoneseed . 
_ i t t erhrus h with 2 to 5 of t he to t a l i s a decreaser shrub . I ncreaser 
shru~ls aI'S b i :-; s 8. (e r)rllSh , bl a c ;{ s 3._';etrr'ush , 10H s a ·:e bru3h , :-r~ -3. ple t 
s 11 v e t' S::;1:--e brus h, and yelloH br ush rJa.!{ill ;; IS to 20. of the tota l 
a nnual y i e ld. 
Co rnman invaders of this s1 te c,re cbeat,.~;ras s , a nnua l for bs, pe pper-
,~;ra.ss and rubber rabbi t brush. 
J:;/~C ~LL~I\ '-i.' '~ OOJ F/LI1i POC:: 
Fercent of Potenti(J.l -1-O-O.j-:%'·-·)---7-S: ~-51 , SO:.;-2~--2~~-:-.:-o 
Lts Per A.cre i\ i:c'--I-;r-y--'-ti'a-v-orable Yr_s __ 2-=:S,-0_O_-_I..;..?;...5_0 __ 2_200-='''-' 0-(-)0--'-.1."""200-1000 1 ;? ~:C' -=600 
l otal Annual '[iald Unfavorable Yrs 1500-700 900-200 900-250 606=ZOO 
:HANCE 811'.:£ DESCRIPTIO:,/ 8. 
1. ?an7,8 31 te lTame; Upland Stony Loam 
2. Clirna te : 
') 
./ . 
a. 1:'he climate is characterized by cold, snm'IY winters and hot, dry 
summers. The avera·3e annual precipitation is mostly 12 to 18 inches, 
hut in a few i~stances is as hi,3.; h a.s 20 inches on south and Hest 
exposures. J une is commonly the driest month in precipitation. 
annual distribution varies frOITl 20 to 45:·; durin'S the plant g roHth 
perion, .·ay to October. =ioHever, thi.s is usually not too effective 
in influencin; plant ~rowth since it co mes as s mall intermittent 
showers which do not wet the soils very deeply or as intense cloud. 
bursts where considerable runoff occurs, especially in J uly culd 
AlLSust. The effective moistur.8 for pla!lt f:;ro· ... th is the 55 to RO;; 
tha t falls durin.~; the wi:1 teT pla nt riormaTI t period. 
b. i'he plaD t s roHth period be '-'. ins fro ;n j·:arch 15 to }\ pril 15 and :· ~rasses 
and forbs usua.lly mature fro m ,jun e 15 to .July 1 due to soil moisture 
d.eficiencies 811d hot te mpera t ux es • I'he optimum J r owth period is ! a y 
and early .:une. vhr ubs usually ;-:rOH thyou;; hout J uly and Au~:us t bu t at 
a. mnch :cecluced rate a nd continue until Cctober 1 to Oc t ober 15. 
~rasse s iJ.s u a ll y -~Te er:. up a. ~; a in i n 1 2. te ,~, u :us t , Jept.8P1.be r , and Octo be:c 
I'Then SLW,ller pre cipita tioD oc curs :3nd t r:; rr. pera tures are cooleI' . :;:'1'18 
=-'y ost- -P:cee Derion :-::'an ';e s f ,:,o .:: '75 t o 1" /) Ill.Js, ;~'llt :?_s E10s tly 90 to 1L~O. 
-h ~.3 s i t e O r::C l 1.:'CS on footh il: . .3 , l cdze -terl"-:'~>~~:: l je1 i3'0 , al1!j.· .J ~_? 1 3 r1(1 co l l uv i .3.1 
·"('1.ns , OU t~'l ;:;,~', iJ pl a i ns, benr:::i:!1. ::E;f5. s ~J!d .. ::,_"olli.n, t o st·::; ·s p hills O~1 .3.1 l 8XpOSU.::-:' 2S . 
-to ' ~ '--, '8 ~: ~i. 1 :,~-:-- ~~ l':~ \l~,~,=-ot-.s ~:'~ 1 (} · .. n tl1';; r:~) "" " l:~~ ·~ ... :'tl .. '~': :3 r, .'1.~c -t,..~ , i;~, t~ '~ (\'1''''~(1 
,.. .... .. ; r"' ·> 
\". __ ,_ , _ ,.:.. J ,.,..J . . .... 
a . c'h~ :_~ro l'In a nd Chestnut soils i n this si te are deep and Hell drain':! .' . 
. ·hey have very dark rjrayis h brown or d.ark brOHn lO3.f!1 Y slu~face ho~.:o : ':,·,ns, 
usually 6 to 10 inches thic k and .:sravelly, co bbly or stony. ·.L'he·.; e 
horizons are un.;.:ler l ain by moderately coarse , mediuf2 or moderatel y fine 
textured subsoils. ?he upper subsoils aLe usua lly .:~ravelly or cobbly 
a nd coa2:'s e fra<;ments increase with depth. The 10)oler subsoil, and below, 
h:lve over 50/; coars e fra.-~rn.ents by volun.e. ~i eactions r an.?;e from neutral 
to moderately a1 k3.1ine. So .oe of these soils ha.ve lime ·horizons be loH 
12 inches . '[hey are forming on a wide ran; e of slopes in pa~ent 
~aterials derived from sandstone , shale, livestone, ~uartzite and 
various i :;-neo13.s parent rocks. Infiltration and internal H,q,ter movement 
are o;ood. !toot penetration in the soil material is not a linitation . 
~'hese soils hav e a moderate '(Tater holdins capacity, 6 to 9 inches. 
~ormal precipitation penetrates into t he lower su~soil and coarse 
materials be loH. Under p}~oper ffiana.ge ment these soi ls have 1 .1 ttle 
surface runoff and slight or no erosion. 
l ona l soils constitute 80 to 90, '; and alluvial soils 10 to 20?d of this 
ran:;e site. The zonal soils have developed horizons Hhich are an 
expression of t heir environmel'lt. The sUTface horizons are as dark 
or darker than the .0 horizons and ran.s e in organic matter content 
from 1.75>; to 4. 5,~ . The B horizons are usually a brighter color 
and finer textured than the overlyi~~ (AI) or the underlying (C) 
horizons. 'i'he zona l Brmfn soils have slightly thinner horizons 
than the zonal Cbestnut soils because of lower prec :i.pi ta tion. ·.c~le 
organic matter content of the Al is sli . .:;htly 10Her and the depth to 
any li file horizon is slightly less. ? he alluvial soils are recent 
soils and do not sho;.; horizon development except for a darkening 
of the surface color. 'i'he subsoils show l i ttle if any, al teJ:'nation 
of parent ~aterials. 
5. Potential native Plant Community: 
a. ihe ve:setation of this site is 60 to 70;6 grasses, about 2 to 5/,; 
forbs, and 20 to 30;'; sh:rubs. 
31uebunch Hheat:=irass decreases under cattle use, but increases 
under sheep use and makes up 60 to 70,J~ of the total yie1d Sandberg 
blue.c;r ass decrea ses und.er spring us e by sheep, but increases 
under all other uses. I t will make up about 0 to 2i-:' of t he 
vegetation. I ncreaser grasses under both cattle and s heep use 
will conpris8 5 to 10,0 of the composition and include Columbia 
need le.~;r[1ss , dry13.nd sed ':~ e , Ind ia.?1 rice '~rass, Kentucky blue ~r3,ss , 
ne8J. leaEcl t b:c-ead. , onion :ra ss , pra irie :.Tu.l'1e.::rass , sa.nd drop.seed , 
squi rreltail , telll native blue;.r3ss d.ncl ~{8 st:":Cfl ·\>i'l8J..t::;Tas:.:; . 
hEnr~~s beard. is the only decreaser foro U!lder both sheep and cattle 
U~)~ c'i.l1cl n~'2-;:ef:; up about 0 to 1, ) of the total . Bals;:ur.root d8Cl~82.S8S 
u~':l:;c::' ~';~~'3:J u:Js, hat. inc."<-'8~~.;)es hrith c:::t"-:,18 1.'$e and. ! .. ?.:«:!s l.l.p 0 
trJ of': t::. 'J COl!:'~oc: i t,J.on . ·~n cr2as8::"~ -":'0:_ ~);3 ',rtt:. ;';0 -Ul c::.\t tIe 2nd 
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and sheep use make up 2 to 5;~ of the total and include aster, 
herbaceous sa:;e, little sunfl oYTer , lomatium, lupine, mulesear 
doc f\: , mustard , peavine , phlox , senecio, toadflax and ya..rrOH. 
3itterbrush decreases under sheep use, but increases with cattle 
use and ma kes up ° to 10/:,~ of the total . Increaser shrubs under 
both cattle and sheep use are bi~ sagebrush,. black sBt;ebrush, 
leptodactylon , oal-:brush, rock goldenrod, phlox, rubber rabbi t brush , 
serviceberry , Hinterfat, Hoody aster, yelloHbrush and make up 
20 to 3Q; of the compos ition. 
Common invaders of this site are cheatgrass, annual forbs, 
ra-:;Heed , tarHeed, and juniper. 
EXCELIEl~T GOOD FAIn POO~ 
Percent of Potential 10~~-7b.i o 7 ~ii;-.'2l;.~ .'20}0-26Jo 25. '_:- 0 
Lbs. Per Acre Air Drr Favorable Yrs 2300-1400 2400-100 2.200-800 20-.,·:)- 350 
Total Annu-=ll Yield Unfavorable Yrs 1400-720 1000-600 750-250 750-,~2~ 
RANGE SIT.~ D1{;SCRIPrION 9. 
1. Range ::)lte };ame: Semidesert Loam 
2. Climate: 
a. ~'he climate of this site is semi-arid and characterized by cold Hint ers 
and hot summers . Precipitation is 8 to 12 inches with an average near 
9 inches. Approximately 45}~ of the moisture comes durinG the period 
of plant growth betH'een April and September. The moisture deficient 
period b8 ~ins early in June when the evapo-transpiration rate is high. 
'This and the a ccumula tions of salt and alkali in the soil are factors 
Hhich affect plant growth and reduce the productivity of this site. 
i'his site receives some run in moisture from adjacent sites but not 
enough to influence production materially. ~.'his site differs fro m 
s a lt meadow and alkal i bottom sites because it does not have a water 
table. 
b . Plant .:srm-rth beg ins a bout :_arch 15 to April 1 and continues until 
';une 5 to June 15 Hh8n pla..'1ts mature or go dormant · because of depletion 
of soil :-:oist'J.req,ni hi:;h tempe2"'atures . ::ith Sur-Eiler precipita.tion 
3nJ cool ~~'-l:: te~~pi~r:::.tu:r8s ;30:::e of' the :srasses and forbs ,~reen lP 
:l'...xi':· th; e" rly ·~;.!.ll . -~·~ ost.- ~ree p8riQ(1 -"JT.1eS froiil 100 to 150 da./s . 
'h:~::; ; ~t~ C.)I-:;;~:";:·-:; 0'" !'-;,l '·-' J·2: :~':,.r:l to "er~!-J-y rGllj_[l. ~ .::'l, ll'.llli;' 1 .~' ;:'1.r1S 1 l aI·:e 
·t;;2~·~~·t~2v , ·/'1..; • ... ; ~-.J_lr.'~. J ~~_(h,-'_~. r\i:-,-:.~!::~, ", .r r;ll._8.~r:-:) ; t.()J:; ~J_J~\~3 , i~or,·t~-lills J 2J!~ 
:.1' ~ T. ~,.. ~ .. i ...... ~J • 
},l. r:.o r., "r\ 
J. ~,I) I; 
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4 . Potent i a l ,Jative Plant ~ommW1i ty: 
a. i'be V8s e ta tion of thi.s site is 40 to 60;; ~rass, 10 to 25,; forbs and 
15 to 25 ; shrubs. 
Decre2.ser t;rasses under both sheep and cattle use will make up 10 
to 50.:~ of the plant cOllposi tion by weight and includes needleand thread. 
~<luebW1ch wheatgrass and Thruber's needlegrass de'crease under cattle 
use but increase under sheep use and may comprise 25 to 60/ ~ . Sand ber:; 
blue:~rass P.1ay comprise 5 to 20:;;; and decreases under spring sheep use . 
but increases under other uses. Increaser grasses under both sheep 
and cattle use are Indian rice6rass, FTairie junegrass, sand dropseed, 
squirrel tail and western wheat.:?;rass Hhich make up 10 to 25>~ of the 
total. 
Globemallow and haHksbeard Hi th 2 to lO/~ of the composition decre3.ses 
under both sheep and cattle use. Balsamroot (5 to 15~) decreases 
under sheep use but increases under cattle use. Increaser forbs, 
making up 5 to 20;0 of the composition, will include aster, astragalus, 
drummond thistle, Indian paintbrush, lomatium, mustard, onion, others, 
penstemon, phlox, pussy toes, sego lily, stickseed and toadflax. 
Decreaser shrubs under both sheep and cattle use may comprise 5 to 
25fb of the vegetation and include bi tterbrush, bud sagebrush and 
winterfat. A shrub which decreases under sheep use but increases 
under cattle use is black sagebrush making 5 to 2.0/; . Increaser shrubs 
and halfshrubs may make up 20 to 25,; of the composition and include 
bi~~ sa.~e brush, frin2~ed sage brush, gray molly, horse b~ush, low 
sasebrush, nuttal l saltbush, pricklypear, shadscale, three tip 
sagebrush and yellowbrush. 
Common invaders of this site are cheatr;rass, fluffgrass, sixHeek's 
fescue, _;frican mustard ( l"ialcomia), annual forbs, greasewood, 
halogeton, Russian thistle and ju..'1iper. 
EST::L·:"A.:l~D YIELDS AND POT~HTIAL IIvipnOVEi\1.2~·iT BY CONDIT IO('I CLASSES 
E~{C ;LL~~'T'r '~OOD FAIil POO3 
Percent of Potentia.l 10Q :)-76/ ~ 72~-';-51: " .20:~-2b~ a 25,,,.;-
-----... 
0 
Lbs. Per }\cre ,\ i.r Dry Favorable Yrs 1300-750 1250-750 1450-1150 1900-1200 
---- 900-400 r~otal Annual Yield Unfavorable Yrs 700-300 1100-250 
'~ ~ .. :; #·;i~~.=!. rll.~''''·) !~:) ()~.~ :'t'0.,·,-tl.j- to S·tS·8j: i"'"')1.l:·t~1~. ~~.:_"""\ ~';S , ~n.~-?S]~: , '1~111ej-
... ; .. :' .. ,,:- _ ~j ~~ :.~~:~; .. -.. J I.')'" ar)i) !,:;' t~le ':;i~'il lt~\,c31 of ~3.~~ _'Jtl.~l?:li 1112 . 
!. -. 1",1"" r,f-, 
.' /'., 
JO.,~.L'l!~~.\~ · G.::. ~)'-'ut:l 2::trl i-est i'a.c l n._; 
:-:1o-:,tl:: ?'J to he. . _le\;a.tior'l r(l.i1.~·es 
1000-225 
Lr-, t 'I~ O 'T)"~ , 
~:t ls 
.: ~.oges . 
f .... ~ o:;! 
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3. Soils: 
a . ~\he soils in this site are deep , Hell clrairied and very ~~ r:tiJelJ. ./ , 
.very stony or very cobbly (SO,) by volume) t.hrou~;hout t he major ~":' rt 
of the soil profile. The Al horizons a1' :::~ s andy loaills and loams , very 
d3o::<: O::'OHD or very dark grayish hrown in color, and range from R to 
12 inches in thicYJless. BeloH the surface, the soil profile ranges 
in texture from sandy loam to clay Hith 50; ; by volume of coarse 
fra~ments. Heactions rans e fro!:l sli!~htly acid to mildly alkaline, 
a.nd are .::;enerally non-calcareo'J.s . '.::'hese soils are formin.; on gently 
slopin.s to very steep mOtUltain s lopes and hilly plateaus in alluvium 
and colluvium derived from sandstone, shale, limestone, quartzite, 
schist, gne iSS, and various i gneous parent roc ks. I nfiltra.tion and 
internal Hater movement are good. Foots penetrate the soil material 
readily and are forced to detour around the coarse fragments. 
Jaterholding. capacity is l!1oderate because of the high content of 
coarse fragments. Loisture penetrates deeply because of limited 
storage in the profile. Under propar managment these soils have 
little surface runoff and slight or ~o erosion. 
4. Potential f ative Plant Commu..'1.ity: 
a. The vegetation of this site is 65 to 75% grasses, from 5 to 10;;; forbs and 
15 to 2~~ shrubs. 
Decreaser grasses under both sheep and cattl~ use comprise 1 to 5>~ 
of the composition by weirs-ht and include bearded wheatGrass, Idaho 
fescue, onion~rass, slender wheatgrass and tall native bluegrass. 
Decreaser ~rasses under cattle use which increase under sheep uSe 
make 60 to 7Q~ of the total and include bluebunch wheatgrass. 
Sandbers bluegrass (1-5,; ) will decrease under spring sheep use but 
increase under all other uses. Increaser ~rasses under both 
sheep and cattle use makin:?; up 10 to l5:~; of the composition are 
. dry1and sedge, Great Basin wildrye, Kentucky bluegrass, King fescue, 
prairie Junegrass. 
Decreaser forbs, both sheep and cattle use, make up 2 to Ji~ of the 
total and include hawksbeard, cow cabbage and edible valerian. A 
decreaser forb under sheep use which increases under cattle use is 
balsamroot makine up 1 to, 10,;'; of the composition. Increa ser forbs 
totaling 1 to 10;; include aster, astragalus, buckHheat, herbaceous 
sage, Indian paintbrush, little sunfloHer, lupine, penstemon, phlox, 
muleseardock, stickseed, stoneseed, Hild carrot and yarrm-i. 
~ itt9rbrush (5 to 20 ; ) is a decreaser for ~oth sheep and cattle. 
:;er/ O.ce -Lle r ry ( 1 to .5 ;) der:;reases under shee p use but incre :~; se·:: ;-;i th 
84 tt.le l...~_se . .I1Cr8!J,ser shru.bs un er sheep use ~:.~d cattle iJ.~ C r-'ake up 
S to 15 ~ of tha Hei ::ht and consist of bi.~: sa~-ebL'u h, buC:-:;,Thes.t, 
ch? :<89he~cry, .or3P L ush, Ore 'son ~rape , 0'1 ;r,ht.~llSh , prlox r snoHberry 
~ "yl '"~ l.l.o·,;:·'!:")sl~ • 
• ' I 
1 j ...,.... ._~ ~, -. __ ~ .. ..... "I 
• I 
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':::XCr.; LL6HT (.~OOD F'Al t{ PCU] 
Percent of' Poten t ial 100/J-76, 'J 7,2/0- 51;-; 50;';-26. , J 25· - 0 
i ts . Per Acre Ai r Dr ;z Favorable Yr s 2500-17.:20 2000- 13,20 1750-750 1500- 1400 
"!.' ota l Annual Yield Unfavora ble Yrs 1000-750 1'+00- 600 1000-,200 900- 4:2° 
HA~rGE SITIG D.2::SCrtIpr IO~'-I 11. 
1. nange Site Na me: I·~ountain Loam 
2. Topo~raphy a nd ~levation: 
This site occurs on gently t o steep mounta in slopes , fans, va.lley botto[!ls 
and mesas. It is usually found above the highes t lake terrace of Old La ke 
Bonneville. Slopes vary from 2 to 7CJj'b but generally are fro m 10 to 5O;~ . 
It occurs on all exposures, but at the lower elevations is mostly on the 
north and east exposures. Elevations range from 5000 to 9000 feet. 
3. 30ils: 
a. The soils in this site are deep, well-drained, "cool Prairie-like lt 
soils. They have very dark brown or very dark grayish loa my Al 
horizons, usually 8 to 12 inches thick, underlain by medium to fine 
textured B2 horizons which ma y contain some gr avel and cobble. 
Iteaction ranges from slightly acid to mildly alkaline. 
Some soils may have lime horizons below 36 inches, but the overlying 
soil is usually noncalcareous. They are formint~ on gently slo pir..;s to 
very steep mountai n slopes a nd hilly plateaus in paren t materials 
derived from sandstone, shale, limestone, quartz i t e , volcanic ash and 
various i gneous rocks. Infiltration and internal water move ment ar e 
g ood. Roots penetrate the soil material readily. These soils have 
a hi .t?;h waterholding capacity, rang ing fro m a bout 10 to 14.5 inches 
in a six-foot profile. Coarse fragments are variable t hrou-ghout t he 
profile, 'but are less than 50,0 by volume. Some profiles hav e I i ttle or 
no coars e fragments. ~tone or cobble may occur a s a s urf a ce mantle . 
Under proper mana?;ement, these s oils have little surface runoff a nd 
sli~ht or no er osion . 
4 . Pot8nt i a l ~ative Plant Communi t y : 
a . -he ~le :r8tation of t his s ite consis ts rr:ostly o-r ahout 8y~ ~~rasses ;·/ ith 
~~out S f or bs and lQ ~ s hruhs . Jecr eaS8r ~rasses with both sheep a~1 
r.l :+-,1.(:; '_:S~ 3r'~ -r; '9'lraed i·ri18at~ras~~, Id ah:) ·fe,:;r; ue , ·_~re '::lt :is i n Hild:rye , 
~0 ' ~~ " r~~~, slen1er wheat rass , ani tal l nati~e blue:rass83 . hese 
I '" Y C lJ:. ~:r:- ise 1 to : 'J o ·p the pl a;'lt compr)s it lon by vo l ume He l_.j!lt . 
IlJ.e'..;_~ r1ch '\.il;'9at-T.::l.33 , k':'n._: '_~escue f r.lountal~ j'1.uh l y , lI.oHl"l1:.ain bro~'_e , 
~:c.. ~ ')" ;~ . - Y' 0 ~ 1" Q "T::l :")"~ , ;:.; ~y:!. :' orl'l i . r. ~ b:-n·'.8 ,TY.'·7, clF"cr~ 3.S ers 1-:'(1.1 !" r C "~ t t I e 
Fase l~ 
use and i ncrea.se r s under she ep 'use . _'hese ;J; raSS83 \,rill ffi3.ke up 65 
to ~o.. of the c0: ~ posi tiO~l . 3q!1d'oer ~ blue;.-:rass is 8. O. 8creaser l.mci.er 
sprin ~ use by sheep, but otherwise is an increaser. ~t is only 
a bou ~ 1 ~ of the cor.lpcsi tion. :r:~creaser :)~rasses Hi th both shea p and· 
cattle use ?"re squirrel t::til, drylFlnd sed 'ie , India.n rice~:rass, Kent11C!ky 
hlue cTass, letter r1an need le ~rass, !leedleandthrea,i, prairie June;.;ras3 , 
and western whe~t~rass , and these will make up 1 to ~ ; of the total 
ve-:-o:etation. ~ecreaser forc's under cattle a..YJ.cl sheep t!se is hawksbeard 
fT.a!{in s:- up approxi m~ tely 2 . ~ . ."'3lsarr.root :nay cO iTI prise l. .~; and decreases 
under sheep use whi le ircreasin ~ under cattle use. Increaser forbs 
under both catt le and sheep use compris ins I to 5 ) of the composition 
Erre aster , 3.stra"·alus , ~)uc \:",;·iheat , daisy, e1kHeed, .::: eraniu rr~, horse nint, 
little sUJ1f loi-ler, lupine, !11ulesear dock, peavine, penstemon, phlox, 
senecio, stoneseed, tir~,ber mllkvetch and yarrow. 
·~ i tterbr'lsh decreases under sheep use but increases with cattle use and 
makes up 1 to 51"; of the composition. I ncreaser shrubs under both 
cattle 3.Ild sheep use comprisin.-; 5 to 10/ ~ of the composition are big 
sa!.sebrush, buckwheat, chokecherry, elderberry, mountain laurel, oakbrush, 
rose, snm"berry, and yellow brush • 
Common invaders of this site are cheatgrass, six\{eek's fescue, threea\'in, 
dandelion, houndston~ue, knotweed, mullein, annual weeds, tarweed, 
juniper, and rubber rabbitbrush. 
l£XCELL~WI' GOOD FAIR POOH 
Percent of Potential 10Q:~b-- 7b;b 7 5.:';-5l:~ 50;'~-26:~; 25;;- 0 
Lbs Pel'.:' .~, cre Air Dry "'4'av orable Yrs 2750- 1759 3000-2000 2000-1500 22°0-1700 
i'otal Annual Yield Unfavorable Yrs 1750-1050 17,20-900 1200-500 100- 500 
1. Ran; e Site l:ame: ;',ountain Clay. 
2. Clim~te: 
a. ~'he cli ;rLate of this site is ordinarily cool and sub-humid TtTith snowy 
Hinters. : he driest mo~th is June, but Hith soil moisture carry-over 
fro ~. Hirl t er the::::'e is uS1Jall i '2nou ~ h moistuy,::,; f or pl a nt .:r m·Tth t hrOil?;h 
r',ost 0: the S U f:::L t'. " V '2~ 2.: 8 ':) D:l .... la l preci P ~L t a tion '1a r ies Pr o r.l 15 to 21 
-1. ('. (, :-' <3 :: • -. t .) " .;.:; t :i~' l ;"nti :)n ~ s · ~ 'i O:-' 30 to ':" 5. :J. Ll..'::-i~! " t·"!":; f~ pr i n; and SWT:r.e r , 
.''-/ t ') ... r; Tt~ r-~-" .... . : J so t~)e ~3...i c ··-';!;., ,y 0:-: t. (-:=.' 9·:.- 2 C i ;""' :' ta U.o;l fall c::, cl '.r:::' ln '~: t ho 
":-71JJ :l. : ~ 1 -·[t nt '? ::::' :>:?riod . 
.' _ .t ._ -; '-: ' ) .~ . 
- ') : .::,~ . :.: : . 
( ~ . . -
. -.. . 
~ .. . " - . - .. ..: )"" 
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) . To~o '~:raphy a nd Sleva tion: 
. "hi s ' site i s found in va.lley botto .TlS and on ::ently slopin c:; to steep 
mountain s1opes. In most districts it is found on all exposures with ,a 
tendency tOHa:rd north an d east slopes a.t its 10Her elevations. Jlopes 
are f rom nearly level to 60/~ , but Jlostly fra n 5 to 40 .. ; . .!l; levations 
ran~e from 5000 feet to 8000 feet, with the higher elevations in the 
southern parts. 
4. Soi ls: 
a. The soils in this site aye genera lly deep, but some moderate ly deep 
over bedrock a..t'e included. -l'hey are well drained, "cool Pr a L;::-ie-
like" soils. 'They have very dark brown or very dark grayish broNn 
fine or moderately fine textured Al horizons that are from 6 to 12 
inches thick. The Al horizons are underlain by heavy clay l (' .~ ~: or 
clay textured B2 horizons. Coarse fragments may occur in th~ profile 
or as a surface mantle, but are less than 50); by volume. rted-etion 
ra.nges from slightly acid to mildly alkaline and calcium carbonate 
from none in some soils to strong lime horizons below about 27 inches 
in others. These soils ' are forming on gently sloping to very steep 
mountain slopes and hilly plateaus in parent material derived from 
sedimentary and fine grained i~neous rocks. Soil cracking occurs 
during the dry Summer months, especially where the plant cover has 
been reduced. Root penetration is somewhat restricted d ue tothe fine' 
textures and reduced depth of moisture penetration. Waterholdln.?; 
capaci ty is high but the surface intake rate' is restricted wh i ch 
reduces the effectiveness of precipitation due to runoff. Winter 
moisture in the form of snow has a better chance of entering these 
soils than spring rains, especially if the snow melts slowly. Fast 
meltin~ snow and heavy spring rains contribute to runoff and erosion 
of these soils. 
5. Potential Native Plant CommuIlity: 
a • . ~he vegetation of this site consists of mostly grass with about 5% 
forbs and about Sf; shrubs. Decreaser grasses under both cattle and 
sheep use are blue wildrye, Idaho fescue, oniongrass, slender wheatgrass 
and tall native bluegrass which comprise about 75 to 85;,~ of the plant 
composition by weight. A grass which decreases under cattle and 
increases under s heep use is blue bunch wheatgrass which will comprise 
a bout 5~,~ of the total. .:> andberq; blue~rass Hill decrease under spring 
use by sheep, but wi ll increase tmder other types of uses and makes 
up 1-2;': of t he compos i t lon. Increaser grasses und.er both sheep a nd 
cattle use are Colu:nbia needl e :ra.ss , Creat Bas1.n wi l dr ye , Ven tuc ky 
~lue~r1ss, lett0rman needle-rass , prairie Jlme1r~s s, s heep fe3 c ue, 
"'·(l.uirr=.;l tail, and I,res tern. 1-,"1183. t :rass ~'r~i l: lr'.ake up from 1 0 to 15,') of 
tne cO fT, posi tion. 
l'r,e o.'3':r.'{::3.S'3T.' foro under fJoth (;g.ttle and 3. eap use is h?Hksbeard '\'Thich 
>::, • ./ co 1,:,-'1<'.59 ~~Jout 1.' 0: th . CT":::'.'. _nc~:q~_::3er i'0':"'('3 l.tnder bOt~l sheep 
<:"~(1 I>:d ' .... -'-~ u'3''? :'::,"J !li,"lke IJ;! 1 t l):: 0:: L)-3 cO~'l PJsi 't.)_or. e:l'=l in·::1. de 
,'?r;~nl'l. _, J.-·::::r''''-:;.~20Ufj SJ 6, lit~~1_3 SlJ~lfl'):·;e:;. ' , 10:i_.:!. ti1Fr., '111.IS'·38,:·Lr dock, 
Pa:::e 20 
3erv ice berry and. bi tterbr1,lsh Hill decrease lmder sheep use but increase 
unct.e!:' catt l e use and nakes up about 2'.j of the t o ta.l production. 
~.ncreaser shrubs under '00th sheep and cattle use may make up 2 to 
S·; of the c ompos i tion a nd include bi3 sa.~~ e brush, chokecherry, lo~·r 
s agebrush, oakbr ush, snoHoerry, a nd yellmfbrush . 
Common invaders of this site a fte r excessive grazin~ use are chea:t~::rass , 
annual for bs , Canada thistle, dandelion, knotHeed, gumweed, mullein, 
tarweed and verbena . 
GaOl) FAIt{ POO~'{ 
Percent of Potential -1-O-O-:I~'---'7--;6"';-;:-----7-:-.5-:-/7:~ --.5--:-:l::-~·-:-;~ ---:.5-Q~-A?---2--;6"->,"'-; -2-_"'-); )'- 0 
--=--------------------~~~~~~~~~::---~~~--~---Lbs Per Acre Air Dry Favorable Yrs 3500-180_0 __ 2_2.o:::..5_0_-l_2---=.5:;.....0 __ 2_1~.5_0_-1_7.:.....5:;.....0 __ 2..::..5_°_0-1500 
~T~o_ta_· 1 __ A_n_n_u_a_l __ Y_ie_1_d ____ U_n_f_av_o_r_a_b_l_e __ Y_r_s ___ l~750-1550 17.50-7.50 1000-750 900 - 300 
RANGS SITE D~3CRIPT'ION 13. 
1. Range Site Name: i" ';ountain Shallow Loam 
2. Climate: 
a. The climate of this site is cool and quite humid with cold snowy winters 
and warm dry summers. )'he avera . se annua l precipitation varies fro m 
16 to 22 inches with an avera,--; e of around 19. Distribution is 55 to 
60;;,; during the plant dormant period ( Octo ber to ha:cch). Lower 
precipitation and high evapo-trans piration rates during July, AUJust , 
and September causes slowin~ down in 6rowth of all plant species and 
dormancy in most of the s rasses and forbs. 
b. Plants beg in to grow fro m April 15 to hay 1. r he s rasses have a 
dormancy period fro m July 15 to .~u3ust 15, but gr asses may green up 
a gain in 0eptember when fall r O- ins occur. ~hrub spe c ies grow until 
frost but at a reduced rate during summer months. Optimum growth 
period is during June. ?rost-free period varies fro m 80 to 130 days. 
3. Topography and ~levation: 
J, 
' '' . 
l 'his site is found on rollin~ to steep rio'clntain s lo pes and rid~~es . 
I t i s found on all exposures, r)ut IT!OSt co mm onl y on south and wes t facins; 
ones and, on ~(' id'~e tops.-..ilo pe.:; V3.ry fro:: .-;;e~ tle to ste'~p, from 5 to 3D,; . 
"::lev:tti.or: r ;ln:es from 5?OO to 9:)-() l~S'~t . 
joils: 
a . .; Q11::,. in thi..3 sitE: aye S1:(',n.y or c h !)l/, .-3~J 3 1:;"YT O' f8Y' · ~-1 8\..lroc;~ (JO-2() 
-) ":~ :::)'-3.~ r't n':, "~el_l (l~ :~ ~_i'~ '?!-l - i_t .... ··i) ,:; cll ~ . r: 'l l'_ ~ ",")~ ;-:::." ~ ·~.l~· · !-~~J_ ! ',~ . !f1 ::~; C)~_ l S, J'I}; r- ) -
Pa;~ e 21 
ar·~ stony or cobbly and ran,T, e fro m moderately coarse t o fine textured. 
H (';:>~ct io!1 rar\;es fro m sli,~;htly acid to Inildly a lkaline . ~'hey are 
foi:-:nin '.: or! s ·~ . ~"()!l ~~ly s l op::"n.; to very ste-9p mountain slopes and are 
derived fri) ~l1 s2.nds tone , shal e , limestone , qua.ct :6 ite , B,nd various 
i ,:sneous parent roc ks. Infiltration and internal water ~flove ment are 
g ood abo'le the bedrock . 
S. Poten tial ~i a ti Ie Plant COf.lmuni ty: 
a. The ve,~e ta tion of this site is SO/b gr asses 'Hi th 5;h for bs and 4 S)b 
shrubs. Grasses v-rhich are decreasers wi th both sheep and cattle use 
will make up 5 to 10:; of the vegetation by Height and include slender 
wheat~rass and t a ll native bluegrass . Grasses which are decreasers 
under cattle use, but i ncr ease under sheep use make up 25 to 3S/~ 
of t he ve ~etation . These include blue bunch ~iheatgrass and I ndian 
rices rass. Sand ber3 bluegrass making up 2;"~ of the composit ion will 
decrease QDder spring use by sheep, but increases under other uses. 
Tncreaser .:;rasses under both sheep and cattle use Hill comprise 
IS to 20 : of the ve;etation and include Columbia needle~rass, Great 
Basin wildrye, king fescue, letterman needlegrass, others, prairie 
lTtme.~rass, s quirrel tail, threeavrn and 'Hestern wheat~;rass. 
Hawksbeard and COif cabbage (1 to 3~T; ) are forbs Hhich decrease lmder 
sheep and cattle use and balsamroot (1 to 5~· ; ) decreases under sheep 
use only. Increaser forbs under sheep and cattle use making up about 
1-5.-~ of the composition aye aster, buckwheat, Drummond thistle , flax, 
Indian paintbrush, little sunflower, oyster plant, peavine, phlox, 
s tic kseed , ti ril ber mil kve tch and yarrmf. 
Sbrubs wh ich decrease under sheep use, but increase under ca ttle use 
make up 5 to 10:.; of the plan t compos ition are rose and serviceberr : . 
3i tter Jrush makin:~ up about 35;:~ is a decreaser with both sheep 
and cattle. Shrubs which increase Hith both sheep and cattle use 
may r:take up 10 to lS~~ of the composition . These increasers are big 
sa::~ebrush, buckv/heat, elderberry , oakbrush , Oree;on ,2';rape, pricklypear, 
rubber rabbitbrush , snowberry and yellowbrush. 
COUlmon invaders of this site are cheat fSrass , annua.l weeds, houndstongue, 
knotweed, !l:ulesear dock, iil'ullein , mustard and juniper. 
Perc~nt of Potential 
Pa,;e 22 
1" __ 4' • 
1. L '_an=~e ,3 i te .. . aflle : .::)emidesert 0halloH Loa w. -lC-12" pz 
2. Climate : 
a. The climate is chaT2lcterized by dry, cold Hinters a nd dry, hot summers, 
The average annual precipi ta tion is 10 to 12 inches. The distribut:1_on 
is 50 to 55 ~' durin:.; the plant :~;rowth period, April to .:>eptember. 
Due to the cha racter of the rainfall either as light intermittent 
shoHers or heavy sur.uner cloud bursts, the summer precipi ta tion 
influences plant growth only slightly • 
.June is o,;enerally the driest month and I\Ug USt has the ;:;reatest 
av era~e monthly precipitation. 
b. Plant :~roHth beg ins a.bout ~'I; arch 15 to April 1 and continues 
until J une 1 to 15 when evapo-transpira.tion and deficiency of soil 
~oisture causes the forbs and grasses to mature or go dormant. 
-.Lhey "sreen up in late Aug ust and i.:ieptember in most years from Aw;ust 
preCipitation. Frost-free period is from 90 to 135 days. 
3. Top0 8raphy and Elevation: 
This site occurs on foothills, lOH ridg es and benches. Slopes vary from 
1 to l5. ~ , but are usually less than .5~;; • . Elevations range from 4500 to 
6000 feet. 
4. Potential J:ative Plant Community. 
a. -; he ve:~etati on of this site is 50 to 65;-'; grasses, less than .5:; ,~ 
forbs and 30 to 35~!~ shrubs • 
.5. Decrea ser p.:rasses make up 50 to 60/~ of the total yield and include 
blue blL'1ch ;.rhea t ~rass, I ndian rice.~rass, needleand thread, squirrel tail, 
and tall nat ive blue -~r;:tsses. 3andber:; blue -,;rass (2 to 7,.~ ) decreases 
under sprin;; us e by sheep but increases with other uses. 
(~ lobe~2~11m'T is a decreaser forb making up 3 to 5j~ of the total weight. 
Tncreaser forbs ma kin;3 up less than 5,; of the con:pos ition include loco, 
lomati"Jm , ot:ler s , penstemon, sandHort, and stickseed. 
One G8CreaSer half- shrub , win terfat, makes up 5 to 2j ; of the total. 
~ 1 3. c ;": S9. -';e-c: '':- LS~: c.e creas8s Hith sheep uSe but. increaS83 under cattle 
'_1S8 ? : _'l ~-.. :L~:J-:S ~1-) I e: to J5. 0 :(' t~e yie l d . L.l1CreEl.Ser sh-cLl t:)s comprise 15 
Co~~ on i nvaders of this site are cheat~rass, as well as, ]ussian thistle, 
And other annu;-1l -Porbs . 
~/CE.LU:: ~' : , l. ;,:OOIJ ~AL.{ POOd 
Perc'7.nt of Potentia l 100 ~ -76,? 75,.)-51. ) 50;'~ -26;r-, 25. ·.'- 2_ 
Lbs Per '\cre Air .;Jry 7av ora,ble Yrs 1500- 800 1350-600 775-450 50J-200 
20tal Annua l Yield unfa.v orable Yrs ?OO-500 500-200 400-200 22,2-50 
1. nang;e .3 ite Name: ~~ i p.;h hounta in Loam (Aspen) 
2. Climate: 
a. The climate of this site is cool and humid with cold, snowy winters. 
The avera~e annual precipitation varies from 22 to 40 inches. 
Distribution of this moisture is generally 2J to 35 percent during the 
plant ~:roHin9.; season. ""ost of the effective moisture comes from 
snowmelt from winter precipitation. 
J. Hi:q:h ' ''; t. Loam (Aspen) 
a.. Plant p.~rowth be ~ins about r ay 10-20 and ends clue to killing frosts 
a bout 3eptemher 15 to October 1. :loisture and temperature are such 
that they are not limiting to plant grOl'fth durin~ this period except 
SO[T!8 years a small moisture deficiency in J uly and August Hill slow 
dOl-T n ;,!,roHth of herbage and may force grass and forb species into 
early maturity . Ehe frost-free period is 65 to 90 days. 
4 . 1 ' opo c~raphy and Slevation: 
::'h is site occurs on ~ently slopin:; to very steep mountain slopes. It is 
f ound on a ll exposures at the higher elevations, but is primarily on the 
north and east expos ures a t the lower elevations where it is often. 
ad j acent to rr:oun t'l in sites which are found on t he south and west exposures. 
It is o+'ten ad jacent to or interriin",led Hith the hish Boun ta.in loam si te 
and it wtll often becor:e neceSS~Y:l to fTiap these tHO sites as an association 
or co:n. plex . " h8 slopes ran-;e fro :n 5 t o 70 percent, but mostly are f ro m 
S to 40 pa~cent . ;~ levation ran .,)es fro:l1 6000 to 10 , 000 feet above sea level . 
· (.:.r;,~:,rl_'::i'~;-:' "~::',S~·~ .;' ~.(; 1. r;:! ';~' ~ ::: "r; .. 8.. ·,_~t ~:"l !=::r', ':?ll t of' t,h.~ to-l:.' ~_ \'8 'eta tion 
~(yt Sl .s t of' ;) Cl 'C" :.-' I-j~;ea, t <::-3. S S , ".' l ue :,ri l '-1 rf~ , nodd ;! l-~ bl u,,:: ,T:.lSS , lJ:1 -LOn'~rass , 
::->'1"1 slsr':l,:::'( '·;h.3~l. t ' r i:Ss . ,;:':':S..3<;5 "":~ ~.C:l l,r'? ?,e~ re? s er,-:; 'lEJ er c a.t+. l e':r a zin ~ 
'. ~ . 1"'"\ \ ~" I " • 
, ) . ,: ~ 
.r ()""~'~..) S '.:-:;:· :~~~"l.l_':)l. ·; ';(i-lel'ia.n a.~1ll s~.;eet anj.,=:';8 ~'ii l l e(L ;.)',::,j,;:)..::~ .5 to 1 0 perc':;!l..t 
I).f' t, 'l2 priy>'ct.i:):! . ~·"'o r ::;s :..;hich act. ."1 8 d(?c:!~ e.:1.:~el· ::' '.1..;.--:, ,·i,...,·( s>eep ~raz ·~n.; 
~ ... ~r-·'. jr_~~' ~~"l~:;~·L· .3 ~,;~.tl:~ C::i.ttJ_ f3 _ ~ r(.lzl !1 · ~-W:'8 ~;Lltt.2 r\·:e8 .. :l , C(.'''·J C'.:t );]::t.,8 a!1{'1 ,~J(~0C~ f ~ 
J .~.dd:;:c , ;1·;;?Se ' :'1. :;;:'3 lJ,P ],. t.o 5 p8r('>3 .Tt o f the co .;~)c;:;.ition . In crea~:;er ·r'Ol --'='S 
S '1(' :1 as ~:I.S -:~]:r , 'lIne 0811 , de::;cur ::'lin i 2. , ;c;]:'::) :llth" ~lors8 ,~: 'tr: t , li'te2.,j.oi-ll ·' :.8 , 
P'?:'" .... ir.::;: , po i;=:; o~'! ve tch , sene cio, s t ell0.ria , t all }')l:';:S pur , 'J lolet , ':Tile: 
8 ~ ::.rot, H8S tern. con eflOHer , and ya ITOH ~-Ti 11 co ;:. ?ose 5 t.o 15 perc st': t of t ''', 8 
·Je ··- e t:l t i') ~1 . . ;r'1'rlJhs 2,nd trees Hill (n:.:),ke up 8J'out Li·n', of the t ota l prod uction 
a~~ will ~e such species as as pen , elder herry , rose a~1 snowterry. AS~8n 
i s :.'l o.eCl'e 3s e:-c on s i:eep ranse and 3.n incre2sp.r o ~. c3.tt Je ran~;e , ~,~ () rl[1~ O n 
irl'.' ·:d ers of t h i.s site are annua l ;: rass es, .:: :l. n:.l? l Heeds , hi. ~); s a :~ e brush, 
ron nclst01~ ':- 'le, T:notvreed, !';lull en and t arwee.j . 
~ ' is ts on0 of the ~ood sites jn the ~asj.n . producln~ over ODe AG. of 
~raz in ~ pe r a cre. 
1. Range Site Name: Upland Loam 
2. ~linate: 
a. .l'he climate is characterized by cold, snoHY Hinters and hot, dry 
summers. i' he avera~?; e annual precipi ta tioD is mostly 12 to 18 inches , 
but in a feH instances is as hi.:,~ h as 20 -:.nches on SOl1.th and H8St 
exposures. June is cO :Tll1only the dries t month. .\nnua l d istributi.on 
vari.8s fro n: 20 to 45>~ during the pla nt :,row t.~ perio~l, :· ay to Cctooer . 
H01{eVer, th i s is iJBually not too effective in in~luenc i~,j plant sroHt:: 
since it coses as s:nall intermittent shoh'ers whi 8h do not He t the 
soil very d.eeply or as intense cloud bursts Hhere considera,b le runoff 
occurs , especially in July anc. .~u. ;ust, l'he effective moisture for 
plant ~roNt~ is the 55 to 0Q ~ t hat falls durin~ the winter plant 
t1or r'1 ,El t per iod • 
1'1 , "t1e pl:l l t -:: ro'Hth period 'oe:: in5 fro m . axch 15 to .:\pril 15 2.nd ~;rasse :;) 
:inri. {"or~- ·s us'):;. lly :':8bp.::-e fro :n :, une 15 t o ~'uly 1 due to s oil moist
'
Jre 
t1eficieilci.e3 0-,111 hot te ~'1. per;:JtuI'es . ~'h e optimu m .:;roHth per iod i s . 3.J 
h nd 8;)rly ' 1..1."1.8 . .3~lrut,s uS~B,lly · ·~ro l ... T throu·~hout J l).l:,r a nd ; '~ :. i ~'l.lst "out 
'l.. 1:. 8. '~'.1.,-; n Y'e "::1J.ce ~l :-c '::>, te and conti nue 1.mtil Cicto ber 1 t o iJcto1;or 15. 
'--:r asses :l.s l.: 2 l1 / 'T9 3n \l p a ;3in in late A: .. F:il~t , :; ept8:,ber , ·~<jV~ 
~lcto '· 0~ l·rh-"!:-. Sl.1:-'~~e r pre:,~1.pi t::=J,t'ion OCC1J.x·s an(~ t'3.·' p ,::!r:J t' ~Y.'es 3t'e co:) l ::? r, 
:. he '~~· ()st- -=~ e~.: ::::c;;riorl r~ n ~~,;s '~]:,o ;:1 7.5 to l. S0 c1~ly3 , ~~ut i s ;~Gs t.ly 90 
to 1. !J"I , 
• - - ~ '\~~,~. J I 
,I) "\ 
8 . :18 so 'll s ', 1:1 -t,hi:.> s j,te ,::>,re Cf'e p a rd Hell-dt'::o ... ined i!1 th e !.:'OtTn and 
:~ hestn'_',t soil '0ones . ~ h ey h2.\;.;'] 'JE;r:,:' da.rk b~~o l:~ n I very n.2.i':<;: :!:rayish 
'-Jr o~'rn or da1:';, '.' -:::- (Yr!n 102;', / S ~l..!.'f3Ce horizons , usual ly is to 10 j,nche3 
thlck. .. .'hes8 hori7.:ons ar s unde:c l qin by l':ed iur.l , noderately fine or 
:'ine textured su11soils H(:icb [l~ay contn, in SO iile ·~ra.ve l or co able . 
7e a ct ions ran --: e fr o!] neu t.rrJ 1 to 80der a tely alkal i ne . ) 0 l1:.8 of these 
soils ha'Je li me horizon ::.> >eloH 12 inches . ','hey G.re forrfl i:;l ~' on a. \.·ride 
r an; e o~ slopes in parent ~ateria ls derived fro m s ands tone, shale, 
li olestone , quartzite and "/3TiollS i.~ neous parent roc~:::s. 
I.n:il tra tio!1 a nd internal "rTater movement are ~ood . :\oot penetrat:i.on 
in the s olI xaterial is not a limita tion. ~hese soils have a ~i;h 
Via ter hold in'.; ca pacity, 8Jiequate for boldi.ng all the nor rr:a. l pl.'ecipita t i on 
Hhich falls. CO.?J.'se fra~ments are variable, but are less tha n So',J by 
volume and may occur on the surfa c e or within the soil profile. Under 
proper mana s;ement, these soils have little surface runoff and sl i~~ht 
or no erosion. 
~ onal soils constitute ?O to 9Q': of the alluvial soils 10 to 2Q~ of this 
ran~e site. 1'he zonal soils have developed horizons Ylhich are an 
expression of their environment. l'he surface horizons are as dar k or 
darker tha n the J horizons and r~n~e in or3anic matter content from 
le7S -; t o L~.S"~. "~'h e j horizons are usually a bri,~hter color a nd finer 
textured tha n the overlyin,':; (AI) or the llild erlyi!l~ (C) horizons. The 
zonal ! rown soils have sli~htly t hinner horizons than the Zonal 
~hestnut soils because of lower precipitatio~. The or3anic matter 
content of the Al is li{;htly lower and the depth to an.y lirre horizon is 
sli~htly l ess. ~he alluvial soils are recent soils and do not show 
horizon development except for a darkel1in~ of the SlLyface color. The 
subsoils ShOH little, if any, alteration of parent materials. 
5. Potential Native Plant Community: 
a. ~he ve~etation of this site is about 60 to 8Q~ 3r asses, slis htly over 
10, :,~ forbs, and 5 to lO;, ;~ shrubs. 
J ecreaser grasses under both cattle and sheep us e comprise only a':Jout 1 
to 5:,; of the plant composition by vr8:i,:;ht end i nc ludes tall native 
hlueJ rasses. '~rasses which decrease under cattle use but increase 
under sh :;ep u.se co mprise 65 t o 75;:: of the co mposition and i ncl u.de 
bluebul1ch Hhe3.t,'5r ass . 3andber ~~ blue:-:;rass (2 to J: ,; ) decreases under 
s pri "" :: use t)f Sh ?8 p, but incre2ises :.\~ ·td.e:c () ther. kinds of. u..=;e . Increa,ser 
' -::-a~) ,38;::' ,':.;lJC;~ as . r~-: .? t ;·~?.s j" ;:. 1{ }, lcl":: /~ , .::~c1 i:::n r:1_c9 ..:r :3S "::; f n8-2~. ~~~a.n.:l thre3.d , 
·-~·l.:~ '-.: . ·r l;~~~ :C2f~ t 3·-~. r l\~1 r_~ -rO}):-~'2·:;(:1. , 3:'~·_~L··".r~el ·.~·i.~ 1 _ C'_ll;_~ ;-,~~;-~,~::--~-_ l·~ ~~::~.:: .. t _·:r:::_~s 
, ~I, C"':'.':' :LS'::; t .0 ~l,r: ,o r the v'3-~,et::l l.:L on . 
[ orbs 'i '~hicn decrease are ha;.['{s':Jearcl (1 to 2/ ,) under both shee p and 
cattle use , .'a.I S:ll:'yOOt Hill ll e c:c8ase unde J~ sheep use but i!1cre.:3_se 
unier ca ttle use (I to ':,) , .~ncreaser forbs S1.12.1-: a s as ter, (1.s tra~'-:llus, 
buckHhe=3..t , daiSY, drummond thistle, herba.ceous ~~a::; e, houndston,:u8, 
little sU.n,flo,-,rer, IOIT'.atiu:1 , lupine, mustard, others , onion, pe ~'\' in8, 
phlox, pussy toes , skeleton loco, sego lily, penstemon, stoneseed , 
timber mil kv etch, and :;rarroH nay make up 5 to 10:;; of the vege tatio!1. 
31. t terhrush and winterfa t decrease on this si te makil1{~ up 5 to 10/1~ of 
the cOilposition. l:ncreaser. shrubs are oi;;; sa~:;ebrush, wild buclnrheat, 
pricklypear, rubber rabbi tbrush, snoHberry and yellowbrush 'Ifhich 
may make up 5 to 10 ; of the total vegetation. 
Common Ll1vaders of this site are cheat:r;srass, threea'H'n, annual w~eds, 
~umweed, and jQl1i per . 
;~ XCtI;LLE]r GOOD FAIli poor~ 
Percent of Potential 10Q:;-ib~:j 7S' "l~:) ,")-:J / -' 5Q {/)-26;':~ 25 ,- 0 
Lbs Per J...cre Air Dry Fav or 8. l;le Yrs 2500-1300 2500-1400 1950-1200 2750-1150 
':otal Annual Yield Unfavor8.ble Irs 1300-5,20 1400-550 1000-400 1150-JOO 
1. HaTl5e.:>i te ;Jame: Upland Clay 
2. Climate: 
a. ';.'he climate is characterized by cold, snowy Hinters and hot, dry 
sumners. rhe averaJe ann ual precipitation is ~ostly 12 to 18 inches, 
but in a feH instances is as high as 20 inches on south and Hest 
exposures, JW1e is co mmonly t.he driest month in precipitation. 
l;'nn'lal distribution varies fro !"! 20 to hS:; during the plant groHth 
period, ; ay to Octooer. :iowever, this is usually not t.oo effective in 
inflllencin ·, plan t ~rowth since it CO f,le s as small intermi ttent showers 
Hh ich do not Het the s oil '.'ery , deeply or as intense cloud bursts where 
co~s iderable runoff occurs, es pecially in JulY:l..rld Au ,:; ust . i'he effective 
[T·ois ture for plat! t ->; rowt:l is the ' 55 to ?O ' t ha.t fa.lls dur in:; t!1 e win ter 
plant dormant period. " 
~" ",8 pl'1nt. ~ -r:O:~t'· o,,:·,r io,":;' ;~-'L.3 !":ro:", '.:.LT-:: h l.r' -l-Jo ,'lJf' 'iJ JS 8 r l r j 'r;.),sses 
~~'~1.:'0~1 ,,,-; "JS1;;:; 1. 1. '- -::-4-: , :-::-- ~ -::' O ',,'-:(:) l r; -7,() ",1" ' . \~'J~,~ t'J :'O'i . ; ;..-:;i3t.~,l "('e 
: j » "-, Ii ":' ~., ~',' t 
It T . 
"h is site OCC'lrs 0:1 a ll 1xJ i 81 fa !1 ~ , outi-r.?. s h pl==Jins , b .~nchl;:tnds , vRlle ::; 
ootto •. :s and "" od erate ly stee ~) slo :-,8s O!l ;)11 e x po -; ures . ..J1o'pes vary froJ~ 
1 to 10 .:, hlJt are r:~ o s t.ly 5 to 1. =) ' . l.lev a tion ran.~e3 fro m 4500 to 7000 . 
feet. 
Pot ent'ia l : ~ ative Plant C: om r.~unity: 
a . :8 '/8?"et2.tion o . this site is qS ', )xasses , about)) forbs, and 
10 ': shruos. 
' ecreaser ;;rasses unc1.er ooth cattle and sheep use rr,ake u p I e ;.>.:; than 
5 : of the co rn posi tion by w8i.3ht. ~' he se 'include slender wheat '~rass 
and needleandtbread. \.-r;;tsses which decrease under c a ttle use but 
i n crease nnder shee p use include bluebtmch wheat ·;r ass and I ndian 
rice.:;r as s and make up 60 to 8016 of the total. 0and ber~ blue;,;rass 
decreases under spring sheep use but incre 3..ses under all other uses 
and makes up 1 to J,:; of the composition and include Columbia needle-
~rass, Kentucky bluegrass, sand dropseed, squirreltail, and western 
Hhea t :~rass . 
::aobemalloH decreases under sheep use but increases under cattle 
use and !!lake up 1 to 2/.; . Increaser forbs under both sheep and 
cattle use are aster , astra.. ~alus, buckwheat, daiSY, drur.l.ffiond thistle, 
li.ttle sunflower , mat loco, mustard , others, phlox, pussy toes, and 
s toneseed and make up less than 5,~·; of the vei-; eta tion. 
l.!interfa t i s a d ecreaser ha lf-shrub W1der both cattle and sheep use 
and fiiakes up arotmcl 1: ; of the total. Hose deereases under sheep 
u.se , but increases und er cattle use and f!lakes up about l ~ . I ncreaser 
shrul s com prisi!1.~ 5 to 10 ~ of t he composition include big sa.:;e brush, 
buc ~wbea.t, curllea ~ mahogany , 10H sase brus~ , 1"1110": rl.:!.rl. :yello~ .. . orush. 
CO ll mon i nvad.ers of this site are chea t ::;rass, annual forbs , juniper, 
~urrrneed , l ussian thistl~, and tarweed . 
":J , ~C ~LL.<~; :~~ OC.lD F.:x.lj{ },'X ) 3 
~erCE'pt of' 20ten ti "l l 100, )-76::} '15: :-51:,) 
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t; ~ i 'J - '''~~ .-:; ".·~ _ ~r~'.! ~r ) :":~~It ~.-'2-:: ·~!'C. ' .. ~(~ ',-~ "' :~; ~''''I'''' ~ls l-;J! l:l or <~ ... . ; 5_ ~'lte: -: ... ;E.: c J_ t )~J'''~. 
·'I..L""CS ts ',:'''~''' ' e c'Y l:~ i -ie :~- '0 1 -<; n::-" of.:' OSell-y.3 , es~eci;::.lly i ll .: ul ~; <3.0.':1, 
b , ,- 1-Ie pl2.;1 t '; J~o1,;th p~:' io<t C'8 .:j. !.l S :r oi~ · .A~rch 15 to _ ~_~:ril 15 and 
_'X Et s s e s ?, ;]Q f orc.Js usu?- l'~ y rr~a ': ' trs fro ;-:l ,J une 15 to <July 1 d ue t.o soil 
moistul' 03 def icie nc ies 2.n1 hot ·~eii:pera.tures. , ~\he o ;Jti :num ,~rol,i Ll 
peri od is .ay a ni early June. ,.:ihruos usua lly _~rov thrall, ;hout J'uly 
a nd .· U ' ~l:3 t but ~t a :fl UC~ r educ 8,i rate and continue until ucto 'o~r 1 
to l;C t ,) .V:: I' 15. ' ~r?~sses US u::1.111 .~ reen up a~;3.in in l a t e :' u, ,:us t, 
3er;·t e T,'c;er , 1..nd Oc t ober H De n SU1: :'1e r prec ipi t a tion occ ur.s a nd te rr:peratures 
a l'e c ooler. 2 ~e f ros t-free per i od. ran~; es fro f'1 75 to 1 30 d ays, but is 
mostly ~O to 140 . 
J . ~opo ~ra9hy a nd ~levation: 
-=- his si te occurs on alluvial fans, out~rash plains, benchlands, valley 
bottoms and [~loderately steep slopes on all exposures. Slopes vary fro m 
1. to 30" , 'out are mostly .5 to 15::,;. ; levation ran,~;es from Lj.500 to 7008 
'Peet . 
4. Fot ential 'ative Pla.nt. Community: 
~_ . 'I'he '!e ~; etation of t his si.te is n.S,; ~;rassesJ slic:;htly less than S '~ 
~orbs, a nd sli~htl y over IQ ; s hrubs, 
Decreaser '~rasses lmder 1.Joth ea.ttle a nd sheep use n ake up less tban 
5: ,~ of t he composi tioD by wei.~ht. :'ne s e include slender H11ea t s rass 
a nd needleand thread. :,~rasses Hhich decrease under cattle use 
but increase under sheep use include blue bunch wheat.,!; r a ss and Indian 
rice~rass and f:lake up 60 to 80. -' of the total. vand oer:~ bl ue .... !;rass 
decreases under s prin:..; sheep use but increase s und er all other uses 
and "~a kes up 1 to 3, J of the co mpOSition a nd include Columbia needle-
~rass , ! entucky bluegrass , sand dropseed , squirreltail, and western 
-r,The ~ t -jras s. 
'lo '::''3r:alloH d '3cre.:.:. s es lmd.er s he'3 p use :)ut i ncreases under ca t t le 
use anW. ::laIl.:.e u p 1 to 2 ;> . Inc ~!..'e ?_s~r fOy'DS 1 lder bot~ S !;88p and 
c~tt l e ~5e ~re aster, 
l i tt le s 1l:r~'lo~:er, , .. a t 
.?s t r? -:?,11l3 , -; ;'~C · '.'-0-S~t , ,1~'_lsy , d r t.liUl0 nd this tl-:;, 
loco , !,:l.lS tard t o~ ~ !(:~rs , ptLOX , pussy t oe.::.; , and 
1..s-s.:, t,!.~,'] 5 0 "': t'·-·::: ' .:8 ';"?; t-, -;, ! en. 
'~!f" J" '''~'' r; t . ,"; ~ ' . . - ,,-
C:o ;r;lTlOn in-vaders of t h i.s site are cheat -::-r ;:tSS , a.nm18_.1 forbs, j1..L.'1iper, 
. ';u r.:-n ....-eec1 , quss i an t h .'Ls ~le, z-l..nd t:::ln";8ed . • 
. ... p., 
... \. .!.) 
RANGE APPENDI X B. 
SCIENTIFI C .AND CO~WON NAIvlES OF PLANTS DISCUSS:&'D IN THE 
BKtlii RIVER BASIN 1I1"VENTORY ArID P..sSESSMENT OF THE BIOTIC 
RESOURC ES 
Grasses and Grasslike Plants 
Scienti f ic Name Common Name 
Agropyron pauciflorum slender wbeat grass 
Agropyron riparium river bank wheatgrass 
Agropyron smithi western wheat grass 
Agropyron spicatum bluebunch wheatgrass 
Agropyron subsecundum bearded wheatgrass 
Agrostis alba redtop 
Aira caapi tosa tufted hairgrass 
Aristida longista red threeawn 
Bromus anomolus nodding brome 
Bromus marginatus Mt. brome 
Bromus tectorum cheatgrass 
Carex spp sedges 
Distichlas stricta s altgrass 
Elymus cinereus basin wildrye 
Elymus glaucus 
. blue wildrye 
Elymus triticoides creepi ng wildrye 
Festuca idahoensis Idaho fe scue 
Festuca kingi king fescue 
Festuca octoflora s ixwceks fescue 
F:.s t uca ovina sheep fescue 
Fest uca thurberiana Thurber fesc ue 
Eelica 3:f:. 
Scientific Name 
Huhlenber gia' sp. 
Munroa squarrosa 
Phalaris arundinacea 
Oryzops'is hymenoides 
Puccinellia nutallia~a 
Phleum alpinum 
Phleum pratense 
Phragrnites communis 
Poa alpina 
Poa annua 
Poa juncirolia 
Poa Nevadensis 
Poa pratensis 
Poa sandbergi 
Poa sp. 
Puccinellia airoides 
Scirpus olneyi 
Setaria sp. 
Setanian hystrix 
Spartena pectinata 
Sporobol us airoides 
Sporobolus cryptandrus 
S-cipa. columbiana 
Stipa cornata 
Stlpa. let"ter:r1811i 
~hs. lati folia. 
-2-
Common Name 
muhlygrass 
fluffgras s 
reed canarygrass. 
India~ rice grass 
nut tall alkali grass 
alpine timothy 
timothy 
common reed 
alpine bluegrass 
annual bluegrass 
alkali bluegrass 
Nevada bluegrass 
Kentucky bluegrass 
Sandberg bluegrass 
bluegrass 
nuttall alkaligrass 
olney bulrush 
annual bristlegrasses 
bottlebrush squirreltail 
alkali cordgrass 
alkali dropseed 
s~"1d dropseed 
Columbia needle£~ass 
needleandthr .... ad 
-3-
Woody Ve getation 
Scientific Nam~ 
Abies concolar 
Acer glabrum 
Acer grandidentatum 
Acer negundo 
Alnus tenuifolia 
Amela~chier Utahensis 
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi 
Artemisia arbuscula 
Artemisia cana 
Artemisia dracunculus 
Artemisia filifolia 
Artemisia nova 
Artemisia spinescens 
Artemisia trip~rtita 
Atriplex canescens 
Atriplex confertifolia 
Atriplex nut alIi 
Berberis repens 
Chrysatha"Ilrlus nauseosus 
CbrysathmmJus viscidiflorus 
erato :-'.'LJ.G 1"i ve:::-la:ti s 
Elae3.gnus co;r.mutata 
Common N arne 
white fir 
Rockymountain maple 
Bigtooth maple 
boxelder 
thinleaf alder 
Utah serviceberry 
bearberry 
low sagebrush 
silver sagebrush 
tarragon 
sand sagebrush 
black sagebrush 
bud sagebrush 
threetip sagebrush 
four~'ing saltbush 
shadscale 
nutall saltbush 
Oregon grape 
rubber rabbitbrush 
yello,,,brush 
river .h3.r,..rt.horn 
silverberry 
spiny hop3ae;~ 
lodgepole pLne 
-4-
Scientific Name Common Name 
Pinus edulis pinion pine 
Pinus monophylla oneleaf pine 
Populus acuminata lanceleaf cottonwood 
Populus "angustifolia narrowleaf cottonwood 
Populus fremonti Fremont cottonwood 
Populus nigra lombardy poplar 
Populus tremuloides quaking aspen 
Potentilla fruticosa shrubby cinquefoil 
Prunus virginians chokecherry 
Pseudotsuga menziesi Douglas fir 
Purshia tridentata bitterbrush 
Quercus gambeli gambel oak 
Rhus trilobata squawbush 
Ribes sp. gooseberries & currants 
Rosa spo wildrose 
Rubus ideaus red raspberry 
Rubus parviflorus thimbleberry 
Sheperdia argantea silver buffaloberry 
Salix spp willo",,"s 
Salix drummondi drummond willm.r 
Sambucus sp o elderb~rry 
S::ll'eobatu8 vermi:!ulatus greasewoocl 
n . 
,:)plraea sp. spiraea 
yucc ,~ 
-5- . 
Forbs and Halfshrubs 
Scientific Name 
Achillea lanulosa 
Allenrolfea occidentalis 
Allium spp 
Allyssum alyssoides 
Arnaranthus spp 
Ambrosia psilostachya 
Antennaria sp 
Arabia sp. 
Arenaria aberrans 
Artemisia campestris 
Artemisia ludoviciana 
Artemisia frigida 
Aster spp 
Astragalus spp 
Atriplex sp. 
Balsamorhiza saggitata 
Bassia hyssopifolia 
Brassica sp. 
Calochortus nuttallii 
Camass ia lei ghtli ne 
Capse.L:'3. bursa~bursa pastorj.6 
C.henop oa.i urn album 
Common Name 
Yarrow 
pickle,veed 
wild onion 
pale allysum 
pigweed 
western ragweed 
pussytoes 
rockcress 
sandwort 
sagewort wormwood 
Louisiana sage1fort 
fringed sagewort 
aster · 
loco 
saltweed 
arrowleaf balsamroot 
smotherweed 
mustard 
segolily 
quamash 
shepherds purse 
l ambs quUJ.. t e r 
Ci.y~:rl.Cn ch:i.c.ory 
Scientific Narne 
Commandra. pallida 
Crepis sp. 
Cynoglos.s um officinale 
Daucus carota 
Delphinium sp. 
Discurania sp 0 
Dipsacus sylvestris 
Draber sp. 
Eleocharis sp. 
Equisetun arvense 
Erigeron sp. 
Eriogonu..rn sp. 
Erys imum sp. 
Euphorbia sp. 
Eurotia lanata 
Frageria apo 
Fraseria speciosa 
Gaillardia sp 0 
Galega officinalis 
Galium spo 
Gaura sp. 
Geranium sp. 
Glycyrrhiz~ lepidota 
Grindelia o...lquarros::l 
-6-
COI!1.1l0n N arne 
bastard toadflex 
hawks beard 
hOu"l1dstongue 
viild carrot 
larkspur 
tansymustard 
teasel 
draber 
spikerush 
field horsetai.l 
daisy 
wild buckwheat 
wallflower 
spurge 
whitesage 
wild strawberry 
showy elkweed 
gaillardia 
goa-tsrue 
b edstralH 
gaur a 
g raniun 
lico .... ice 
curlcup gurn-..veed 
CC.:EC: SU!!.~:.:'o· . .;e.c 
Scientific Name 
Heracleum lanatum 
Iva axillaris 
Kochia vestita 
Kochia Bcoparia. 
Lappula sp. 
Lathyrus sp. 
Lepidium compestre 
Lesquerella sp. 
Lenum lewisi 
Lomatium sp. 
Leptodactylon sp. 
Lupinus sp. 
Madia sp. 
t,:alcolinia africana 
Malva ne glecta 
Malvastrum exile 
Medicago lapulina 
Nentha spicata 
l~ertensia sp. 
Nonarda fis-tulosa 
OC1Tlorhi ~~3. occidentali s 
C'x:rtr opis >:>P.9 
-7-
Corunon Name 
COK cabbage or common parsnip 
povertyweed 
gra.y molly 
kochia 
stickseed 
peavine 
field peppergrass 
bladerpod 
Lewis flax 
biscuitroot 
prickly gilea 
lupine 
tarweed 
African mustard 
mallow 
slender false~low 
black medic 
spearmint 
bluebell 
horsemint 
sweetai"lise 
foxglove 
Scientific Name 
Portulaca oleracea 
Potentilla spo 
Rumex spo 
Saggitaria latifolia 
Salicornia rubra 
Senecio spp 
Sisymbrium altissimum 
Solidago spo 
Sonchus oleraceus 
Sphaeralcea coccinea 
Suaeda depressa 
Thermopsis Montana 
Tragapogon dubius 
Trifolium repens 
Trifolium spp 
Valeriana edulis 
Verbascum thapsus 
Verbena spp 
Vicia spp 
Heyetbea amplexicaulis 
Xanthium spinosum 
Zygadenu5 elegans 
Zyt;adenus panniculatuG 
"/.'" C:;:CI~~:~ll S V'2nen' ).~) ·J.S 
-8-
C O!crllOn N arne 
purslane 
·cinquefoil 
dock 
cornmon arro'tfhead 
samphire 
groundsell, butterweed 
tumble-nustard 
goldenrod 
sowthistle 
scarlet globemallow 
seepweed, inkweed 
goldenpea. 
Yellow salsify 
whie clover 
clovers 
edible valerain 
flannel mullein 
verbenas 
vetche s 
mulesear dock 
spiny cocklebur 
Mt 0 death~aru..'=\S 
foothill deathcamas 

l ~IHDS ( I tl ' CACHE COUNTY t UTAH 
A SUTo:ntJry of Reports Prcnared By; 
DAVID .T. AND ANN .II. SCHf.1 IHPF 
for the 
BRIIGELAND AUDUBON SOCIETY 
Tois information is based on·the Christmas counts of 1970 and 72-75. 
EridGcrland Audubon records for IV? 5-76, and reports in Americ8.n Birch"> 
since 1971. 
The Numbers catagorics arc listed · as one (1), feH(2-5), many ('6'-0-:: f.'0r ·~ ) t 
or r;one (reported to be here. b'U.t no records in any of the aforcmel1lJivi1ed 
I\u~lbers : Du.tC8 
CO:il~.10n loon 
Horned grebe 
E.:1.r(xl c;rc be 
\'.\~stern erebe 
Picd-billed 6rebe 
Fe~v 
Fc\·, 
Fcu 
One 
~hite pe1icnn Few 
Double-crested cormorant Few 
Great blue heron 
Co:t tle egret 
Great (common) egret 
SnovlY egret 
~~any 
Cne 
One 
No.ny · 
Bl3.c1~-crm·ined nie;ht heron Fe"t·, 
/Hr.ericnn bittern 
Hhite-faced ibis 
Hhistline swan 
Cnnadn goose 
SnOiol [';oose 
I,inllard 
GadHnll 
Pintail 
Green-~inged teal 
Blue-\"inged teal 
Cinna:r:on teal 
A~erican widgeon 
Shoveler 
Redhead 
Ring-necked duck 
Canvasback 
Gr~8tcr CC;}UP 
LCGGcr s~nup 
Co~;r.on coldeneye 
Bnrrou's Goldeneye 
Bufflehead . 
Rudc1;1 d}J.ck 
"-
Hooded mereanser ' 
CO!T!!Ton mer~3ri3er 
Rcd-br00ntcd o merGnnp,pr 
Turkcy vu.lture 
Go~;hmoJl\. 
SlKl rp-nhinned hawk 
Cooper's HU",k 
Rcd-tailed Havrk 
}'e"t-1 
!,j~ny 
Few 
Many 
I~o.ny 
Nany, 
Fe,,] 
IV.any 
t',lany 
r·'iany 
I~Qny 
FEv]. 
Fe'\V 
One 
FE") 
f,iany 
Onc 
One 
F2Ttl 
- Wone 
i.-rany 
. Fc") 
Pct"" 
Fe,·, 
Few 
N.'1ny 
t<nny 
Nov.21,Apr.12,13 
9/1,11/17,3/22,3/27 
4/6,11/22,1/4 
April 28 
Aug.12-March 5 
Mcrch 8-N3Y 17 
4/10-5/7,8/12-10/7 
2/28-12/26 
'. M8Y 6 
August 7 
April 10-Nov.26 
April15-Auri·7 
. ~/10,8/7,12/14 
' . Apri16-Au8.7 
. :~ 11/7-11/17, 3/20 
Feb .. 22-Dcc. 14 
11/9-11/18 
Some year round 
Some year ~:ound 
3/6-1/4 
So~e year round 
. 4/26-Auzust 
3/20-1/23 
So~e year' round 
2/7-1/4 ' . 
·2/--(-1/4 
only De c • s i t,ing's 
4/6-1/4 
Dec. 23 
11/14-1/4,3/8-4/6 
11/22-1/4,3/8-4/6 
Feb. 7 
Nov .. 22 
Nov. 14;' .Apr .. 20 . 
11/22-1/4,3/6-4/28 
Apr.12-28, Nov.22 
4/28-8/30 
· Sept.-Jan.30 ; 
Nov.19-Dec.16 
~br. 6-Dcc.29 · 
Yea.r . round ' . . 
. .. 
' -:1 
Species 
Swainson IS hm"k 
Rough-legged hawk 
Ferruginous hawk 
Golden eagle 
Bald eagle 
Marsh hawk 
Osprey 
Prairie falcon 
Peregrine falcon 
Merlin 
:Numbers 
Many 
Many 
None 
Many 
. Many 
Many 
One 
,Few 
. ',' ., Few 
"Few ~ :.: ~ 
-2.-
Dates 
~ran.4-Sept. 30 
Dec.14-June26 
,"Year round 
r' '. '. Nov .ll-Mar .16 , 
Year round 
April 13 
"March 6-May 29 , 
.. >. Sept.28-Feh.20 , 
. -;<" June; Oct) 12/12-M~rch 
Many ' 
.) : .. ) " !' ', .. .' :.t ' .. American kestrel " ;-.. ~'·.Year round . 
". 'Year round " Blue grouse Few 
Ruff'ed oprouse .. ~., .,.,:. ... - ,-'~''-~:~';:~: Few 
;. :~: f(~~ .Year round ~ , . 
'Sharp-tailed 'grouse 
Sage grouse 
California quail 
Ring-necked pheasant 
Chukar 
Gray partridge 
Sand hill crane 
Virginia rail 
Sora 
American coot 
- ~ None , --.... - ..... ,-~ .. 
, .' , Few .'. - . August,April -
,,;, ;:=~ ' ;::;;:, ',~' .;~ ~'ar round " 
Few . . Year round 
None , 
. Many :,~. ':'. ", >.~ .~ Iv1arch22-0ct' . 9 
.. Non~ ' ,:~. <.~~.-.-,~' ',;'. 
One .-.' .,~.,~,:' _ . May 1 T 
Nany .. -" , . -March22-Dec.29 
..... '. ~ ; 
. '-
\: .;:'':: .. ~ .......... ~ -' 
... .. ,..~-...;'""'.r , - ~ .. ,""'- .... 
0" ~1·(--
;., ~1~~~ ~-, !~.;~.:.:;: ... (:.,.~-. '. 
.. ': .: . ...'=".~ 
.~~ ~. ""1:'" .. r, .... !;. .. r ~ ... :.. • • 
~ 4 ~ ) - ... ~! -"f; ..... ;~: ~~~~t -," 
..•. ~ . ''''-: -
... ,.;. - .., 
Semi palma ted plover 
SnoWlJ plover 
Killdeer 
None 1" \ ...... ... , • 
None . 
..... t • ..: I ... - • 
Many " 'Year round 
;.: ':: ,: ';> ;'\t:~; 1"". 
' Mountain plover 
American golden plover 
Black-bellied plover 
gammon snipe . 
Long-billed curlew 
Whimbrel ' 
Spotted sandpiper 
Solitary sandpiper 
Willet 
Greater yellowlegs 
Lesser yellowlegs 
Red knot ··, 
Pectoral sandpiper . 
Bairdts sandpiper 
Least sandpiper 
Dunlin 
Hestern sandpiper 
Sanderling 
Short-billed d0\-11 tcher " 
Long-billed dowitcher 
Marbled godwit 
Ame~ican Avooet 
Black-necked stilt 
'Vlilsonts phaiarope 
Northern phalarope 
Herring guJ,.l 
California gull 
Ring-billed gull 
Franklin's gull 
Bonaparte's gull 
Forster's tern 
None 
One . t· , •. ' .~ Oct.i4 
One _ ·Apr.26 
Many ... ~. ':, ,Year round 
Few ' ,~ ., .. -:' .. '. April l5-June· 15 
None . '. -
Few _ .. ' .~ ~~-~: ' :. ~':' f\~ril 28, .Oct. 7 
None ' 
Few ., '_ , _~.r ~' ..• Apri16-Aug. 7. A • 
Few ' r::'~:~ .:_ <:April 6-Aug. T 
None ··'···· , ..• " '. 
One .:. ..,. >, . May 5 . '~:;.: ,,~. i 
None . .'. ~ .... '~ :".:;:} _ '._ " .. , _., :-1 "'~r. --''-';-\.~-'' .-~ .. ~ ..." . .' . } .. 
, None , " > • ", .' _ " 
• of I '.... ..~ \ '. • '"J' ~ .• "..,,; " . 
".One " . ': .. -. -'" .April 21 i~ .::-.~ 
None ' ~ .", -: .~.\~,~ ,~':~:~~, ~: , ,r... : 
None ~ : . " ~ 
.. Few· 
None 
Few 
One 
One 
One 
Few 
None' . 
>' . - ,~?ril 28, Aug. 7 
'. 
- L A -. 
_ April 21, 
:·April. 21 
.. Oct. 16 
April 13 
.. , ' April 26 
~ .... • . ! .. , 
None . \ """".' , 
Many - Feb. 28-De~~~ber 20 
• 1"-~ 
;'.~.)-.' . March 8-28 .-Few ,:.,:,>' 
Few 
One 
One 
. ', 
April, , Sept.,- Oct. 
Nov. 5-20 .... 
,April 13 
,', . '4 , ~-.Y,( 
• t .~>~ f~'~"~ • 
... • ~c."'~ ": ~ \. "' • 
~ .. ~> ~J .. : ~ t:~~;~: .. : N!';''1. ; .• ~ ... ~.~ •• 
.... ! -;'"": "1 '_~" 'l'" -f~!' ~ ~!'.' : .. :1·~ ~ \ 
11( ....... 
. . ' 
.': ~ ':t ;)~. L\;._.~-~ .. ~~; ~ .. 
;; ;'-;;;:',:): <~~.3::~ .--:- '. 
, ,# '.'-"" '.;;: ~ .' ... " .,.,.-~ 
): ... ; '1': ':~~ :' 1 ..... ,-:- • ... 
,:.-.... "'::' 
~':. ."9-'; 
• ._ of 
~ •• ~ ,. I • ''''-J;''~.'''''' .: 
SJ2ecies 
CO!1l.mon tern 
Caspian tern 
Black tern 
Band-tailed pigeon 
Rock dove 
Mourning dove 
Yello~l-billed cuckoo 
Barn owl 
Screech owl 
Flammulated owl 
Great horned owl 
Pygmy owl 
Burrowing owl 
Long-eared owl 
Short-enredowl 
Haw whet owl · 
Poorwill 
Common nighthawk 
Black st.Jift 
White-throated swift 
flJumbers 
None 
None 
One 
None 
Many 
Many 
None 
None 
Fe\-1 . 
One 
Many 
One , . ., 
None 
Few 
Many 
:Non~ 
Few ·.··, 
P.any 
None 
One · 
Black-chinned hummingbirdFe,·}· 
Broad-tailed hummingbird Many 
Rufuous hu~mingbird One 
Calliope hummingbird One 
Belted kingfisher Many 
Common flicker Many 
Le"t-1is 1 s vloodpecker One 
Yellow-bellied sapsucker Few 
Williamson's sapsucker One 
Hairy ~.;oodpecker Many .. 
Downy woodpecker Many 
Northern three-toed One 
woodpecker 
None Eastern kingbird 
Western kingbird 
Ash-throated flycatcher 
Sayrs phoebe 
. Few 
Willow (traillts) 
flycatcher . 
Hammond'$ flycatcher 
Dusky flycatcher 
Gray flycatcher 
Western flycatcher 
Western wood peewee 
Olive-sided flycatcher 
Horned lark 
Viol~t-green swallow 
Tree sviallow 
Bank s,,,allow 
Rough-winged swallow 
Barn swallow 
Cliff swallo~l 
Purple !Ilartin 
Gray jay 
Steller's Jay 
Scrub 'jay 
Black-billed '· magpie 
• r ..... :. 
: ~ '" I,~ .1. 
None 
None 
Many 
None 
One 
None '. 
None 
None 
None 
Mlli~y 
Few · 
Nal1Y. 
Few 
Few 
Many 
Few 
Few 
None 
Many. 
None 
Many 
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Dates 
Aug. 12 
Year round 
April l2-Jan.l 
Year round 
~1ay 10 ' 
Year' round 
Nov. 
, .. Year round 
Year round 
July 
May 23-Sept.l 
May 5 
Noy 23-June 26 
May Il-Sept. 1 
Sept. 1 
. May 14 
Year round 
Year round 
Sept. 30 
May l4-July 6 
July 28 
Year round 
Year round 
~l£!.rch 13 
~Y II-Aug. 6 
~ 
April 16-June 
May 20 .. ., 
3 .. 
Nov. 22- March 22 
April 2l-0ct. 7 
April 12- August 30 
April 21- May 17 
April 21- May 17, 
April l8- August ' 30 
April 21, July 20 
May 10, Sept.. 1 
Year round 
Year round 
" . 
, . 
"'.'1 . " -.', « 
e" t, ," ': .. .. ..I... .. .. 
1- • ·"1 
• ,~ • ,. t . :0.. .. ~ 
t; •.. : 
,.' 
-~ '.:, 
.. 
. .' 
.. "n .. , . 
. ~ 
. . 
r • 
, " 
, ,. 
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Dates 
Year round 
.f:()ecies 
CO~Im~on raven 
Coma:on crow 
Pinon jay 
Nu~bers 
Nany 
Many 
None 
l--1any 
Nany' 
'Many 
Nove 15- April 12-- - ---.----
, Clark's nutcracker 
Black-capped chickadee 
~i!ountain chickadee 
P~ain tttrr.ouse 
Year round :' 
Eushtit 
White-breasted nuthatch 
Red-breasted nuthatch 
Brown creeper 
Dipper 
House 'Wren 
Hinter ,.,ren 
Long-billed marsh wren 
Canyon wren ' 
Rock wren 
Gray catbird 
Sage thrasher 
.A~erican robin 
Her:nit thrush 
Swainson's thrush 
Veery 
Vlestern bluebird 
~ountain bluebird 
Townsendts solitaire 
Blue-gray gnatcatcher 
Goillden-crowned kinglet 
Ruby-crowned kinglet 
One 
None , 
Few ' 
Fet-l 
Nany 
Many 
None 
Few 
Many 
Few 
Few 
One 
,None 
Many 
Few · 
Few 
None 
Few 
Many 
Many 
One 
Many 
, ivlany 
'vater pipit Nany 
. - , 
Eohe~ian \.JaXlY ing Nany , . ~"~,:,:, 
Cedar vlaxvling Nany , 
Northern shrike .' I.rany 
Loggerhead shrike " Fe,,, 
'Starling , .. 't' Nany . ,_ ~ 
Soli tary vireo .... ..:.'.':." '.', None 
4' 
Red-eyed vireo None 
Year round 
Year round 
Nay 16 
Year round 
Year round 
Year round 
Year round 
Oct. Jan. 
': , Year round ' 
' June, July 
-June3-30, Sept.. ~ 
July 5 
Year Round 
'May 5-§ept. 
r:lay l4-Aug., Jan~4 
Narch 27-Sept. 
, March 17-Sept. 28 
Year round 
t.J1ay 11 
Year round 
Year round 
Dec. 23-Mar.27 
Rov. $-Apr. 18 
Jan. 2-July22, Oct. 6 
Dec. 23-Apr~ 6 
Nov. 22-J~n.4,Apr.6 
Year round 
Yellovl-throated vireo .One 
Warbling vireo Y~ny 
Orange-crowned warbler Many 
.... :, ":., June 11 
Nashville ' warbler , None 
Virginia's warbler Few , 
Yello,,, warbler Many 
Yellow-ru:nped (Audubon t s) ~:any 
warbler 
. , June- Sept e' l ' 
: . April 28-Sept.l 
Aprl.28-Sept. 1 
Apri128-Sept.l 
Apr.-Dec29,Feb.lO 
Black-throated gray , One ~. .... .,.. - :.:. .. 
warbler 
Townsend '. s warbler 
Northern waterthrush 
MacGillivray's warhler 
Common yellowthroat 
Yellovl-breasbed chat 
l<Tilson '.s warbler 
American redstart 
House sparroH 
Eobolink 
" Few -:. -. Sept.l 
None 
'Fe-Vl . 
None ' 
Fev1 
I~one , .. 
None 
Nany -
Fe't-l 
Nay 5-Sept.l 
June 
, Year round 
Nay l7-Sept. " 
... ~ : ;;.-"'''' 
'. or· ~ ~r, ';,J 
. ~ ; 
., "'"' . ~ ~ * . '!f'~ :.. 
. . ......... ~" 
. 0" l .. 
4'" r • -\ .-1 
,~ ." ..... . ;..' . 
. ' .. ' ... 
"t'-t" 
.. ' ..... t.' . 
~ " .. , t I .. ,. 
. , .. J. -. .... . . ;.~ • 
.'>1. v.~" ~c:, 9.~ ,4} ,_. "_: .. :~ 
• ... _, (' .. .. . ,.. -r "'~;~ I 
_. • ... ,' ... ol~... ....,.. ....... ::--' 
: . 
,." ,-
" 
. : .. 
.i 
... 
Species 
~tern ~eadowlark 
Yellow-headed blackbird 
Red-winged blackbird 
Northern(Eullock's)oriole 
Brewer f s blacl~bird 
Bro't-ln-headed cm'Jbird 
Western tanager 
Black-headed grosbeak 
Lazuli bunting 
Evening 'grosbead 
Purple finch 
Cassin's finch 
House finch 
Pine grosbeak 
Gray-cro~lned rosy finch 
Black rosy finch 
Common redpoll 
Fine siskin 
American ' goldfinch 
Red crossbill 
'Green-tailed tOv1hee 
Rufous-sided tOvlhee 
Lark , bunting 
Savannah sparrow 
Vesper sparrou 
Lark sparro"tv 
Sage sparrovl 
NU!Ilbers 
Nany 
Nany 
Many 
Few 
r4any 
r~any 
Nany 
Nany 
r-~any 
Many 
None 
Nany 
1~1any 
One 
One 
rxone 
:". 
One 
Nany 
Nany 
None 
Nany 
Many 
I~one 
Few 
Fe't,] 
None 
One 
Dark-eyed(Oregon and, slate-Many 
. ' -colored)junco 
Gray-headed junco 
Tree sparro"t<1 
Chipping sparro"l 
Brewer t S sparr01il 
Harrists sparroH 
' vfuite-crowned sparrow 
Golden-dro~ned sparrow 
White-throated sparroy 
Fox sparrow ,) ; ~ 
Lincoln • s sparro't~ 
&'la~p sparro\V 
Song spnrrm'1 
~cCo'Wnts , longspUT 
Lapland longspur 
, Snoi,-J bunting 
, ;: 
." , I 
One 
Many 
Many 
One 
Hone 
Many 
One 
None 
Few 
None 
None 
Many 
I{one 
None 
None 
) , 
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Dates 
Year round 
N~.17-Dec.26,Feb.28 
'Near round 
Apr.28-May 17 
Year round 
Year round 
Nay 6-July 22 
May l8-Aug.2 
Nay 11 ... Sept.l 
Oct. 30-Apri1 1 
Mar. 8-Jan. 4 
Year round 
Feb. 15 
,Oct'. 10 
"-. : . ~. 
" t. •••• 
'Dec. 26 
Year round 
Nar. 8-Dec.29 
May5-Sept.7 
Year round 
" ' 
Nar .. 6-30 
Apr. 28-Sept. 1 
Nar. 6 
Year round 
Feb. 
Year round 
lJ:ay8-Sept .1, De c • 
Apr. 28 
Year round 
Apr.25-I{ay 8 
Apr. 1-20, 
.1 ': " . ... -" .... 
Year round, "., 
.':..:.:.- .. , 
"l 
" ' 
,- . 
-,' 
~ (' . 
. ' 
-,., -:- .,--~- -" --"l 
J} 
. ' .. 
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RImAs F'ApNA. 
EARLY H1STORY 
There is no well kept record of wildlife populations ~hich inhabited Bear River 
Basin prior to settlement, so one must rely on reports and journals of e~rly 
explorers and trappers for a glimpse into the past. 
One .of the earliest written records is the "journals of Peter Skene O~den," 
who crossed the western pa~t of dear River Basin in 1825 with a body of fur 
trappers under the Hudson Bay Company. While his references de~l primarily 
with numbers of beaver taken one gains the impression of abundant big game in 
. places. Quoting from his journal: 
,Sunday 1st Hay -- "We raised camp early all safe so far well we had not 
proceeded more than three miles when we obliged to encamp the rain falling 
in torrents until the evening we have however a far 0uperior'encaffipment 
than last night. Elk &' .Buffalo are most numberous in this quarter & the 
farther we proceed we find the leaves already large Flowers in blossom and 
every appearance of Summer. 40 Beavers this day." (Present day Thatcher) 
Monaay 2nd -- "Early this day started our route was over a hilly Country 
& progress very slow ••• Our hunt this day amounts to 74 Beavers & Pelic~n 
also taken in the traps a Strange sight to us all t o see one of the latter 
in these remote quarters for in fact with the exception of a few Bustards, 
we ·have so far not seen Birds or Fowls of ,any kind Save except Ravens & 
Crows in abundance." . (Near Oneida Narrows) 
Tuesday 3rd -- "... which we reached early our course this day. East 
over a fine level plain covered with Buffalo & Nany were killed .. H (Cub River) 
Wednesday 11th -- n ••• the trappers inform me that they have some hopes 
of findings a few beaver if not I shall soon change my Course. Dis 6 miles. 
Buffalo scarce but grizzly Bears in abundance one of the men had a narrow 
escape three of them were killed. 70 Eeavers this is convincing proof that 
there are Some remaining, it would appear the America~s trapped only the 
lower part pf these Forks ••• " (Near Little Bear River, Cache County) 
Friday 13th --- "Raised camp & too!< the middle Fork in ascending as nearly 
all the Traps are a head of us we had fine plains covered with Buffalo ••• " 
(Near present day Avon, Utah) 
In his "History of the American Fur Trade of the Far I'lest," Chittenden provides 
a brief ac~ount of Captain Bonneville in this area, also Washington Irving in 
his "Bonneville's Adventures" gives a more complete account. According to Chit-
tenden, "Captain Bonneville himself spent the winter (1834) in the upper end of 
Bear River Valley. Buffalo were plenty ~~d abundance reigned in camp, and with 
the interesting society of Indian bands and the occasional visit of some white 
trappers, the winter wore away in ideal hunter's fashion." 
From Irvin~, - ..... Captain Bonneville now directed his course up along Bear 
River amusing hims.elf occaSionally with huntine buffalo, with which the country 
was covered ..... fursuing his cou.rse up Bear River Cantain Bonneville arrived 
on the 13th of June at the Little Snake Lake (Bear Lake) where he encamped for 
four or five nays that he might examine its shores and outlets. '£he latter he 
founn extrem~ly muddy and so surrounded by swamps and qua3mires that he was 
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obliged to constru.ct canoes of rushes with which to explore them. The mouths 
of ~l.ll the streams which fall into the lake from the "Test are marshy and incon-
siderable; but on the east side, there is a beautiful beach, broken occasionally 
by high and isolated bluffs, which advance upon the lake and heighten the 
character of the scenery. The water i s very shallow, but abounds with trout 
and other small fish. ·11 
Irving continues, "The co.untry lying to the southwest of the mountains and 
ranging down to California, was as yet almost unknO..n1; being 01.i.t of the buffalo 
range it was untraversed by the trapper, who preferred those p~rts of the 
wilderness where the roaming herds of that species of animals gave him compara-
tively an abundant and luxurious life.. Still i -,; was said the deer, elk, and 
the bighorn were to be found there ~ As a precaution hmvever , t he party halted 
on Bear River and hunted for a few days until they had laid i n ' a supply of dried 
buffalo meat and venison; they then passed by the heafuraters of Cassia River, 
and soon found themselves launched on an immense sandy desert. tr 
Concerning the low'er Bear River we have accounts from early explorers Fremont 
and Stansbury. Captain John C. Fremont and his party visited the delta of 
Bear River in 1843 and reported in part, II ••• The whole mora.ss was animated 
with multi tudes of waterfowl, which appeared to be very wild---rising for the 
space of a mile around about at the sound of a gun, with noise l ike distant 
thunder. Several of the people waded out into the marshes and we had tonight 
a delicious supper of ducks, geese } and plover." 
Captain HaNard Stansbury visited Bear River Bay and reported (Stansbury'1852), 
" .... immense flocks of "rild geese and d1J,cks among which many SvTans were seen, 
being distinguishable by their size and whiteness of their pl umage. I had 
seen large flocks of these birds. before, in part of our cOlmtry, and especially 
upon the Potomac, but never .did I behold anything like the immense numbers 
congregated together. Thousands of acres, as far as the ~e could reach, 
seemed literally .covered with them, presenting a scene of busy animated cheer-
fulness, in most graceful contrast with the dreary, silent solitude by which 
we "Tere immediately surrounded." 
From these early records one pictures a region laced with many flowing streams, 
grmnl heavily to willmTs and cottonwoods, containing abundant beaver. The 
wealth of furs was such that the 2nd annual rendexvous of the fur trappers was 
held in present day Cache Valley, Utah in the year 1826. 
Buffalo were common, particularly in the higher valleys, even t hough the Bear 
River Basin was evidently near the western and southern limits of their range 
at that time. 
Elk, deer, and bighorn sheep were present in many locations and bear were 
abundant throughout. Present . day Bear Lake vlas known as Black Bear lake, and 
also Little lake to distinguish it from Big Lake (Great Salt Lake.) Fish 
were evidently abundant in Bear Lake and tribut ary streams and were utilized ' 
by early Shoshoni tribes as evidenced by many J~emains of t heir campsit es near 
the Lake. They probably timed their visits to coincide vri th spawning runs into 
the lake shallows and tributaries. 
Trappers did not tend to utilize nat ive birds or waterfowl to any extent when 
big game was present so their comment s are few. However , Sage grouse and sharp-
tail grouse were plentiful in the valleys, and the marshes along upper Bear Lake 
and Bear River valley had great numbers of waterfowl in season. 
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. CURRENT THIIJDLIFE CONDITIONS 
C? Though habitats and wildlife populations are changed greatly from that earlier 
)period, wildlife·plays an important .part in the life of Bear River Basin today. 
Habitat changes wrought by settlement reduced the native wildlife, setting the 
stage for introduction of exotic wildlife species many of which inhabit the basin 
today. and ~u~port much of the fishing and hunting activities. 
Partly due to these introductions, the variety of natural plant communities, 
the intensively developed marshlands. and interspersion of croplands and· natural 
vegetation, there is an unusual diversity of wildlife species in the Bear 
River Basin. These wildlife resources are a source of pleasure to the residents 
of the Basin and the visitor as well. Consumptive use of the wildlife resources 
for hunting and fishing is of paramount ·importance to basin residents but there 
is an important and growing interest in wildlife for non-consumptive enjoyment, 
particularly by out of basin reSidents. Many visitors come to Bear River 
·National Wildlife Refuge to view and photograph bird life, and the large 
participation by the public in winter feeding of elk at Hardware Ranch are 
indicative of such interest. 
Wildlife resources of the Bear River Basin can be grouped into two broad 
physiological classifications. At higher elevations in the ~asin, wildlife 
species are related to the Biddle Rocky It.ountains. At lower levels the species 
are those commonly associated with the Great Basin. Any attempt to list all · 
the wildlife species found in the basin would be very time consumir~ and of 
somewhat doubtful value in this inventory. Only those wildlife groups Which 
~rovide fishing and hunting opportunity, unique and endangered Wildlife, and 
various fur bearing animals will be considered in depth. These groups receive 
intensive management and are highly regarded both esthetically and for their 
recre.ational values. Less attention will be afforded other wildlife groups 
for thls reason. 
This is not to say the multitude of non-game birds, mammals, and aquatic life 
is unimportant for it is an essential and enjoyable part of the natural fauna 
and adds immeasurably to the environmental values of the basin. Unquestionably 
it will . command more attention within the near future. 
Concerning the study area - it is very extensive and involves an array of wild-
life resources, some of which are of national significance. Available inventory 
data for some of the groups is good. For others, particularly the non-game 
groups, data is inadequate or lacking. Data which is presented in this report 
is based upon reliable sources, principally state and federal wildlife agencies, 
and is a good base upon which to structure further intensive wildlife studies 
if this is deemed advisable. 
An abbreviated list of the wildlife species of the basin is presented, giving 
a brief notation on their general habitat requirements, distribution, and Life 
Zones occupied. This will serve as an introduction to the more important exist-
ing wildlife resources of the basin, and identify those groups of wildlife species 
and associated habitat which would be of primary concern in relation to planning 
for development of the water and related land resouces of the Basin. 
l' 
Table I, . 
COMMON NAME ,SCIENTIFIC NAME 
~100SE Alces alces shiras 
ELK Cervus canadensis 
l-IDLE DEER Odocoileus hemionus 
. PRONGHORN ANTELOPE Antilocapra americana 
BIGHORN SHEEP Ovis canadensis 
BLACK BEAR Ursus ronericana 
MOUNTAJN LION ' Felis cancolor 
PRESENT DISTRIBUTION 
AND RELATIVE ABt.i'NDANCE 
BIG GAME 
Rich Co. Utah, 
Lincoln .Co. Wyoming, 
Upper Bear River, Utah-Wyo.-
Increasing breeding Ida. 
population. 
Common resident throughout 
higher elevations Idaho-
Utah-Wyoming. 
Relatively abundant 
throughout entire area 
except irrigated crop land 
Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Small population in local-
t zed area Uinta, Lincoln 
Co's Wyoming ~ 
Small reintroduced pop- ' 
ula-c i on on ~,;,~ 11sville 
Rang __ , Cache: :'~..: . Utah. 
Occurs sparingly higher 
elevation in Idaho-Utah-
Wyoming . 
. Small numbers in rough . 
terrain in Idaho-Utah-
Wyoming. Not game animal 
in Hyoming. 
GENERAL HABITAT PREFERENCE AND 
LIFE ZONES ·ACCORDmG TO MERRIAM 
Alpine meadows; Stream bottom 
woodland, Sub-alpine ponds and 
marsh. Hud. -Can. -Tran. 
Sub-alpine forest and meadows, 
aspen woodlands, Mrn. bI~sh-sageb~ 
gras s lands Hud. -Can. -Tran .. 
For st, Me ad OvT , aspen woodlands , 
Mtn . brush , Sagebrush grasslands , 
Pinyc~: J tmiper Hud. -Can. -Tran.-
Up.Son. 
Desert s}1..rub rangeland Tran. -Up .Son • 
Sub-alpine f orest and meadows, 
rocky aspect Hu~.-Can. 
. Conifers, sub-alpine meadows, s L.,' ... ,. 
and aspen woodla.nj Hud. -Can. -Tran . 
Conifers , ~rrn . brush, Pinyon-
Juniper Rough, .Rky. aspects. Can. -
Tran. -Up .Son. 
·LIFE WNES according to Merriam.: Arctic Alpine, Hudsonian" Can.:.Ldian, Tr3.l1sition, upper sonoran 
GREEN-WINGED TEAL Anas carolinensis 
CINAMON TEAL Atlas cyanoptera 
RUDDY . ~8r jamaicensis 
CPNADA GOOSE Branta canadensis 
SNOW GOOSE Chen hyperborea 
11 
f WHISTLmG SWAN Olor columbianus 
j. 
1 
l COOT Fulica americana 
SNIPE Capella gallinago 
BEAVER Caster canadensis 
l . 
Mustela vison 
UPLAND GAME WATERFOWL 
Uncommon breeder, abundant 
migrating populations, Idaho-
utah-Wyoming. 
Common breeding populations 
. and common migrant. Idaho- . 
Utah-Wyoming. 
Common breeder and abundant 
'migrating popu.lations - Idaho-
Utah-Wyoming. 
Common nes"l:iing and migrating 
populations. Idaho-Utah-
Wyoming. 
Common migrant, No breeding 
population. Idaho-Utah-
Wyoming. 
Rare breeder, common migrant 
populations. Idaho-Utah-
Wyoming. (Hunted only in Utah) 
Abundant breeding and m~grant 
populations, Idaho-Utah-
Wyoming •. 
Occassional breeder, and 
migrant. Idaho-Utah-Wyaming. 
FUR ANIMAIS 
Relatively abundant on streams 
wIth trees along banks. Idaho-
utah-Wyoming. 
Scattered population in middle 
elevations. Idaho-Utah-Wyoming 
Marsh, ponds, streams. Trans.-
Up. Son. 
Marsh, ponds, streams. Trans.-
Up. Son. 
Deeper marsh and ponds, fresh 
and saline. Trans.-Up.Son. 
Fresh water lakes, reservoirs, 
fresh and saline marshes, grain 
fields. Up. Son.-Trans. 
Fresh and saline marsh, reservoirs, 
grainfields. Up. Son. -Trans. 
Fresh and saline marshes, ponds 
Trans.-Up. Son. 
Fresh and saline narsh and ponds • . 
Trans. -Up. Son. 
Shallow lna.l'shes, streams and meadow:: 
Trans.-Up. Son. 
Large and SID3.ll streams, marsh, 
Trans.-Can.-Hud. 
Open streams and marshes. Trans.-
Can. 
_ . . .... ....... . 
' . 
RING-NECKED PHEASANT 
SAGE GROUSE 
BWE GROUSE 
SHARPrAIL GROUSE 
HUNGARIAN PARTRIDE 
CHUKAR PARTRIDGE 
CALIFORNIA QUAIL 
MOURNING roVE 
MOUNTAIN COTT01ITAIL 
UPLAND GAME AND WATERFOWL 
Pha~us colchicus Introduced and relatively 
abundant in irrigated area's 
of Iadho-Utah below Bear Lake. 
Centrocercus urophasianus Localized populations in suit-
able habitat Idaho, Utah, 
. Wyoming. 
Dendragapus obscurus Dispersed populat~ons 
throughou'c conifer-aspen 
belts Idaho-Utah-Wycming. 
Bonasa umbellus Similar to Blue Grouse 
Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Pediocetes phasianellus 
Perdix perdix ' 
Alectoris gracea 
Lophortyx californicus 
Zenaidura macroura 
Sylvilagus nuttalli 
Small isolated ~opulation 
in Idaho-Utah. 
Introduced and scattered 
populations :Ln suit able' 
habitat Idaho-Utah-vlyoming. 
Introduced and found in l ocal 
concentrations in preferred 
habitat. Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Introduced and common in select 
habitat eituation~ in lower 
elevations Idaho-Utah. 
Relatively aboundant resident 
and migrant populations. '. 
Idaho-Utah. 
Con~on resident of m0ist, 
higher mountain country. Idaho 
Utah-Hyoming. 
Irrigated and dry croplands, 
marshes, stream woodland Tran.-
Up. Son. 
Open sagebrush-grassland plafus 
and upland meadows Trans. Up • 
Son. 
Conifers, Aspen woodland, open 
slash and burn. Tran.-Can.-Hud. 
Conifers, Aspen, woodland, Strea:c 
side woodlans. Tran.-Can.-Hud • . 
Open Grassland, Brushy slopes a..'t.~ 
hillsides. Tran.-Up. Son. 
Open day gras s L:'1....Tld, open gra in 
fields and brusby slopes. Tran.-
Up. Son. 
Semi -ari d rocky canyons ~'1d gras.', 
slopes. Tran. -Up. Son. 
Irri gated f armlands, bl~by st~e~ 
bottoms Tran.-Up. Son. 
. F~rm1and, Brushy hills ide s, Pill~l' 
Junil'er.. Trm -Up • . Son. 
Cropland, sagebrush-grassland 
Brush, rocks Tran.-Up. Son. 
DESERT COTTONTAIL Sylvilagus auduboni 
PYGMY COTTONTAIL Sylvilagus idahensis 
Y.ALLARD Anas platyrhynchos 
PllrrAIL ' Anas acuta 
GADWALL Anas strepera 
WIOOEON Marcea americana 
REDHEAD Aythya americana 
CPNVASBACK Aythya valisineria 
LESSER SCAUP Aythya affinls ' 
SHOVELER " Spatula clypeata 
BWE-WJNGED 'TEAL , Anas discors 
UPLAND GAME AND WATERF'OWL 
Found at lower elevations and 
dry situations. Utah. 
Found in small numbers, ' Idaho-
Utah in dry situations. 
Common breeder and resident 
populations and large numbers 
of migrants. Idaho-Utah-
Wyoming. 
Common breeding populations, 
large,numbers of migratns. 
Idaho-Utah -\~yoming 
Abundant breeding populations, 
good migrant numbers, Idaho-
Utah-Wyoming. 
Uncommon breeder, go'od migrant 
populations Idaho-Utah-Wyoming 
Abundant breeding populations, 
good numbers 'migrants Idaho-
Utah-Wyoming. 
Uncommon breeder, common migrant 
Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Rare breeder, common migrant 
Idaho-Utah-\{yoming. 
Common breeding populations 
abundant during migration. 
Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Common breeder, early migrant 
Idah-Utah-Wyoming. 
~ 
Greasewood-salt-brush, sagebrush 
Up. Son. 
Sagebrush, Salt-brush Up. Son. 
Fresh and saline marsh, streams, 
dropland. Trans -Up. Son. 
Fresh and saline marsh, shallow 
flooded upland Trans .-Up. Son. 
Fresh and saline marshes and ponds 
Trans. -Up. Son. 
Fresh and saline marshes and ponds. 
Trans. -Up. Son. 
Deeper, open ponds and marshes, 
fresh and saline. Trans.-Up. Son. 
Open fresh water ponds and lakes, 
deeper saline marshes. Trans.-Up. 
Son. 
Deeper, open, fresh and saline ponds 
and marshes. Trans.-tJp. Son. 
Fresh 'and saline ~rsh and ponds 
Trans.-Up. Son. 
Marsh, ponds, streams. Trans. -Up • 
Son. 
MARTEN Martea americana 
NUSKRAT Ondatra zibethicus 
SHORT TAIL WEASEL Mustela ermine a 
LONG TAIL WEASEL Mustelafrenata 
RACCOON Procyon lotar 
STRIPED SKUNK Me~hitis me~hitis 
BOBCAT ~ rufus 
COYOTE Canis latrans 
RED FOX Vul~es fulva 
BADGER Taxidea taxus 
WHITETAIL RABBIT lepus townsendi 
FUl\ ANIMAIS 
Low ~opulations at higher 
elevations. Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Abundant along most streams 
and perenent marshes. Idaho-
Utah-Wyoming. 
Sparse ~opulations through-
out mountain area. Idano-
Utah-Wyoming. 
Corr~on Throughout area. 
Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Sparse ~opulation at lower 
elevations. Idaho-Utah 
Ambundant throughout area. 
Idaho-Utah-Wyoming 
Common in rougher situations 
Idaho-Utah-Wyaming. 
PREDATOR - NON-GAME MAMMALS 
Common throughout area. 
Idaho-Utah-\vyoming. 
Moderate populations through-
out area. Idaho-Utah-Wyoming 
Common and widespread in area 
Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Good numbers at mid and lower 
elevations. Idaho-Utah-Wyaming 
Coniferous forests, sub-a1~inc 
meadow. Can.-Rud. 
Fresh and Saline marsh , ponds 
and streams. Can.-Tran.-Up. Son. 
Brus}1..y mountain situation near 
water. Tran.-Can.-Hud. 
Found in wide sprea locations 
not far from water. Tran.-Can.-
Rud • . 
Frequents strealIlS and ponds in 
brushy country. Trans .-Up. Son. 
Brushy situations , agricultural 
lands, Tran. -Up. Son. 
Rocky canyons situations,. stream. 
Can.-Tran.-Up. Son. 
Open woodlands, agricul~~al 
areas, rangelands. Hud.-Can.-Tran.-
Up. Son. 
Rocky situations, forest margins, 
Pinyon-Juniper. Can. -Trans. -UI'. Son. 
Sub-al~ine meadoNs, sagebrush-
grassland, Pinyon-Juniper. Can.-
Tans.-Up. Son. 
Sagebrush-grassland, .Pinyon-Juniper 
Trans. -Up. Son. 
SNOHSHOE HARE 
SPOTTED SKUNK 
PRAIRIE F AWON 
PEREGRINE FALCON 
SPOTTED BAT 
BALD EAGLE 
GOIJ)EN EAGLE 
OSPREY 
SANDHILL CRANE 
CUTTHROAT TROUT 
Lepus americanus 
Spilogale putorius 
Falco mexicanus 
'Falco peregrinus 
Euderma maculata 
PREDATOR - nON -G~ MAMMAlli 
Common in highery forested 
areas. Idaho-Utah-Wyoming 
Common 'throughout mid eleva-
tions. Idaho-Utah-Wyaming. 
ENDANGERED - TlffiEATENED - UNIQUE 
Treatened species. May nest 
in area, and winter migrant 
Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Endrulgered species~ Very 
rare in area. Idaho-Utah-Wyoming 
Endangered species. Very rare 
in area. Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Haliaetus leucocephalus Wintering populations, un-
common resident. Idaho-Utah-
Wyoming. 
Aquila chrysaetos 
Pandion haliaetus 
Grus canadensis 
Salmo clarkii 
ScatteI'ed resident populations 
in open mountainous areas. 
Ida.ho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Uncommon nesting population. 
Winter migrant . Idaho .. Utah-
H'yoming. 
Nesting resident in localized 
area's, additonal migrants. 
Idaho-Ucah-Wyoming. 
COLD-WATER GAME FISH 
Common to abundance. Both 
natural and stocked in good 
habitats. Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Sub-alpine forest, stream woodland, 
Rud.-Can.-Trans. 
Sagebrush-grassLand-marshes, agri-
cultural area. Trans .-Up. Son. 
Canyons and Cliffs in open ' C01.U1try , 
Nests on ledges. Can.-
Trans. -Up. Son. 
Open, rough country. Nests on ledge 
or gro1.Jnd= C8..n.-Trans.-'Up. Son. 
Semi-arid country. Occassionally 
enters building. Up. Son. 
Along open rivers and streams with 
large trees. Can. -Tran. 
Foothills, open canyons, mountains 
C~. -Tran. -Up. Son. 
Open lakes and rivers. Feed on 
fish. Can.-Trans. 
Rvver bottom lands, large marsh 
areas, grain fields. Can.-Trans.-
Up. ,Son. 
Prefers, clear, colder, high and 
mid-elevation streams, lakes and 
reservoirs. Alp-Hud t -Can. -Trans. 
RAINBOYT TROUT 
BRom' TROUT 
BROOK TROUT · 
LAKE TROUT 
KOKANEE 
MOUNTAIN WHITE FISH 
BONEVILE YTHITEFISH 
BEAR LAKE viH':'TEFISH 
BONNEVlLE CISCO 
LARGE MOUTH BASS 
BLUEGILL 
Salmo gairdneri 
Salmo trutta 
Salvelinus fontanalis 
Salve linus namaycush 
Oncorhynchus nerka 
Prosopium williamsoni 
Prosopium spilonatus 
Prosopiurr. abyssicola 
Prosopium gemmite~~~ 
Micropterus salJnoides 
Lepomis macrochirus 
COLD-HA:l"1~R GAME FISH 
Introduced and abundant 
in most suitable stre~s, 
lakes, and reservoirs. Idaho-
Utah -vlyoming • 
Introduced and common in many 
mid and lower elevation streams 
and reservoirs. Idaho-Utah-
Wyoming. 
Introduced and common in higher 
elevation habitats were estab-
lished. Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Introduced populations not 
great e",ren in area of distribu-
tion. Idaho-Utah-Wyaming. 
Introduced and limited popula-
tion 2.nd narrow distribution. 
Idaho-Utah, 
Abundant in certain streams ",i th 
su.itable habitat. Idaho- Utah-
Wyoming. 
Fish found only in Bear Lake. 
Cisco percent in good numbers 
Idaho-Utah. 
WARM-WATER GAME FISH 
Introduced rater limited in 
distribution through area. 
Idaho-Utah-Wyoming. 
Introduced abundant "There 
introduced but is limited in. 
distribution. Idaho-Utah. 
Prefers waters aromd 65 0 , usuall.y 
does best at mid-elevations. Can.-
Tran.-t]p. San. 
Often found in warmer, less suitable 
waters than other trout. Tran.-U:p. 
Son. 
Prefers cool, clear head water lakes 
and streams. Alp. -Hud. -Can. 
Fo~~d in larger, deeper lakes with 
cold temperatures. Can. -Trans. 
Stocked in Bear Lake and Porcupine . 
Reservoir. Can.-T-l'an. 
Usually found in larger streams wi t 1::. 
good permanent pools. Can. -Tran. 
Adopted to cold lake situation 
:provided by Bear Iake. Tran. 
Prefers warmer, low elevation 
lakes and ponds. Trans .... Up. Son. 
Prefers cleam water in small streams 
lakes, .;:""'1j ponds. Trans.-'Up. Son. 
WALLEYE stizostedion vitreum 
CHANNEL CATFISH Ietalurus punctatus 
BLACK BULIREAD Ictalurus melas 
WARM-WA'l'iR GAME FISH 
Introduced localized jn dis-
tribution and population. Utah, 
Introduced good numbers in 
lower elevation stream segments 
and selected reservoirs. Idaho-
utah. 
Introduced common in certain 
ponds and reservoirs where 
introduced. Idaho-Utah. 
Prefer cooler, cleaner water of 
streams and reservoirs. Up. Son. 
Established in warmer, turbid 
streams below Bear rake. Trans.-
Up. Son. 
Found in small warm ponds and 
reservoirs, sluggish streams. 
Trans. -Up. Son. 
I 
.. 
\ 
Fishes Indentified by Electrofishing :toll Various Sections of Bear River 
Fish Species Present 
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FISHERIES RESOURCES 
---t 
The sport fishery resource of the Bear River Basin is derived largely from 
introduced species of fish~ Some of the more important introduced species are 
rainbow, brook, and Brown trout. Largemouth black bass, walleye, bluegill, 
and channel catfish are others which were introduced and have become established. 
Cutthroat trout are still prominent/particularly in upper reaches of suitable 
streams and in the higher elevation lakes and certain reservoirs. This is not 
the pure native cutthroat species however, but is a mixed strain of many gener-
ations. Mountain whitefish are pr ominent in suitable sections of the larger 
streams in the basin and in Bear Lake the Bonneville whitefish, Bear uu~e 
whitefish, and Bonneville cisco are native fishes. None of the known fishes 
of the Bear River Basin is considered endangered or threatened. 
stream habitat has been greatly altered since white mans' habitation of the 
basin. This is evident .particular~y in the lower reaches of most streams, which 
historically were probably the most productive portions. Diversions have de-
pleted and dewatered the rIm-Ts in many of the streams, and channelization, 
pollution, and erosion has further degraded many additional miles. Hi&~ turbid-
i ties in the Bear River is the one most important factor ""Thich limits the sport 
fishery, according to JOhJl Heimer, Fishery Manager, . Idaho Fis~ and Game Depart ment. 
streams producing or supporting a sport fishery are classified according to 
esthetics, availability, and productivity and given a biological rating. Tney 
are then ranked by class. Class I is often refferred too as a tlBlue Ribbon 
stream," while Class IV and V are considered marginal habitat but could be 
improved by one means or another. 
Class I water in the Bear River Basin totals only 25 mi les out of the 1,330 
miles of classified fishing stream within the basin. The reduction in stream 
qualities is clearly evident in comparing these to figures. 
Class II .streams total 255 miles and Class III streams add another 533 miles. 
These stream mileages are the backbone of ·the stream fishery resources of the 
basin. According to Glen Dunning, Area Fisheries Bilogist, Wyoming Fish and 
Game Commission, Class III .tributary streams are very important to the fisheries 
program. They support a substantial part of the fishing pressure, and in many 
instances are the spawni~ and nurse!! areas for ~h~ ~~es and reservoir's and 
larger stream segments. (Jee 5hteam f wh eA.!} C iA-d.d.Lf-.Lcn.:li..on ('!"up) 
Lakes and reservoirs are not similarly classified basin-wide. They are class-
ified according to cold-water, warm-water, and combination fishery, hmrever. 
There is 75,475 surface acres of cold water with Bear Lake making up 70,400 
acres. Combination waters total 2,382 surface acres and warm-water areas add 
7,492 surface acres. These acreages are at normal operating levels and repre-
sent maximum rather than minimum available fishery habitat. 
Fishing use is relatively heavy in the basin and is growing at a rate of 
about 3 percent per year. Complete figures for 1970 indicate a total of 572,000 
fisherman days were expended on basin 1-raters. Of this amount an indicated 243,000 
angler days were spent on stream fishing. 
Lakes and reservoirs received about 330,000 angler days of use of which all but 
10,000 were trout fishing, or combination trout and warm water fishing. 
- 5 -
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Bear Lake dominates the flat water fishery habitat because of its in~ense 
size. Bear Lake is not considered a highly productive cold "Tater fishery 
resource but it does harbor large Cutthroat and lake trout which attract the 
trophy fisherman. The Bonneville cisco offers a unique fishing ex~erience 
when it is dip-netted during its winter spawning runs. This is a grow-ing 
attraction for both Utah and Idaho fishermen. 
Bear Lake 1>,i th its vast surface could support many additional man-hours of 
fishing and offers one of the major fishing enhancement opportunities in 
the basin. Present fishery management efforts are directed tOW'ard improve-
ment of the fishing resources of the liLke,. particularly by the Utah Division 
of Wildlife Resources. 
To meet the sport fishing demands with a satisfactory return to the creel 
requires annual stocking from the hatcheries of fry, fingerling and catchable 
trout. Grace Hatchery in Idaho which suppli~s the basin waters stocked 
98,000 lbs. of trout in its distribution area in 1970. Production for the 
~eriod October 1969 to September 1970 was 1,130,771 rainbow trout weighing 
102,705 Ibs., and 1,120,805 cutthroat. weighing 2,374 Ibs. Lo8an Hatchery in 
Utah which distributes trout to basin waters produced 1,172,606 rainbo~.; trout 
weighing 110,013 lbs., cutthroat fry totaling 553,403, and 29,204 fingerling 
brown trout from July 1970 to July 1972. 
A new trout hatchery is presently under co~struction at Mantua, utah where 
operations will be geared to enhancement of the trout fishery program at 
Bear Lake. This new facility will add substantially to fish production in 
the basin. No comparable figures are available for Wyoming. 
UTAH PHOTION OF BASIN 
There is 455 miles of cold-yTater fishing stream in the utah portion of' the 
basin and 160 miles of warm water. Cold-water lakes and res ervoirs total 
50,900 surface acres at normal operating levels and 7,464 acres · provides 
warm-water fishing. Demand f or fishing measured in angler days of use totaled 
423,100 fisherman days in 1970. 
Utah has some very fine tributary stream segments with the tops being located 
on Blacksmith Fork River. Blacksmith Fork contains 15 miles of Class I 
fishing 1-raters lying within &""1 overall section of the river which has been 
designated a "quality fishing area. II . This is probably the No. 1 tribU'cary 
stream in the basin and should be preserved at all costs. 
otlier high quality tributary stream segments are the upper f orks of Bear 
River which drain the north slopes. These tributaries remain largely unal-
tered by diversions up to the present. East, West, Hayden, ~~d Stillwater 
Forks are fine fishing streams containing cutthroat and rainbow trout, n.-~d 
attract many anglers during the summer season .. 
Logan "Hi ver is a beautiful stream in its canyon reaches, and though modified 
by power and irrigation diversions, it is one of the states' most popular 
fishing areas. Another stream worthy of note is Little Bear River whose middle 
and upper reaches retain many good qualities. A minimum release from Porcupine 
Reservoir preserves the qualities of this particular section of the Little Bear 
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The uppermost 15 miles of Bear River in Utah below the forks is an excellent 
stream with a good base flow in an attractive forest setting. Only the 
limi tat ion on public fishing access i: ecause of private lnnd o"l'mership detracts 
from its overall qualities. This section of the Bear River should be preserved 
for its fishery and recreational values. 
The lengthy segment of Bear River in Rich County Utah is somevThat of an unknown 
quantity from the fishery standpoint. It has not received a great deal of 
attention from the fisherman for various reasons. The land on both sides of · 
the river througho~t the co~ty is privately owned and public use is limited. 
Habitat conditions are best at the upper end where the river is less sluggish 
than further downstream. Woodruff Narrows Reservoir is located just upstream 
of the state Line and a minimum flow release for maintenance of the fisher.! 
habitat is assured through storage p~chase by the Division of Wildlife 
Resources. This reservoir acts as a settling basin for turbid flm'Ts which 
improves the quality of the downstream releases. This is a Class III trout 
water, and with the upper 15 miles contitutes the entire cold-water sport 
fishery on the main stem in Utah. 
By the time Bear River re-enters Utah in Cache Valley it no lO!lgs::r supports a 
cold-water fishery. At this ·point the river has become 7ery sluggish and 
exceeedingly turbid. The bottom is charact"erized by a shif'ting, unst~ble 
condition which stifles aquatic life. Habitat is unsuitable for trout and 
only marginal for warm water sport fishes. This is considered a Class IV 
stream section down to Cutler Reservoir. 
Cutler Reservoir acts as a settling basin for much of the silt carried by the 
river and the downstream flow is cnrnpletely controlle:i at the Cutler Dam. :Most 
of the river flow is cut off during the irrigation season and it is the fluctua-
ting flow ·of the river which is one of the primary limiting factors on the sport 
·fishery according to Arnold Bangerter, Fishery Biol()5i:~t, Utah Division 0:[' 
Wildlife Resources. With the reduction in turbidity afforded by the reservoir 
a better flow pattern could enhance the downstream fishery prospects. . 
During the non-irrigation season the flows in this section · are conditioned 
upon the daily power releases. This provides suitable conditions for a 
warm-water sport fishery. The upper st~eam mileage supports a variety of warm 
water fishes including such desirable species as Walleye and Large Mouth bass. 
Lower down on the stream the predominant warm water fish are channel catfish, 
carp, and suckers~ This is year ·around fishing water and is attracting an 
increasing number of anglers who evidently desire to just "get out fishing. II 
Approximately half the fishing in the basin oceurs on lakes and reservoirs. 
Bear Lake which was discussed earlier is the major utah water and because of 
the storage which has been superimposed on the lake is subject to considerable 
drawdown when needed for power and irrigation. There is no question from an . 
objective standpoint that the drawdCY.ffi and associated exchange in the lake 
is a limiting factor on the .sport fishery reS01ITCes. 
Porcupine Reservoir on Little Bear River is a major fishing water providing 
trout and kikanee, and Hyrum Reservoir is a po:pular . fishing water close to the 
Cache Valley population center. Mantua Reservoir is an improved trout "fishery . 
close to Brigham City which has become increasingly popular. Cutler Reservoir 
is strategically located to the Logan area but the fishery is poor quality and 
its use is negligible. 
- '{' -
Several pop·ular fishing lak.es are located in upper Logan Canyon and e.re 
heavily visited during the summer season. Whitney Reservoir is situated on 
West Fork of Bear River · in Summit County but has not realized its expected 
potential as a fishery. A new road is under construction to ttLis rather 
isolated reservoir and the visitor use is certain to increase upon its com-
pletion. The most unique flat-water fishery resources in the Utah portion 
are undoubtedly the jewel-like natural lakes located in the very headwa ;~ers 
of Bear River on the north slopes of the Uinta 's. Thirty of the approXl~ately 
fifty natura~ lakes scattered across the head of the basin produce trout 
fishing. These lakes which were essentially barren were brought into produc-
tion by st.ocking of brook and cutthroat trout. 
Excellent trout fishing is found in several of these lakes and most must be 
reached by foot or .horseback. A few are difficult to reach and may be seldom 
visited by fishermen. However, the last few years has seen an increasing 
visitation to these out-of-the way spots and the day when a lake was "all 
to yourself" is rapidly disappearing. 
IDAHO PORTION OF BAS IN 
There is 552 miles of classified stream within the Idaho portion of the Bear 
River Basin. Approximately 150 miles is located on the· main stem· and 400 is 
represented by tributary streams. Ten miles of the upper Cub River is Class 
I which constitutes the only mileage in this category. Class II is found on 55 
miles and 198 miles is Class III. The remainder totaling 289 miles is Class 
IV and V. 
Cold water lakes and reservoirs total 32,723 surface acres with Bear Lake 
making up 28,000 surface acres of the total. Another 2,382 surface acres 
provides cold-water fishing and al~o supports vTarm-water species which are 
readily taken by the angler. Only 28 surface acres are classified solely as 
warm water fishing. 
Approximately 137,200 fisherman days were expended on these waters during 1970 
~d usage has increased since then. Ex~ensive fishing use is made of the 
combination reservoir fishing waters scattered throughout the irrigated valley 
areas. It i ·s estimated about 40 percent of the fishing use is exerted on the 
streams based upon a comparison of the record. 
A good picture of the sport fishery resource of the Bear River in Idaho can be 
gained from studies conducted by John Heimer during 1972, '73, and '74. He 
conducted an angler count-interview creel census along 'the entire fishable lengi 
of the Bear River in Idaho. -
There appears to be little or no fishing in the Bear River from the Wyoming · 
State Line to the Highway 89 bridge west of Montpelier. Virtually all the 
flow of Bear River is diverted at Stewart Dam into Bear Lake. 
From the Highway 89 bridge to Alexander Reservoir the estimated annual hours 
of fishing is 520, including some winter activity. The catch is estimated as 
415 Cutthroat and 253 rainbow trout. 
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Alexander Reservoir receives an estimated 1,500 hours of fishing annually 
with an associated catch of. 100 .rainbow trout and 2,000 yellow pe~ch. 
From Alexander Dam to Grace Dam anglers fished 500 hours during the year and 
caught 400 rainbow trout and 25 yellow perch. In the stretch of river from 
Grace Dam to the Cheese Plant anglers put in about 5,600 hours of fishing and 
caught about 6,600 rainbow trout. 
Bear River from the Cheese Plant to Cleveland Bridge, Highway 34 receives little 
fishing pressure. Anglers spend about 400 houTs fishing this entire area and 
catch about 400 rainbow trout and 400 whitefish annual~. 
It is interesting to note of the 352 anglers checkp.d fishing between Grace 
Dam and the Cheese Plant 126 or 35.8 percent were from utah. utah fishermen 
were also prominent on other sections of the stream. 
rrom Cleveland Bridge to Oneida Dam the river is impounded. Estimated total 
hours fished on Oneida Reservoir was 518, with a catch of 2,400 perch and 9 
bl1:legill. Below Oneid.a Dam downstream to within one fifth mile of Mink Creek 
there was an estimated 2,980 fishing hours expended w'ith a creel of 1,600 
rainbow trout, 23 cutthroat trout, and 746 mountain whitefish. 
From this point on Bear River downstream to the Highway 91 bridge there was an 
estilnated 658 hours fished with a catch of 90 cutthroat trout and 658 whitefish. 
Bel~w this point downstream to the Utah state line there is virtually no fishing 
pressure at any time of the year. 
The origin of anglers on this portion of the Bear River in Idaho was heavily 
represented by Utah people in that 61 percent of the total fishermen interviewed 
were from there. 
The two quality sections of Bear River are beloN the Grace Power Dam and the 
Oneida Power Dam. Bear River at Grace Dam is diverted to the Grace Powe~ Plant 
during the fishing season which would ordinarily destroy the fishery. However, 
below Grace Dam in the Black Canyon a substantial flo,"T of water from springs 
creates suitable trout habitat. This is a very popular fishing area at this time 
and it is felt could .be further enhanced by a limited additional release of 
water past the Grace Dam and Powerplant. 
Oneida Dam to Mink Creek is another quality stream segment but fishing oppor-
tuni ty is curtailed when high flows are released for -povTer purposes. This is 
a peaking operation and the river is subject to violent fluctuations in flaw. 
Fishing could be greatly improved on this stretch if power operations were limited 
to week days, CL.'1.d on week-ends and holidays the pm'ler operations curtailed. 
Tributaries presenting good sport fishery resources are the aforementioned upper 
segment of Cub River which contains an excellent population of Eastern brook 
trout and rainbow trout. The middle section of Cub River is steeper and 
swifter with large instream boulders but very few pools and riffles thus provid-
ing less suitable habitat than the upper reach. 
Cutthroat trout are common in Thomas Fork Creek and some Eastern brook, while 
Montpelier Creek contains Cutthroat, rainbow. and brown trout. 
Table 2. Irrigation Reservoirs: Malad and Bear River Drainage - Idaho 
Name Acres Game Fish 
Little Deep Creek Res. 22 Cutthroat 
Deep Creek Res. 
Crowthers Res. 
st. Johns Res. 
Pleasantview Res. 
Daniels Res. 
Twin Lakes Res. 
Treasureton Res. 
Condie Res. 
Winder Res. 
-Foster Res. 
Glendale Res. 
LaMonte Res. 
weston Res. 
Oxford Res. 
Johnson Res. 
Tingey Res. 
Oxfdrd Res. N.o. 2 
Montpelier Res. 
Note: 
180 
40 
35 
32 
375 
520 
156 
118 
85 
180 
232 
195 
112 
18 
45 
9 
10 
105 
Rainbow, Cutthroat 
Rainbow, Cutthroat 
Rainbow 
Rainbow 
Rainbow 
Rainbow j Perch, LM Bas s, Bullhead 
Rainbow, Cutthroat 
Rainbow, IM Bass, Bluegill 
Rainbow 
-Rainbow, Cutthroat 
Rainbow, Cutthroat 
Rainbow, Cutthroat 
Rainbow, LM Bass, Perch 
IM Bass 
Rairlbow, Cutthroat, LM Bass, Perch 
Rainbow, LM Bass, Bluegill 
LM 3ass 
Rainbow, Cutthroat 
The acreage shown is with a full reservoir whereas some 
of the impoundments are completeLy drawn down in the 
irrigation season. 
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Sna~slide Creek is a noteworthy tributary to Montpelier Creek because of its 
high population of brown trout in the lower quarter mile~ This is a key 
spswning and nursery area for brown trout inhabiting Montpelier Creek and 
should be preserved at all costs. 
Battle Creek has no sport fishery of significance b~t is one of the mai~ 
sources of turbidity in the Bear River above the Utah state line. The raw, 
erosive banks of this stream are a constant pollutant to the main river causing 
further degradation of an already despoiled stream segement. 
Both Cottonwood Creek and its tributary Shingle Creek contain good populations 
of wild cutthroat trout; the highest in fact of any tributary to Bear River in 
Idaho. Cottonwood Creek has excellent streambank cover and contains little 
silt which probably accounts for its good quality habitat. 
Eight Mile Creek is an excellent trout stream containing populations of cut-
throat, rainbow, and Eastern brook trout. It is about 12 miles in length and 
receives about 2,300 angler days use annually. 
st. Charles Creek also rates high in value receiving in the neighborhood of 
5,000 angler days use annually. This stream is about 7 miles in length and 
contains rainbow and brook trout. 
All told there are about 50 medium size and small tributary streams in the 
Idaho portion of the basin. These are located throughout all portions of the 
area and provide fishing almost at the doorstep of ' most residents. N o"tth ere 
does the fisherman have to travel over a few miles to reach a fishing stream 4 
The Id~ho portion of the basin has very few natural fishing lakes but is is 
liberal~ supplied with small reservoirs most of which provide some fishing. 
These small irrigation reservoirs ranging in size from 500 surface acres do~m 
to 5 surface acres are managed primari~ for cold-water fishing, but many also 
contain warm-water sport fishes. 
These combination fisheries present the angler with cutthroat and rainbryn trout, 
and Largemouth bass, Bluegill, and perch often in the same body of water. Ten 
of these small reservoirs are cold water only, two are warm water, and the · 
remaining eight are combination. This provides a varied opportunity for fishing 
to the local anglers. 
Oneida and Alexander Reservoirs, the two largest, are power reservoirs on 
Bear River. These reservoirs contain both treut and warm water species but 
the return to the creel is predominantly non-trout. Production and quality of 
. the habitat for trout in these impo1h~dments is undoubtedly limited by turbidities 
from inflowing waters. 
WYOMING PORTION OF BASlli 
In the Wyoming portion there is about 75 miles of fishable stream on the main 
Bear River and another 246 miles of tributarJ streams. Lakes and reservoirs 
supporting a fishery total 2,400 surface acres at normal operating levels. 
Cold water alpine lakes make up 423 surface acres of the total and cold water 
Im·rland reservoirs the rest. 
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There are four natUral alpine lakes, one alpine reservoir, and five lowland 
reservoirs all managed as cold-water fisheries. These are productive bodies 
of water from the fishing standpoint as indicated by the average rate of catch 
of 0. 5 fish per hour. 
Woodruff Narrows Reservoir is located on Bear River just upstream of the Utah 
state line and is the largest body of water. This reservoir is encocrpassed . 
by private lands but the Wyoming Fish and Game Commission has acquired a fishing 
easement which insures free public fishing on the reservoir. Woodruff Narrows 
contains rainbow, cutthroat, and Brown trout. 
Lake Alice is a 400 surface acre alpine lake situated in the headwaters of 
Smiths Fork above Cokeville. This is an attractive cold-water fishing lake 
which is popular with residents and non-residents as well. The lake is managed 
primarily for cutthroat and E"astern brook trout. 
Sulphur Creek Reservoir in Uinta County is 300 surface acres in extent at normal 
operating pool level. Sulphur Creek Reservoir supports rainbow, cutthroat, and 
brown trout. 
The remaining lakes and reservoirs which are managed as .cold water fisheries 
are small 1<7i th Travis, Crystal, and Huff lakes totaling 23 surface acres, and 
Meyers and Crompton Reservoirs 152 acres. 
There is no Class I stream mileage in th~ Wyoming portion of the basin but it 
contains 60 miles of Class II stream and 92 miles of Class III. One of the 
better quality stream segments is the 16 miles of Bear River from the Wyoming-
utah line dm·m to the Evanston water intake. This is a downstream extension of 
the 15 miles of' Class II in Utah. Overall, there is 31 miles of continuous 
Cla:.~s II stream on this segment of the Bear River. The section of stream in 
Wyoming supports rainbow, cutthroat, and Brown trout, as well as whitefish. 
The remaining mileage of Bear River in Wyoming is Class III. 
Fish species in the upper portion of the Class III stream segment are similar 
to the Class II segment but productivity is lryner ~nd fishing usage, is retduced. _ I 
The further downstream one progresses the more the habitat quality ~ends 0 
degrade, until at the Idaho-~Tyoming State line near Border the stream depreciated 
to a lower Class III rating. 
There are several tributaries but most are small. Hmlever, two of the larger' 
tributaries are noteworthy and are rated Class II. Smiths Fork in Lincoln 
County near Cokeville contains 33 miles of Class II stream below t he forest 
boundary. All four trout species are found in this stream along with whitefish. 
Most of this is bordered by private ranch lands. Salt Creek, tributary to 
Thomas Fork, presents 12 miles of Class II stream. This is a headwater s.tream 
providing considerable numbers of stream bred trout. It is a spawning and 
nursery area for Thomas Fork and should be preserved. 
There are 11 small Class III fishing streams which are also an important part 
o~ the overall fi sheries resources of the area. In addition, there are a large 
number of small Class IV streams which are more or less marginal for cold-
vTater fisheries management. 
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Considerable stream habitat is being reduced in quality by channel vlork in the 
Hyoming portion, and particularly on Smith's Fork and the upper segment of 
Bear River. Siltation from past over grazing has reduced the fisheries in 
several of the smaller streams and destroyed others. 
Fishing demand in the Hyorning portion of the basin has not placed a severe 
burden on the fisheries-resources as indicated by the fishe~man days use in 
1970 totaling 11,450 days. Ho~rever, this has been increasing rather rapidly 
in the years since 1970, and a large upsurge could occur within the foreseeable 
future. 
It is evident increased mlnlng activity is about to emerge in this portion of 
Wyoming and adjacent areas in Idaho. Addition of several thous.and peopl~ into 
this sparsely settled rural environment will plaCe upon the vrildlife resources 
an added pressure which has not been experienced to date. If this occur's as 
predicted the high rate of success enjoyed in trout fishing up to this time may 
be impossible to sustain in the face of anticipated employment figures. 
TERRESTRIAL VTILDLIFE RESOURCES 
Large acreages of National Forest, National Land Reserve, State and 'Federal 
Waterfowl Management Areas are at the disposal of hunters in the Bear River 
Basin where they can pursu~ open public hunting, and where wildlife is afforded 
habitat. Public ovmership should insure open hunting on these lands indefiniteLy 
Nevertheless, as more and more hunters seek the avaialable game animals, ~nd the 
critical habitat which the game depends upon diminishes, hunting success will 
decline. The presence of a place to hunt free of restrictions, with a reasonable 
chance of success, will become all the more important in the future. 
Mule deer, elk, ~nd moose are the most important big game resources inhabiting 
the basin. A small resident herd of bighorn sheep is located on the Hellsville 
Mountains in Utah from transplants but not in huntable numbers. Bear and 
cougar are found in the rougher terrain and are receiving added interest fr~ 
the hunter since being placed on the big game list. 
From the habitat standpoint there is ample summer range to support good huntable 
populations of big game animals. Unfortunatelj-; this is not the case with 
their winter range • . Winter r~~ge is limited in most parts of the basin where 
it is restricted to the lower foothillls and open, sagebrush plaLns. -Here it 
. is often impacted at the lower limits by agricultural developments. The most 
serious problem occurs during long, severe winters which are not uncommon in 
the Bear River. In critical winter periods some of the winter ranges not only 
support mule deer for long periods but also e]~. This places an impossible 
burden on the available forage and many of the smaller, weaker anL~als fail to 
survive. Loss of deer, and occassional~ elk is a rather common occurrence 
within the basin area. (See /tap- I3u; (j:zme CJU..XLca1 Y?a~e) ' . 
Big game hunting in the basin is very popular. In 1970 there vTas a total of 
100,000 man days of big game hunting with a ha.rvest of about 26,300 big g~me 
animals. Mule deer attracted the most hunting with about 94,000 hunter days 
spent to harvest 26,625 deer. Elk hunting was very good considering the rather 
limited elk populations inhabiting the basin a.rea. There was approximately 
15,150 days of elk hunting to harvest 640 animals. Moose hunting attracted 
250 hunter days with a harvest of 46 moose. 
$', 
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The deer harvest has declined on most of the hunting units in the basin since 
1970. This is displayed in the comparative harvest figures in the table. 
lable J. COMPARARISON OF DEER HARVEST BY UNIT: 1970-1973 
UT.4.H Harvest 1970 Harvest 1973* 
Unit ? - Cache 4597 1663 
Unit 3 - Mantua 837 932 
Unit 4 - Wellsville 396 233 
Unit 5 - Woodruff 1259 1810 
Unit 24 - Blacks Fork (Part) 459 201 
IDAHO 
Unit 73 - Malad (Part) 1505 756 
Unit 74 - Cottonwood (Part) 975 504 
Unit 75 - Eight Mile 2123 1050 
Unit 76 - Caribou (Part) 6017 4332 
Unit 77 - Cub River 453 239 
Unit 78 - Bear Lake 1899 966 
WYOMING 
Lincoln Unit (Part) 2796 678 
Unita Unit (Part) 2312 654 
* Idaho 1973 harvest calculated on assigned percent'age of tota l statewide 
harvest. 
There is heavy participation in upland game hunting in the basin, particularly 
in the utah portion, as indicated by the total hunter days of about 200,000 ,in 
1970 This hunting resulted in a bag of approximately 175,000 animals. Phea-
sants are the most popular game bird and occupy most of the, diversified valley 
agricultural lands in the basin. 
Native sage grouse is a much prized bird and is heavily hunted in localized 
situations where suitable habitat is present. Some of the base popUlations of 
sage grouse occur in the Sagebrush-Saltbush t~?e in the Wyoming portion of the 
basin. Blue and ruffed grouse are found throughout the montane forest with 
locally high populations. Forest grouse have increased in importance to the 
hunter in recent years and could support additional harvest , particularly in 
years of high populations. 
Cottontail rabbit hunting has grown in popularity since seasons have been 
established and the species declared a game animal. Cottontails are subject 
to wide swings in their popUlations from year to year in common with most of 
the upland game species. In some parts of the basin increasingly clean 
farming is eliminating much needed rabbit habitat. 
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Mournin.~ doves furnish considerable huntinG in view of the diversity of upland 
eame hunting available. One of the reasons is the early season which upens 
well ahead of other traditional upland game .species. If eoad numbers of mourning 
doves are still present during the season in these northern locations the birds 
are avidly hunted. 
HaterfoHI hunting in the basin is very attractive for both ducks and geese. 
The extent and quality of the waterfowl habitat and waterfowl numbers can hardly 
be overstated. Populations of waterfowl breeding and migrating within the basin 
number in the millions. r:arshes at the terminus of Bear River in the delta of 
Great 3alt Lake rate amon~ the best on the continent. harshlands along upper 
Bear River from the vicinity of Bear Lake and extending into Vlyoming and Utah 
support ~ood numbers of ducks and Great Basin Canada geese. This is a distinct 
breeding population of the dark geese and is accorded special attention by 
manag;ement biologists. The Greater Sandhill Crane, GruS canadensis tablda, is 
a prominent breeder and migrant in the upper basin representing one of the main 
continental populations of this scarce bird. 
( 
\ 
Waterfowl hunters in the basin spent about 300,000 manday~in pursuit of ducks 
anc geese in 1970. They harvested approximately 147,900 birds during the Season. 
These total figures must be qualified somewhat since they include more than the 
basin exclusively. Figures for Idaho include the counties of B~~nock, Bear 
Lake, Bingham, Caribou, Clark, Franklin, Oneida, and Power, only part of which 
are within the basin. No accurate allocation to the basin could be made from 
the regional figures so they were left intact. 
ENDAHGERED, THREATENED Ar-.rn UNIQUE VlILDLIFE SPECIES 
Only one species of endangered wildlife (as set forth in the official government 
listing) is found within the basin. This is the American peregrine falcon, 
Falco peregrinus ana tum. The peregrine is a crow-sized bird which has a nearly 
world wide distribution. It inhabits open, canyon country, and is ofte~ found 
near Qpen water bodies and marsh. This falcon is no longer thoUSht to breed 
within the basin but migrants do occur. A recent Sighting was made of a 
pereg:;-tne at the Bear River National Hildlife Refuge near Brigham City. 
The official listing of threatened wildlife species has not been released, but at 
least two species rlhich may occur within the basin are under consideration. One 
is a mammal, the Spotted bat, Enderma maculata • . T~e other is a falcon, Falco 
mexicanus, prairie falcon. The Spotted bat would be conSidered rare in occur-
rence 'H'i thin the basin. The prairie falcon may still remain as a breeder and 
is a known migrant within the area. 
The Greater Sandhill cr~'"1e could also be includ·ed on the threatened list. If 
so, one of the main concentrations of this unique bird is found within the 
upper basin in Idaho, Utah and \vyoming. Hhile there is presently some agricul-
tural damage occurring from crane depredations :in localized spots the Idaho 
Fish and Game Department and Fish and Hildlife ;3ervice are attempting to acquire 
land where crops will be grown to encourage on isite use by these birds. 
Other interesting and unique forms of wildlife too numerous to mention are found 
wi thin the basin. r-~any of these species are associated with the water and marsh 
birds so common during migrational movements thr'ough this area. Coyotes and 
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bobcats are not uncommon and may be observed unexpectedly most anywher;:; in the 
basin where conditions are suitable for their habitation. Bald eagles are 
frequent winter ~isitors and Golden .eagles nest and winter at various locations 
within the area. Though reduced in numbers due to habitat losses, disturbance, 
and pesticides, several species of raptors both breeding and migrant are found 
throughout the basin. The mo~t common are Sparrow hawks, Marsh hawks, Roughleg 
hawks, and S'vainson hawks. 
Participation by residents and visitors in non-consumptive us es of wildlife 
resources is growing each year. 'Bear River Na ional Wildlife Refuge is nation-
ally known as an area for "birders ll to enjoy and photograph bird life in a 
.natural setting. Visitor use records for 1970 at Bear River Wildlife Refuge 
indicate at least 20,000 persons came to the area to view wildlife. Until the 
recent gasoline problems this use was increasing regularly each year. 
Hardware Ranch Wildlife Management Area is another key visitation area for 
non-consumptive enjoyment of wildlife. At Hardware Ranch during the months of 
January and February 1970 there were approximately 33,000 visitors who partici-
pated directly or indirectly in the elk feeding program. In addition, there 
were countless other visitors to the area Who were unrecorded during the year. 
This is an extraordinary participation under any comparison when considered in 
light of the remoteness and the season of the year. These are typical examples 
but they display the growing utilization of wildlife resources in all its forms. 
A variety of non-game birds, mammals, and reptiles inhabit the Bear River Basin. 
These groups are an important source of non-consumptive wildlife enjoyment, and 
each contributes in some way to over-all environmental values. Some have a 
negative influence upon man's economic pursuits. 
Type and numbers of non-game wildlife are often closely associated with particular 
vegetative zones. In the Bear River Basin, at least seven broad vegetal types can 
be identified. 
Conifer-Aspen Forests: These are high elevation forest lands interspersed with 
meadows and streams. They are inhabited by many species of birds and non-game 
mammals. Small mammals common to these areas are snowshoe hare, squirre~s, 
chipmunks, marmots, pika, and ground squirrels. Representative birds in season 
are Sharpshinned and Coopers hawks, owls, woodpeckers, flicker, Stellar and 
Canada jay, nutcracker, chickadee, bluebird, warblers, grosbeak, Pine siskin 
and Dipper. 
Pinyon-Juniper: This woodland type is frequented by rabbits, bobcat, and coyote 
along with several bats, skunk, badger, porcupine, and chipmunks. Birds often 
found in the area are vulture, sparrows, red- tailed and Swainson hawk, kingbird, 
pinon and scrub jay, mockingbird, and shrike. Gopher snakes are common residents. 
Mountain Brushlands: Common non-game animals are bats, coyote, fox, and skunk. 
Birds encountered here are wrens, hummingbirds, flycatcher, towhee, and several 
of the warblers and sparrows. 
Northern Desert Shrub: Sagebrush is the predominant plant. Common resident mammalE 
are rabbits, badger, gophers, and ground squirrels. Burrowing owls are indigenous 
to this type, and horned lark, meado'\vlark, thrasher, shrike, magpie, and various 
sparrows are common. 
i-
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'Salt Desert Shrub: These areas support a sparse non-game population in relation 
to other vegetative types. Lizards, snakes, and small rodents are the principal 
vertebrate forms. Ha'\vks are frequent visitors and various species of sparro .... 7s 
reside here. 
Croplands: This is the domain of the pheasant. Non-game mammals such as ground 
squirrels, gophers, skunk, and mice are prevalent. Typical birdlife includes 
robin, bluebird, kingbird, blackbird, meadowlark, s,\vallow, starling, and raven. 
Marsh 'and Wetlands: . This is home for a multitude of non-game water and shore-
birds. Herons and bitterns, plover, sandpiper, gulls and terns, marsh wren, 
blackbird, and goldfinch are only a few of the avian species. Common mammals 
are muskrat, weasel, skunk, shrew, and mink. Amphibians and reptiles are found 
in abundance. Hawks and eagles are often found here in winter. 
Many of these animals are nocturnal in their habits and are seldom observed. 
They are still a source of pleasure to nature lovers, children, and many others 
who may simply take their presence for granted in everyday life. 
UTAH PORTION OF BASIN 
Big Game Resources 
There are four Deer Herd Management Units within the ' basin in Utah and small 
parts of two others. One Elk Herd Management Unit is located within the 
basin boundary and a part of the North Slope Moose Management Unit. As 
previously mentioned, there is ample summer range for these big game herds 
but winter range '\mich is the key to the overall habitat carrying capacity 
is in short supply. ~inter range acreages on these units is displayed in 
the tabulation according to the area available in normal winters, and the 
area available in critical winters, which is a constricted portion of the 
normal winter range. On the portion of Blacks Fork Unit in Summit County 
within the basin there is no deer winter range since these deer migrate 
south and east to winter. A small area in eastern Box Elder County lies 
within the basin but it contains no winter range of significance. 
Table 4. Deer Herd Unit Normal Winter Critical Winter 
Range Range 
Unit 2 - Cache 186,957 50,200 
Unit 3 Mantua, Willard 25,366 8,928 
Unit 4 - Wellsville 23,906 9,141 
Unit 5 - Woodruff 143,466 24,460 
Elk winter in many of the same locations as deer. At the Hardware Ranch 
Wildlife Management Area which consists of 19,000 acres of range and bottom-
land hay meadows the emphasis is on wintering Elk primarily. This area is 
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operated by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources and u.pwards of 400 head 
of Elk are ,,,intered annually. In December elk begin to move onto the winter 
range at the ranch as snow forces them off the higher terrain. Elk come from. 
long distances on the Cache National Forest extending north into Idaho to 
winter at Hardware Ranch. They remain on the feedlots and are fed harvested 
hay until March or April depending on the weather before gradually moving 
off to forage for themselves. 
An important winter range for Moose is located on upper Bear River within 
Utah and Wyoming. The area used by moose extends about three miles on either 
side of the Utah-Wyoming state line mainly along the drainages. Moose move 
into the extensive willow-bottoms found along the streams to winter and 
snow depth does not seem to seriously hamper their movement. They prefer a 
species of willow, identified as .Drummond's Willow, which is prevalent along 
the water courses in this area. 
About half of the total big game hunting which takes place in the basin occurs 
in the Utah portion. Mule deer hunting is very popular and attracted about 
7,550 hunters th~t year. In 1973 the harvest was reduced on the hunting units 
with buck only hunting but hunter days actually increased. Based on recent 
trends it appears there will be a lower percentage of success on deer while 
man days of hunting continue to increase. At What point the reduced success 
will curtail increased hunting activity is difficult to predict. 
Elk hunting is becoming increasingly t'0pular in Utah and the Cache Unit is 
no exception. During 1970 about 300 h ead of elk were harvested on this unit 
involving approximately 9,300 hunter days afield. By 1974 elk harvested had 
riven to 342, whereas the hunters jumped to 2,826, and the associated man 
days of hunting increased to 12,498. 
Moos e are increasing noticeably in suitable habitat throughout the mountainous 
areas. Good numbers are present on upper Bear River and are increasing in 
Rich County. Recently moose have been observed in Cache County as well. In 
1970, 24 moose were taken within the basin area in about 246 man days of 
hunting. Nearly 100 percent success is common on these large game animals 
Which do not exhibit the wariness one associates with elk and deer. 
Big game resources appear in favorable condition at this time within the Utah 
portion of the basin but the remaining .winter range must be closely guarded. 
Developments and land use changes which will depreciate the quantity and 
quality of these critical habitat areas must be carefully monitored and 
where possible avoided. Continuation of upgrading and enhancing the available 
big game winter range where possible will insure welfare of the big game herds 
and provide a quality of hunting which the residents have come to expect. 
Upland Game Resources 
Annual hunting and harvest on pheasants in Box Elder and Cache counties places 
them in the top three counties in the state. Rich County, on the other 
hand, contains no huntable pheasant numbers. In the 1970 season, Box Elder 
County supported 9,610 pheasant hunters who spent 30,000 hunter days 
...... 
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to I bat~ about 37, 500 rln !~necks. The major part of this total harvest for the 
county occurred within the basin proper. For Cache County the comparable 
fiF.;ures were 8,360 hunters who spent 26,000 days afield to harvest 33,700 
pheasants. 
Pheasants are found throughout the irrigated and dry croplands wherever 
suitable habitat is present. Pheasant populations in the irrigated valleys 
are surprisingly stable from year to year. However, suitable habitat is 
becoming increasingly deficient in parts of Box Elder and Cache counties and 
populations are declining. Clean farming activities, conversion of 1ar68 
blocks to sprinkler irri8ation and concrete lining of canals are eliminatin5 
favored spots fer pheasants. Coupled vri th these on-farm reductions is an 
increasing spread. of lZban development into agricultural areas, with exten-
sion of highways, airports, and golf courses into former pheasant habitat. 
If this trend is not reversed, and a feasible way found to replace the lost 
habitat, the future of pheasant huntincs in these counties is not overly 
optimistic. f!ii tiF;ation of pheasant habitat losses has been minor. The 
creation of small, isolated parcels of habitat has had little or no impact 
upon the total pheasant habitat situation. 
In addition to pheasants there is a wealth of other upland game species 
within the Utah sector. The table gives a breakdown of hunting and harvest 
on upland game species other than pheasants for 1970 in Box Elder, Cache, 
and Rich cOQ~ties. and a small area of Summit county within the basin. 
fable 5. Species 
Sage- Grouse 
Forest Grouse 
Chukar Partridge 
Hungarian Partridge 
California '~uail 
Mourning Dove 
Cottontail 
Hunters* 
4,220 
4,120 
7,166 
),235 
607 
17.971 
12,699 
* Includes figures for all of Box Elder County. 
Hunter Days* 
5,525 
8,532 
19,848 
7,666 
412 
56,069 
28,335 
Harvest* 
5.034 
11,893 
17-,974 
6,902 
1,602 
71,092 
7,312 
Many of the same habitat ills which effect pheasants also apply to the 
other upland game. S~se Grouse habitat is lllder pressure from agricultural 
activities particularly sagebrush chemical spraying. Cottontail rabbits and 
California quail suffer from elimination of habitat used by pheasants. Sharp-
tail grouse habitat is marginal at best and the remainder must be preserved 
and upgraded if at all possible. Forest grouse habitat conditions are probably 
the most stable of all the upland game specif~s. titourning doves also appear 
to be in good condition habitat-wise. 
~laterfowl and Fur Animals Resources 
Waterfowl resources in the Utah sector of the basin are equal to anywhere in 
the country. L10st of this high value waterfowl habitat is located on the 
delta of Bear River and adjacent wetlands in Box ~lder county. A comprehensive 
survey of wetlands in utah has been completed by Clair Jensen, Division of 
Wildlife Resources , giving values for developed and undeveloped marshlands. 
In the Bear River Basin in utah there is about 91,254 ' acres of public develop-
edmarsh, and 124,217 acres of private marsh both developed and natural. 
Developed marshes in Box Elder County include the following. Salt Creek 
state WaterfortTl Management Area located south of Tremonton which contains 
4,584 acres of first magnitude marsh. The water sl .. pply is from Salt Creek • . 
This area provides several h~~dred days hunting for upland game and 3,100 
trips for duck hunting and 352 trips for geese. Huntel" s harvest and average 
of 7,800 ducks and 220 geese annually. . 
Public Shooting Grounds Area located south of the Salt Creek Area contains 
11,775 acres of first magnitude marsh# The water supply is from Salt Creek, 
Coyote Creek, and Painted Rock Creek. The area produces many ducks and also 
Canada geese • . It receives in excess of 4,000 waterfowl hunter days with 
over 1,000 trips by goose hunter's alone. Tne harvest amounts to ~ average 
annual bag of about 6,500 ducks and geese. Over 3,678,000 waterfowl days 
use annually is provided by this marsh area. 
Bear River National Wildlife Refuge is the largest managed waterfowl area 
in the state. This area contains 64,895 acres of first magnitude marsh. 
Water for Bear River Refuge is primarily from Bear River. With its large 
open water areas and associated marsh Bear River Refuge supports over 
20,000,000 duck days use annually ~nd over a million days of goos~ and 
Whistling Swan use. One of the largest concentrations of Whistling S~vans 
in the nation is found on the refuge with nurabers approaching 40,000 birds 
at t imes.. With these large concentrations of ~vaterfowl excellent hunting is 
:provided on the designated hunting areas. There is an avera.ge of 7 ,447 hunt ~· 
ing trips annually on Bear River. Refuge resulting in an average 8.t."1I1ual harveo t-
of 22;587 ducks. Goose hunters take an average of 378 geese per year and 
make 1,024 trips for goose hunting. Additional hunting and harvest occurs 
on Whistling Swans during the prescribed season. 
Box Elder County also contains some 'Outstanding private duck clubs. These 
clubs are clustered around the Bear River Delta. Their general location and 
area is shown below. These clubs produce as many waterfowl per acre as the 
state and federal managed marshes and support many added hunter days which 
. relieves the pressure on the public hunting areas. 
Table 6. Name of Club Aereage Location 
Bear River Delta . Bear River Club 
Chesapeaks Club 
Duckville Club 
Knudsons Duck Club 
Pioneer Duck Club 
Sagebrush Club 
9,600 
. :2,900 
1,200 
" 
" 
" 
11 
·1 
" " 
Sweet Grass Gun Club 
W'idgeon Club 
:3,000 
1,200 
1,000 
156 
160 
\-lest of Brigham 
South of Cori!L~e 
W'est of Corinne 
Sou·l-h of Corinne 
South of Corinne 
I 
Ic.: .... 
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In addition to the public and private developments there is an additional 
. significant acreage of' natural marsh. It is calculated a" ~ about 40,760 acres 
of" f"irst magnitude natural marsh, and 31,830. acres of seccmd magnitude. Most 
is located in the general area of the Bear RiverDelta. 
In Cache County the primary waterfowl habitat is located on Cutler Reservoir. 
Cutler Reservoir and adjacent marsh area supports over 300 brooding ~~d 
moulting Canada geese and 50 or more broods of rvIallard, Redhead, and Pintail 
annually. There is about 2,014 acres of" bulrush and cattail and 2,217 acres 
of upland marsh plants associated with the open water· on this reservoir. 
Cache County supports over six percent of the total waterfowl hunting state-
wide. Waterfowl hunter use in Cache County .. ,averages 13,300 hunter days with 
a harvest of" about 22,000 birds annually. The maj or part of this hunting 
activity occurs on Cutler Reservoir and surrounding marshlands. Other hunting 
occurs on the various rivers and streams in the area. In Cache Valley there 
is 11,415 acres of first magnitude marsh, 3,645 acres of second magnitude 
marsh and 988 acres of third. 
In Rich County there is 15,000 acres of third magnitude wetlands bordering 
the Bear River. This habitat supports breeding of 75 to 100 nesting pairs of 
Canada geese and several hQ~dred ducks. This is also a staging area for 
Greater Sandhill Cranes during spring and fall migrations. Counts show nearly 
1,000 cranes use the marshes along Bear River each fall. About 50 pair of 
these cranes remain to nest in the area. 
Another important waterfowl area is Neponset Reservoir which contains 1~043 
acres. It is used by 20 to 30 pair of nesting Canada geese. Hundreds of 
geese come to the area to moult each year. Several hundred ducks are also 
produced on the area. 
Round Valley south of Bear Lake contains 2,000 acres of second magnitude 
marsh which produces and supports good .numbers of waterfowl and a few cranes. 
The area also provides hunting. 
Fur animal resources of the three-county area are reflected in the ~~ual 
take of furs. Established seasons are set for trapping ·Beaver, Mink, and 
Marten. The muskrat is no longer considered a protected fur bearer so total 
harvest records are unavailable, but trapping is controlled on state management 
. areas by the Refuge Manager where records are kept. 
Beaver are t~~en primarily by licensed trappers but a few are removed by 
Department trapper's when a damage cn~laint is involved. The 1970 beaver 
record for the area is as f'ollows: 
lable7. Unit No. Population Census Beaver Taken 
' . N. Box Elder - la No change 0 
N. Cache 
- 2 Decrease 43 
Rich 
- 3 Decrease 138 . 
s. Box Elder - 4 Increase 0 
S. Cache 
- 5 Decrease 21 
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Mink trapping season usually coincides "lith the beaver season. There is no 
bag or possesion limit set on mink. Mink harvest and nwnbers of trappers in 
the area in 1970 is as follows: 
Table '8. County No. Trappers No. Mink Taken 
Box Elder 1 5 
Cache 6 14 
Rich 2 7 
Most drainages in the Bear River Basin in utah contain small, static popula-
tions of mink but totaL numbers are difficult to determine v1i thout a census. 
Marten trappers must obtain a permit at no cost. The trapper is required to 
report all marten caught, and must complete a questionnaire whether he captures 
an animal or not. Three trappers reported taking five marten in 1970 or '\vhich 
four vTere taken in Summit County. The exact place of cature is unknown but 
animals are present in the basin area of Summit County. 
Muskrats , are no longer protected fur~bearing animals but an state area's , l 
trapping is controlled by the Refuge iv'T.anager. On Salt Creek WaterfovT1 V.t3nage-
ment Area 2 trappers harvested 2,698 ~lskrats in 1970, while on Public Shootinl~ 
Grounds Area 2 trappers reported taking 1,392 muskrats that year. This only 
a modest part of the total muskrats taken, however. ", Coyotes, Bobcats, Skunks, 
and Badgers add to the totai peltage but no accurate ' records are available 
for the counties in the Basin. 
A predator survey conducted in 1972 and 1973 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service in the Western States indicates a moderate level of predators in the I 
basin area of utab base,d on their established survey lines. 
' Possibly a more definitive picture of predator populations is displayed by . 
the bounties on Coyotes and Bobcats for a recent three year period in the I 
basin counties. It Must be kept in mind that figures are for all of Box Elder 
county vlhere a .p1aj or predator population exists in the western part. 
COli.Ylty 1972 1973 1974 I 
Box Elder Coyote 885 1900 1808 I 
Bobcat 192 262 86 
Cache Coyote 60 35 50 I Bobcat 41 1 0 
Rich Coyote 81 125 135 I Bobcat 30 57 0 
I 
I 
IDAHO PORTIO r OF BASIN 
Big Game Resources 
Idaho has three Deer Herd Management Units within the basin and part or 
three others. There are two Elk Management Uni ts within and one partially 
in the basin. Part of a Moose t&inagement Unit is within the very northern 
·portion of the basin area. Big .Game habitat conditions in Idaho are similar 
in many respects to the utah portion of the basin. There is ample summer 
range for big game but the winter range is localized and in scattered blocks. 
In some locations where agricultural development has encroached upon the 
historical wintering area's the situation is critical. 
In comparison to the total range available for big game animals in the Idaho 
portion or the basin only about 64, 000 acre·s is considered satisractory 'Vrinter 
range. Little or this is contained in continuous blocks where large nQmbers 
or game can concentrate. Loss or deer to winter conditions is not unco~on 
particularly on some or the northermost winter ranges in the basin. The 
Idaho Fish and Game Department has acquired limited acreages or dry ~~d 
farming area's and converted this to winter range to alleviate the depreda-
tion problems which occur in most winters. 
Big Game hunting in the Idaho portion of the basin is not so intensive as in 
Utah, due in part to its more rural nature. Big Game hunters spent about 
24,000 hunter days in pursuit or deer in the Idaho portion or the basin in 
1970. Elk hunters added another 870 days in the field and 35 days were 
devoted to moose hunting. The harvest of big game animals during this period 
amounted to approximately 7,825 deer, 92 ELI):, and 5 Moose. The deer harvest 
for 1970 compared with prior years 1-ras up while Elk h:irvest vras slightl:{ down. 
Since 1970 the deer harvest on the Idaho Management Units has dropped in com-
mon with others throughout the basin area. 
Future demand for big game hunting in the Idaho sector is expected to grow. 
The rate of growth could be substantiai ir phosphate developments 1'Thich are 
planned ror the northern part or the basin expand as anticipated. These 
developments will not only impact the wildlife habitat directly but the 
rapid increase in people will place an increased burden opon the huntable 
game populations. Relatively uncrowded big game hunting conditions in this 
part of Idaho which residents have come to enj oy may not be available much 
longer. 
A comparison of deer and elk harvest ror the units associated with the basin 
area for recent years provides an indices to the changing pattern of deer 
hunting success in the Idaho portion. For the years 1969 through 1970 three 
of the units had extra deer tags but during the 1973 season no extra deer 
tags were issued on any or these. 
Table 9. Comparison O"f Deer and Elk Harvest By Management Unit 
Unit 
No.73 - Malad 
No.74 - Cottonwood 
1968 
Deer Elk 
928 closed 
748 " 
1969 
Deer Elk 
1044 closed 
673 " 
1970 
Deer Elk 
1505 closed 
975 " 
1973-* 
Deer Elk 
756 
504 
closed 
" 
- ?-2 ," -
I 1968 1969 1970 1973->E-
lable 9 (con 't-).;nit Deer Elk Deer Elk Deer Elk Deer Elk 
No.75 - Eight Mile 1080 14 1674 17 2123 32 1050 17 
No.·76 - Caribou 4439 149 4320 152 6017 144 4332 100 
No.77 - Cub River 292 0 244 a 453 3 239 22 
No.78 - Bear Lake 503 19 676 27 1899 14 966' 7 
* Calculated on assigned percentage of total statewide harvest for 1973. 
Based upon hunter return report cards for the 1973 deer hunting season the 
hunting and harvest by county of residence can be determined. This data is 
indicative of the interest and pressure by the county residents in relation 
to the statewide hunting effort. Figures for the major counties in the 
basin area of Idaho are as follows: ' 
Reported Harvest Deer Percent of Percent 
lable 10. Co~ty Males Females state Harvest Success 
Bear Lake 105 102 1.4 74 
Caribou 124 80 1.4 70 
Franklin 109 77 1.2 70 
Oneida 38 19 0.4 70 
Of the 44 counties in Idaho 19 rank above Bear lake, Caribou and Franklin 
counties in reported deer harvest which places these basin cOlL."1ties mid'o;·ray 
in statewide ranking. Oneida county is placed in the lowest six counties 
s~atewide on reported harvest of deer. 
Based on similar reports by hunters for. elk hunting, Bear Lake county is 
' 0.8 percent of the statewide elk harvest, Caribou 1.1 percent, Franklin 1.1 
percent and Oneida only 0.1 percent of the statewide total. 
A 1965 biological report dealing with the Elk Management Units within the 
basin by Dale Jensen, Game Biologist, Idaho Fish and Game Department sheds' 
light on the problems even though dated. Elk Management Unit 76 occupies 
the extreme northern part of the basin With about 40 percent of the entire 
unit within the basin and the remainder out. Units 77 and 78 are within the 
basin entirely. 
Elk Unit 78 has been managed under controlled hunts with bulls only in most 
general seasons and short either sex hunts in certain years. Elk are forced 
to concentrate on exposed ridges and open slopes during period of deep snow. 
Consequently overuse of bro..rse species is. characteristic of winter ranges 
throughout this unit. In area's 'where livestock use is also heavy- the 
situation becomes critical since the availa"ble forage has been removed by 
livestock before the elk move onto the winter range. 
I 
I 
-, I 
I 
I 
I 
Elk iJfanagement Unit 78 has a considerably greater drift; of elk between Idaho I 
and utah than in Unit 77. Cons iderable hunter interest is shawn for the elk 
hunt on this unit ~Dd it is evident a substantial number of deer are harvested 
incidental to the elk hunting. Very few of these elk winter in Idaho and I 
I 
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apparently pass through the deer winter range in Idaho enroute to their 
wintering area in Utah. 
Moose Management Unit No. 376-2 is the only moose hunting unit within the 
basin in Idaho. This is part of a larger unit for which 5 permits "rer e 
issued in 1970. The 5 permittee's each harvested a bull moo~e for 100 
opercent success. 
Upland Game Resources 
The ringneck pheasant is the most important game bird in the Idaho area. 
In 1970 hunters were permitted to truce one hen pheasant in the daily bag 
during the last two days of the season in southeastern Idaho. Hunting of 
hens was resumed on this limited basis after four years of closure. 
Hunting ~~d harvest data on pheasants, and for other upland game species 
in Idaho, is compiled on a regional basis and is not broken down by counties 
as in utah. The southeastern area which incorporates the basin counties in-
cludes Bingham, Power, Oneida, Bannock,- Caribou, Franklin, and Bear Lake. . 
There is no open season on pheasants in Bear lake county since"" °i t does not- ,: \ . " 
contain huntable numbers. 
A comparison of pheasant check station results for the opening vTeekend of 
" the pheasant season in the southeastern region 4isplays the hunting interest 
and harvest on this species for the period 1966-1970. It is significant 
that a large percentage of the total season hunting and han-est on pheasants" 
occurs on the opening weekend 0. 
Tablell. "Birds Per Hours Per 
Year No. Hunters No. Pheasants Hours Hunter Bird 
1966 2625 2614 109c6 1.00 4.2 
1967 1967 1888 9317 0.96 4.9 
1968 2368 3530 10915 1.49 3.1 
1969 2427 2680 10722 1.10 4.0 
1970 1585 2190 6105 1.38 2.8 
Sage grouse are contributing an increasing e~ount of hunting in the eastern 
region of Idaho but the primary populations are located in the Snake River 
drainage. The Bear River basin contains good numbers of Sage grouse in 
" spots but the habitat is not wide spread. :Cn order to obtain management data 
grouse spring booming ground counts are made each year -which gives an indica-
tion of the breeding population. For 1970 the booming ground counts indicated 
Sage grouse populations "Tere down slightly :Ln southeastern 'Idaho. 
Sage grouse harvest is checked by means of opening weekend hunter check 
stations. The results of the check stations for 1970 in the eastern region 
as compared to previous years provides an index to general success in the 
basin area. 
lable /2. 
_?4 :-I _ 
Year Season Ler.gth No. Hunters No. Birds Birds/Hunter 
1965 2 days 174 97 0.56 
1966 5 " 291 240 0.83 
1967 5 " 290 264 .0.91 
1968 9 " 460 299 0.65 
1969 9 If 515 431 0.83 
1970 9 " 325 303 0.92 
Forest grouse hunting in southeastern Idaho is primarily by big game 
hunters during their hunts for big game. The check station results for 
forest grouse indicated the 1970 harvest was down somewhat from previous 
years. Data collected at the IvIink Creek check station in the basin also 
indicated the harvest was reduced. 
lable 13. Mink Creek Check Station, Opening Weekend 1970 
Day 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Hunters 
73 
52 
Blue Grouse 
7 
o 
Ruffed Grouse Birds/Hunter 
31 0.52 
12 0.32 
Hours/Bird 
5.6 
10.6 
Hunting for Chukar and Hungarian partridge in the counties within the basin 
is limited because populations of these birds are scattered. Checks by· 
conservation officers in 1970 for Oneida and Bear Lake cOlmties indicated 
only a modest hunting effort is present on these birds. 
Dove hunting is quite papular and the ratio of dove huhting and hunter 
success by counties for 1970 derived from hunter bag checks in the field by 
conservation officers provides an index to the total hunting and harvest. 
lable 14. County No. Hunters Checked Doves Birds/Hunter Hours/Bird 
Bear Lake 14 78 5.6 0.2 
Caribou 21 25 1.2 1.3 
Franklin 3 11 3 .. 6 0.6 
Oneida 10 16 1.6 1.4 
The regular game farm operations at Jerome, Idaho provided pheasants for 
stocking in the southeastern region. Stocking of birds in 1970 was as 
follows. Brood stock relLase, 400 ringnecks and 1,005 summer hens. An 
a~ditional 1,008 fall cocks were rel_ased ma.king a total release of 2,413 
pheasants for the southeast area in 1970. 
Upland game habitat problems in the Idaho area are very similar to those 
in Utah according to Dale Jensen, Regional Game Manager . Modern farming 
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means "clean" farming which is keeping weeds and brush to a minimwn. Fall 
plowing and other practices eliminate the necessary cover for the birds. 
Pheasants need cover for protection against inclement weather &~d from 
enemies. Public hunting area's managed solely for game bird habitat is of 
some help but is minimal in the overall habitat requirements of the pheasant~ 
Conversion to sprinkler irrigation on additional acreage in the basin in 
Idaho is reducing habitat for upland game. Pesticides and mercury have been 
implicated in reduction of pheasant populations in this area but it has not 
been so troublesome recently. 
Sage grouse habitat is suffering reductions from chemical herbicide eradi-
cation of sage brush. Conversion of sage brush to grasslands and other 
forage crops :is alro having an effect., Sharptail grouse are still present in 
some of the same localities as Sage grouse. These r emnant populations should 
be preserved through habitat protection and improvement. 
Waterfowl and Fur Animal Resources 
Waterfowl habitat in the Idaho area is scattered and generally confined to 
the Bear River flood plain and Bear Lake environs. Marshes along Bear River 
in Gentile and GRm Valley's provide important waterfowl habitat, as does the 
river from the vicinity of Bear Lake to the Wyoming state ling. Haterfow"l are 
produced along the river and migration is fairly significant. 
A limited number of private marshes are found within the agricultural lands 
and these retain some of their production and migration value for waterfowl. 
Samaria Lake located near Malad is a privately owned marsh area where C~~ada 
goose production is good. The area produces about 200 gosling annually • 
. Public hunting is restricted however. 
Caulam Slough near the town of Clifton and Oxford Slough near Oxford are also 
of importance to the waterfowl resources. These marshes support same produc-
tion, migration and hunting of waterfowl. 
Coulam Slough historically consisted of about 1,500 acres of marsh and open 
water and was a high value waterfowl habitat. Through diversion of the inflow 
for local irrigation, and the partially successful drainage, it was greatly 
reduced in size and permanency. The remaining marsh is used to some extent 
by Canada geese but production has suffered by alteration of the marsh contions. 
This area has a good potential for waterfowl habitat improvement if it could 
be acquired and managed primarily for waterfowl purposes. 
The most important waterfowl marsh in the Idaho portion of the basin is ' the 
Bear Lake National Wildlife Refuge. The rej~ge proper includes the original 
Dingle Marsh and apen-water lake known as Mud Lake which lies immediately 
north of Bear Lake. 
The refuge contains 17,600 acres under management with about 14,000 acres of 
marsh and apen water habitat. About 200 acres of upland is planted to barley 
principally to control cranes and geese from using nearby agricultural areas. 
The refuge is essential~ roadless at this time and the plan is to keep it 
this way in the future. 
It is an important habitat for the Greater Sandhill Crane vTi th about 
45,000 days use annually and a production of 45 young. Peak crane popula-
tions on the refuge are 450 birds annually. It is also important for Great 
Basin Canada geese. Production' on geese has been as high as 2,400 goslings 
rumually. Prior to administration by the Fish and \'lildlife Service the ' 
~daho Fish and Game Department constructed many goose nesting islands 
throughout Dingle Marsh and fabricated artificial goose nesting sites. 
These furnished protection for geese from the fluctuating water levels 
which are part of the narmal operation. 
Water supplies for the marsh are subject to irrigation detnands but the 
marsh is drained only when water is badly needed for irrigation purposes. 
At ' normal lruce storage levels the marsh is flooded but it is often subjected 
to drawdown in late summer and fall. ' The marsh is frozen over about four 
or five months each year. 
The original Dingle t4arsh probably supported a population of muskrats approacl 
ing 75,000 with 45,000 harvested annually. Goose production was high during 
this period since geese nested on the muskrat houses. In recent years 
muskrats have been greatly reduced in numbers because of the fluctuation in 
water levels. Stable water levels in the refuge \-Tould increase both the 
muskrat numbers and goose utilization. 
The refuge does not presently attract many hunters from the outside the 
immediate area. Its distance from population centers and the early freeze- . 
up are limiting factors on hunting. As hunting opportunities here become 
better knrn1n and the local population grows as anticipated several thousand 
hunters can be expected to use this area each hunting season. 
There is no hunting and harvest record on waterfmvl for the basin area 
proper by random field bag checks on waterfowl hunting in the southeastern 
district includes the basin counties. This is a reliable index to the yearly 
trends. 
Table /5. RANDOM WATERFOWL BAG CHECKS, SOUTHEASTERN AREA 
- Hunters Ducks Geese Birds Per Hours :Per 
Year Checked Taken Taken Hunter Bird 
1970 548 1011 83 1.8 1.5 
1969 1213 1767 255 1.7 
1968 1262 1948 175 1.7 1.7 
1967 1662 2951 263 2.0 1.5 
1966 983 1108 188 1.3 . 1.3 
1965 1115 1375 153 1.4 2.4 
1964 1586 ?429 201 1.7 1.6 
The Greater Sandhill Crane is one of the more important species inhabiting 
this part of the basin both from the national 2nd regional standpoint be-
cause of dwindling numbers. Eastern Idaho is the center of the breeding 
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population of cranes which extends into Montana, Utah and Wyoming. Habitat 
and papulation protection for this breeding flock is increasingly important 
in view of recent concern expressed for unique and threatened wildlife 
species. 
Beaver populations in the Idaho portion of the basin are gradually being 
reduced by human developments along the streams which support beaver colonies. 
The 1970 beaver colony trend count indicated static conditions but the long 
term trend has been down ..... rard. The trend counts show an average of one beaver 
colony for each 2.5 miles of stream classed as beaver habitat. For those 
streams in the southeastern area classed as good the average is 1.9 per mile, 
1.6 in fair quality habitat, and 1.3 in poor quality. Unsuitable habitat 
contained on~ 1 colony for each 8.5 miles of stream. 
Beaver colony trend counts for the eastern region indicated a slight increase 
in numbers for 1970. The trend routes which were selected had 9 beaver 
colonies for 8 miles of stream checked. These same routes are checked " 
annually and changes in beaver populations are considered indicative of the 
trend throughout the area, including the basin proper. 
Beaver damage complaints 'have dropped significantly in the southeastern area 
during the last ten years indicating heavy removal of beaver from former 
habitat. In 1960 there was 241 beaver complaints 'vi thin the area, 196 in 
1961, i60 in 1962, 99 in 1963, and by 1970 the complaints had dwindled to 34. 
Prices for furs fluctuate as do fur animal populations which has a direct 
bearing on the trapping. At present, long-haired fur is bri nging relatively 
high prices and b, obcats, coyotes, skunk, and raccoon are now trapped whereas 
only a short time ,ago these furs were undesirable. 
Coyote numbers fluctuate from year to year a...l1d are closely related to rabbit 
, and rodent populations. Predator trend counts by the Fish a...Dd Wildlife 
Service for the southeastern part of Idaho indicates a moderate population of 
predators existed in 1972 and 1973. This was based on comparative data for 
all the Western states. 
WYOMING PORTION OF BASIN 
Big Game Resources 
Management of big game resources in the Wyoming portion of the basin includes 
two Deer Herd Management Units, two Elk Units, and two Moose Units. Portions 
of all these units overlap the basin proper so an allocation of data is 
necessary to apply it within the basin. 
Total range for big game within the basin portion of Wyoming is substantially 
less in acreage than in Utah and Idaho. However, quality of the habitat 
within the Hyoming portion for wildlife populations is good, and ranks equal 
or superior in quality to any parts of the Bear River basin. 
Elk, moose, and black bear are found in particularly good numbers within 
Lincoln county in the basin. Mule deer occupy most lands wi thin the basin 
and though reduced in numbers from past years of high populations are s t ill 
found in good numbers. 
Summer range for big game animals within the basin area of Wyoming is 
generally unlimited but winter range is restricted as it is throughout the 
Bear River basin. Total winter range available for Mule deer and Elk within 
the Wyoming portion is a~out 43,775 acres. Deer ahd Elk which summer .in 
the h i gher country. depend upon winter range located in the Bear River Valley, 
and around Evanston and Sage Junction in particular. Winter range i n the 
vicinity of Cokeville is very critical. In addition, deer which SUItlC1er in 
. nearby Idaho and utah also migrate into this winter range. Deer also migrate 
:from summer range in Idaho and Utah to winter in the Cokeville-Sage J-untction 
area. During periods of severe winter weather heavy pressure is placed upon 
this winter range, and management problems are intensified by the interstate 
nature of the herds. 
Elk winter to some extent upon the higher portion of the deer winter range 
where they often compete with deer for available winter forage, particularly 
when grass. is unavailable. Elk have adequate summer range in the Wyoming 
:forests but their numbers must be kept within the winter r ange carrying 
capaci ty. Most of the elk summer r&"'1ge is used jointly with cattle and sheep 
but no serious competition has developed for the available forage to the 
present time. Elk populations are in excellent conition and increasing 
interest is evident in elk hunting in Wyoming. 
Table 16. 
Moose in this area have increased from a few head to more than 300 in a 
relatively short time. Although moose habitat is generally thought of in 
terms of river and creek bottom type habitat.' moose appear to be spreading 
into the general forest type in the Lincoln Management Unit. On the Unita 
Management Unit the habitat situation is not favorable for a spread in moose 
numbers because the suitable habi t (;~ t is occupied by ranches. 
Harvest of Mule deer, Elk and Moose within the basin area in 1970 is calcu-
lated at 745 animals with an associated hunting activity of about 11,550 
hunter days. There is additional hunter days spent on bear but the figUre 
is unknown. While this total hunting and harvest is considerably less than 
:for utah and Idaho it is proportionately high in relation to available 
land area .. 
Since 1970 deer hunting and harvest has declined somewhat in the Wyoming 
portion similar to the other states. Reduction in deer hunting and harvest 
has been primarily in non-resident participation rather than resident. A 
comparison of hunter's and hunting days for the two counties on Mule deer 
reflects the situation within the basin. 
Lincoln County 
Uni ta COl.ll1ty 
Lincoln COtUlty 
Unita County 
Deer Hunters and Hunter Days 
1970 
Resident 
Hunters Hl.ll1ter days 
2,466 8,294 
1,641 4,810 
1974 
3,433 11,236 
971 2,343 
Non Resident 
Hunters 
4,196 
1,206 
1,486 
449 
Hunter days 
18,802 
2,847 
5,318 
1,408 
Elk hunting interest is high particularly in the Lincoln Management Unit. 
While non-resident hlmting on Elk has declined somewhat it is still sub-
stantial and swells the total hunting effort on Elk each season. Elk hunting 
and harvest approaches that of Mulo deer within the basin portion of Hyoming. 
Figures for Elk hunting and hunter's for the two counties mirrors the pattern 
for the basin proper. 
Tabl.e 17. Elk Hunters and Hunter Da:ys 
Lincoln County 
Unita County 
Lincoln County 
Unita County* 
Hunters 
2,161 
215 
1,206 
924 
1970 
Resident 
Hunter Days 
1974 
7,616 
3,834 
* Additional open area in 1974. 
Non Resident 
Hunters Hunter Days 
386 2,364 
10 10 
152 1,525 
59 293 
Elk are occupying most all of the available winter range at the present 
time . Additional numbers of Elk would probably lead to increasing ra-'Ylge and 
depradation problems, and added competition ,nth deer on their winter range. 
More Elk could be provided for hunters if sufficient quantity o~ winter range 
could be acquired and developed for their use. 
The Lincoln V~agement Unit is one of the state's better moose hunting areas. 
Moose have been on the increase and harvest figures for the two counties 
reflect this upward trend in numbers and associated hunting. 
Tabl.e 18.Management Unit 
Lincoln Unit 
Unita Unit 
Lincoln Unit 
Unia Unit 
Number 
Permits 
60 
16 
100 
Hunters 
1970 
59 
16 
1974 
98 
25 
Moose 
Harvested 
42 
6 
97 
22 
Avg. Days 
Hunted 
2.7 
5.2 
2.1 
3.8 
" .. 
. ..." 
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The harvest is expandinG as moose numbers increase. The carrying capacity 
for moose is high and should continue to increase under present mapagement 
programs. Ordinarily moose do not compete directly with deer or elk during 
the winter period which makes for a buildup in their numbers which is 
sustainable. The Lincoln ~:anagement Unit should continue to be one of the top 
moose locations in the future particularly if spraying and eradication of 
streamside woody vegetation is held to a minimum. 
Most ' of the bear hunting occurs during the fall season coincident with 
hunting for elk and deer. Bear numbers appear to be increasing which may 
be due in part to lessening of predator control activities. Bears which 
are not eliminated by predator control furn i sh added recreational hunting 
for the sportsman. Indicative of the growing interest in bear hunting are 
the 1974 hunter days on black bear for the two basin counties. 
Table I 9 . County 
Lincoln 
Uinta 
Hunter Days 
Fall Season 
1,553 
107 
Hunter Days 
Spring Season 
181 
o 
A few head of antelope have recently drifted into the .Sage Junction area 
and taken up residence. These antelope are presently wintering just north 
of l{oodruff Reservoir on Bear River. Whet.ber this small herd Hill develop 
into a huntable population under continued management will depend on favor-
able factors. 
Upland Game Resources 
In contrast to other parts of the basin where exotic upland game birds 
assume greatest importance, native grouse are most important in the Uyoming 
area. Sage grouse, and Blue and Ruffed grouse are found in relatively good 
numbers throughout suitable habitat in Lincoln and Uinta counties. 
Other upland game species which inhabit the area are ~ourning doves, cotton-
tail rabbits, and Hungarian partridge. A few pheasants occur in the vicinity 
of Cokeville but are insufficient to permit hunting. Upland game hunting is 
not so intensive compared to the irrigated c:coplands, due in part to the 
sparse human populations. Another factor is that rorest grouse have become 
a popular game bird only in recent years. 
Average annual hunting on upland game within the Hyoming area in 1970 was 
about 2,000 hunter days with a harvest of approxi~ately 2,500 upland game 
animals. A si~nificant part of this total b.3.rVest .was rr.ade up of the various 
grouse species. 
Sage grouse inhabit the semi-arid sagebrush foothills and plains which are 
common to this part of Hyoming. Ruffed grouse occupy the open stands of 
aspen, willow, mountain maple, and chokecher.ry which borders the coniferous 
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forest in the mid-elevations. Blue grouse, the most widely distributed grouse 
in Hyoming, are found in nearly all coniferous forest habitats. Populations 
of these birds are in good condition throughout suitable rfulge. 
Sage grouse are very dependent upon good quality sagebrush habitat -- so 
much so that without it they will not nest and are unable to raise their 
. young. Good quality sagebrush habitat is particularly vital to the continued 
welfare of this unique, native grouse species. Large scale sagebrush eradi-
cation is the most serious threat to this bird at the present time and this 
activity should be curtailed. 
Habitat conditions for Sage grouse in the northern desert Sagebrush-Salt-
bush type up to about 8,500 foot elevation in both Lincoln and Uinta counties 
is good. It is considered to be some of the better quality Sage grouse 
habitat within the state. Because of the importance of the Sage grouse in 
the total upland game management program in Vlyoming this habitat assumes a 
very high value for the future. 
Blue grouse habitat is very good throughout the forest and higher foothill 
type in Lincoln county. Blue grouse habitat is also found in similar 
situations in Uinta county. Forest grouse habitat overlaps that of Sage 
grouse along the fringes of the foothills in the more mountainous sectors. 
Blue and Ruffed grouse habitat is receiving adverse impact from timber cutting 
and brushland eradication projects. 
Cottontail rabbits are found in most locations in Lincoln and Uinta counties 
except higher elevations. Cottontails are present in best numbers in the 
Sagebrush-Saltbush type where Sage grouse are also found. Habitat preserva-
tion and enhancement for Sage grouse will therefore be highly beneficial to 
cottontails • 
. Hungarian partridge and pheasant habitat is localized along the valley of 
Bear River. Potential for expansion of these species is marginal ~d it is 
expected populations will remain at a low level. 
Hunting activity on Blue and Ruffed grouse has increased in recent years 
with some localized spots in Lincoln and Uinta counties recelvlng farily 
heavy hunting pressure. There are many locations, however, which are 
practically untouched by the hunter. Recent Sage grouse harvests have been 
very good with hunting pressure well distributed throughout suitable terri-
tory. Sage grouse are hunted more heavily than any of the other species 
although some spots still receive light hmlting pressure. 
Cottontails are hunted most heavily when populations are at a peak and 
harvest of rabbits is fairly SUbstantial ai:; these times. In some parts of 
the basin area in Wyoming cottontails are 1Tirtually unhunted and additional 
hunting pressure could be exerted. 
Harvest and hunting activity on upland game for 1973 in Lincoln and Uinta 
counties is indicative of the situation within the basin proper. 
,.; 
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Table 20. Upland Game Hunters, Hunter Days, Harvest, 1973 
Species Hunters Hunter Days Harvest 
Sage Grouse 
Lincoln Co. 719 2,043 4,127 
Uinta Co. 521 1,258 2,351 
Blue and Ruffed Grouse 
Lincoln Co. 562 2,350 2,128 
Uinta Co. Figures unavailable 
Mourning Doves 
Lincoln Co. 52 92 106 
Uinta Co. 13 26 39 
Cottontail 
Lincoln Co. 26 354 79 
Uinta Co. 73 280 167 
Sage grouse, Blue and Ruffed grouse, and Cottontails could all support 
an increased harvest particularly during their high population cycles. It 
is estimated upland game and small game are present in. huntable numbers to 
support several hundred additional man days of h1L~ting annually. Additional 
harvest of these surplus numbers would pose no threat to basic breeding 
p~ulations in the foreseeable future. 
The present trend in upland game and small game populations is static at 
a fairly high population level, with annual fluctuations in numbers related 
primarily to weather conditions. Continued attention to preservation of the 
quality habitat found in this area will insure good huntable populations of 
upland game and small game even in the face of human groWth ' in this part of 
Wyoming. 
Waterfowl and Fur Animal Resources 
Waterfowl habitat within t he basin portion of Wyoming is found primarily 
along Bear River in Lincoln and Uinta counties.. This habitat serves princi-
pally as production for a variety of ducks and good numbers of Great Basin 
Canada geese. 
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Migrating ducks also use this habitat during spring and fall, but few 
waterfowl winter here. Bear River basin in Hyoming lies within the 
Pacific Flyway for management ~urposes and hunting seasons and bag limits 
are based upon Pacific Flyway regulations. 
The total number of waterfowl hunters and hunter days for 1970-71 in Lincoln 
-and Uinta counties reflects the situation found within the basin proper. 
Total Number of Waterfowl Hunters 
and Hunter Days lable 21. 
Ducks Geese Total 
County Hunters Days Hunters Days Hunters Days 
_Lincoln 550 3042 307 1015 857 405.'f 
Uinta 115 720 41 443 156 
From waterfowl bag checks in -the Pacific Flyway portion of Wyoming a 
picture is gained of the main species cQ~position making up the total 
harvest. The Mallard is by far the predomin~~t species harvested. 
Species Composition of Harvest, Pacific FJ.y..ray 
Table 22. Wyoming 1966-1970 
Species 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
Mallard 84 86 75 79 82 
Gadwall 5 4 2 2 2 
Widgeon 2 4 6 -2 5 
G. W. Teal 2 2 7 6 4 
ml & Cinn. Teal 0 1 3 1 1 
Shoveler 0.3 1 1 0 0 
Pintail 1 1 B 2 4 
Redhead 0 0 0 3 0 
Canvasback 0.3 0 0 0 0 
Lesser Scaup 0 0 0 0 0 
Ringneck Duck 0.3 0 0.4 0 0 
Goldeneye 4 2 1 4 1 
Bufflehead 0.8 0 0 0 0 
1163 
In the Pacific Flyway portion of Wyoming it is estimated each duck hunter 
spends approximately 5.7 days in the field. The average bag per hunter ip 
this part of Wyoming is approximately 9.0 ducks per hunter per season. 
Goose hunters average 4.1 days afield and harvest' of geese averages about 
930 annual~. 
While the waterfa~l resources could probably support additional hunting 
pressure it is important the harvest be carefully controlled, particularly 
on Canada geese, so over-hunting does not cut into the basic breeding 
population. 
The portion of Bear River located in Lincoln county is pal't of the larger 
habitat complex of the breeding and migrating population of Greater Sandhill 
Crane. Crane's nest here to some extent and in fall large flocks gather to 
feed in the adjacent fields. Should this species be placed on the threatened 
wildlife list habitat in and around Cokeville will undoubtedly be ·included 
in habitat preservation efforts. 
Hunting and trapping for fur animals is growing in interest as it is through-
·out the basin. No license is required in Wyoming at this time when pursuing 
predatory animals and considerable increased interest is evident among sport 
hunter's for this type of hunting. Recent high prices being paid for long-
hair furs has stimulated increase hunting and trapping for species which 
were largely ignored. . 
No figures are available for fur animals taken wi thin the ·nas in but Wyoming 
fur dealer reports for the state to present a picture of trends in fur 
sales over a six year period. 
Table 23. Reports of Fur Dealers 
Year Jackrabbit Beaver Bobcat Coyote Fox Mink Rats Raccoo..1'J. 
1968 2,983 801 384 785 3,844 613 
1969 34,897 6,910 3,?12 1,959 586 557 13,059 1,615 
1970 15,836 5,?85 3,053 1,768 626 292 10,156 724 
1971 10,098 3,761 1,183 763 374 251 7,543 210 
1972 6,140 2,3~6 873 1,295 394 211 7,194 392 
1973 5,432 4,991 2,642 3,357 1,707 313 4,616 1,415 
A present and expected human popUlation increase in adjacent Green River . 
basin, and nearby Idaho, will place increasing pressure upon the wildlife 
resources in this ·part of Wyoming. Present populations's of wildlife are 
good but added hunting pressure from outside could quickly havest any surplus 
in this rather localized basin area. Hunting pressure must be closely 
monitored to insure protection and conservation of the basic vdldlife 
resrources. 
Big Game populations are probably· supporting near maximum harvest considering 
the winter range carrying capacities. This situation ~~ll call for careful 
management in the face of any large buildup in human population nearby. 
Non-resident hunting has already been curtailed and a continued shift from 
non-resident to residents may be called for to protect the future welfare 
of big game resources. 
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